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From tho Boston Journal.
The following is a iiot of tho vessels built in
each of the customs districts of Maine during tho
year 1880 :
FRENCHMAN’S BAY DISTRICT.
Name.
Where built.
Rig. Ton’age
Scud.Eden.sell....
28.89

I UK slt.O BUSINESS.

A new dispensation lias dawned for
farmers, it is claimed, which if it is pracr ,-al
will revolutionize winter feeding
It it proves one of those
:
stock.
•me a
;.:iigivd notions” like many other
chimerical ones that have gone before, i
Jersey Herd B^joks.
loner it is exploded the better, and
.\s l understand it, there is a distincWe neither
fewci will get bitten.
tion made, by the Maine State Agriculi.irsc nor condemn, but lay such facts
tural Society, between Jersey cattle regite cimie to hand before the reader.
,s
(
1!. li. and those
\ silo is a cistern or vat, air and water istered in the A. J. t
.gilt oil the bottom and the sides, with of the Maine state II. K and I take the
kind
open top, constructed <>i masonry or liberty to avail myself of your very
■•uci'ete.
It may be square^ rectangu- invitation to farmers to ask questions, to
ask l’or the reasons why any distinction
u, round or oval" in shape, with perpenmill.n
ir>. us. .! to .-'.ore in their green should be made. Is it because animals
registered by either one of these associarune crops, such as corn, sorgho,
■ •.its.
millet. Hungarian grass, clover tions are more pure, or any better bred,
ill the grasses. This forage is cut or have they any oilier practical advani.M.
< )r is it owing
ikcii directly from the Held, run
.ml
tages, one over the other
1’lease inform us
•line-mil a cutter which cuts it into pieces to some other cause ?
-s than half an inch in length,
tramped through The Home Farm, all about this
matter, and greatly oblige many others
■Aii solidly in the silo and subjected to
besides.
a1. •. and continuous pressure."
[Practical Pain man.
i.< .'trnetuiv i> the silo, which
Perhaps the Secretary of tin* State Agmay j
c ground or
partly on entirely he- i ricultural Society, or some of the officers
c surface of the
ground. The fod- 1 of the Maine Pure-blocd Jersey Cattle !
Association are in a better position to
c'i-n cii in >ilos is cnsilUge."*
i
•••; a lined by I >,
John M. Hailey. ! answer the above inquiry than we are:
l’lic Ho 'k of Ensilage," that and si, mid they desbe to do so. our coldcr this system ••milk > in be produced umns tre at liieir service. We have never
:<■ cent
•■'i
per quart, butter for ten known, fully, the grounds upon which
nis.pl r pound, bci f for four cents per the stale Agi Yultural Society ruled out
j;ork for tliri'c cents per pound the Maine Jer.-i-ys from competition; but
K'-u
noth'
if wool is thirty 51■ ni what we have known, have always
rhese are results regarded it- action as partial, unjust,
per pound."
n cannot be obtained under the
pros- calculated to kill out one of the leading
hay unking, hay feeding interests of out Tinners, and as discrimiI:
-.it.
evoutly to nating against an important interest of
hoped for, and which would, if true, j our State, when its avowed object is to
foster and encourage out agricultural
create a revolution and truly he a
j
j
..spensation to farmers. It would concerns. There was a time when Mainein
have
entered
been
pic the old and abandoned or semi- bred Jerseys could
•ned farms of Maine and New Eng- j the registry of the American Jersey t 'attic
cii,,ble the keeping of largely in- i i hib ; but the chief o icneisot Marne Jer'■■-I numbers of farm stock, and give seys not liking the terms of entry made
They then
ng a paying per cent, unknown and i by the club, refused to do so.
formed an association of their own, with
i:grlit -f iiflbi c.
i lie system is being tried by several the propel Committee on Pedigrees, just
as they had a right to do.
Now we fail
i a 1,0 '.inns, 'lock-breeders and dairy
sec why the acts of an association of:
to
s
tliis state.
in
doing
Knough
s t
Maim- gentlemen Y honor and high char- !
'ii; to test tile adaptability of
1
K
-y stem anu tb prove or disprove this notes. arc not as much entitled to respect
ieas'ues..
h i> one thing to demon- and confidence as an asso, iation of New
Yoik gentlemen: or why there is any
r.it!!:■■ ;v;!ei-t:k-t*ping of ensilage in
eheapiu'ss and more opportunity for spurious pedigrees
to be accepted by the one society than
It is
e th ng to learn
It lias been acknowledged
ah si,m■ k. is effects and the other.
that the “foundation stock" of the Maine
S'. ..ml urn•t!i>*i t< est iblisli the cusIa-et ;atlji \v.:.' s.ioei n large quan- Jersey s (so called), was at one time eli1
I
gible to entry in the New York herd hook
,tl till- v. esie: u p:ii: ,.f the State the
now why should not the State Agriculsat
Corn
!
sfaetion.
j.»-r‘
tural Society admit these to competition
as siloed by Dr.
at their fairs, equally with those recorded
vius.s. ,.:i(i ;iy other.' '-vitli peril!'! te a
Many in New York in the New fork book ? Wo cannot see.
The merits of the Maine Jerseys are as•late suoed green crops and proved to
'.it
.i'it tile feasibility, ease and
serting themselves every year : they are
a out of the system, and have
becoming recognized as pure bred, desirable animals, ami as much entitled to
,1 ..a
'tie i ineb more largely into
tin- present year.
recognition as those bred only for “purity
1'
!' Mattocks, of Riverside fan i. I of blood," and recorded in some other
;5
Herd Hook: and we believe the manag;
Alonzo 1 ,ibb\ it West
A -'•■
f I a a s o
irappa, and .1 II. ! er.- of our State Agricultural Society can
If1’iti" t;ro ■■ stoi-k farm. siioed j never act >n good ground in this matter,
: eh
tin past season and ill are fill they g vc equal recognition to Maine
thus; ;sti<- over tin- results. Thc.-e are Uegistered Jersey s, with those of the
a. a that have
tuoitey and can allbrd to Americ m (' C. lbjstry, [Home Farm.
••ypcrnucnt, -ut men of rids character
Tools and Tool Houses.
g.-.n-rally safe men. eaveful, thoughtlie
wili
progressive. They
;
Many farmers t!<> not pay sufticient atouniei.'e p
benefactors if they per- tention i. tl
>ls. They a,e not east
ni. atly mi, idm-e siloing,
ensilage, and fill to get the Ik -; kind, nor the best of
p:ove' the good thing it is claimed.
the kind.
Sind! as they have they use
Mi
K.bby writes me iindei- date of long after they -hauld lie laid aside.
Ril.
hi' silo of -0 tons green Fear of
expense prevents them from re’iti fodder opens beautifully and the
placing their took with a better kind.
g’.le eat the ensilage with avidity, and The time
they lose and the bad execution
i ait his eo'vs are
increasing their milk of their work are sei oils cheek to their
ec
they bogan eating it.
business and interest.
A bail ax, a bad
i.ven fantiei has it. within Iris power
scythe, a bad hoc, a bad plough will soon
pr >\e ti himself cheaply the truth or occasion more damage than two good
idaey ot tin system of ensilage. A small ones would e st. Nothing is move compit can be dug in some convenient place mon than to put into the hands of a hoy
With a few barrels a broken or worn-out tool.
quite inexpen.'ively.
The labor, of
of cement, a few -art loads of sand, grav- course, is
extremely tiresome and badly
es
nd rock', which are plenty enough executed.
If he have not great strength
v-.vhere, a trial silo can bo made. of resolution and a disposition to perse1 i:' ■ -;111 be idled with chopped grass,
verance, lie would be entirely discourag■r. coin fodder or whatever green
ed.
The indisposition to labor which was
•od one may desire to test, and when occasioned in early life,
may be traced to
d. e.ieei with a few inches of cut straw, this injudicious cause.
To make labor
ilieu planks, weighed down with plenty
pleasant it must lie made easy: and to
"i .-tone.
A gradual settling will take make it
easy, good tools in good order
Pa e for several weeks, at the end of are
foolish in the exindispensable, li
ih h time tlm mass will remain station- treme for a man to waste his
strength
A 'belter should be put over the with
uy.
illy -constnvtcd or worn-out implesilo, if out of doors, to ward off rain and ments. and stifle: his work to lie done in
We know of no better way than a wasteful manner, when a little
snow.
expense
this to te<t the system and see if there is woul i have
prevented this great evil.
money in it, inducement in it. practical (Treat improvements are being made in
itility in it. If so a larger silo, or sever- the construction of implements of husal i-a.ii be built.
If not desirable the ex
bandry : and good economy requires that
pel in;ent will cost but little and the pit they he brought into use.
ail be used for other purposes so that
'There should be a tool house on every
the labor w ill not be lost.
farm.
The necessary implements of husIf the system of ensilage shall prevail,
bandry amount to a large sum : and it re
iarge c-o.stly shelter for dried forage will quires considerable expense to keep them
not be required,
stabling and silo shel- in repair. Uood economy requires that
ter will take the place.
Many barns are they be secured from the weather. In-o situated that good silos can be
cheap- tense heat cracks those tools which are
This would made
ly constructed under them.
wholly or partly of wood, and dews,
)• mor*- room tor cattle, and the same
rains and snows hasten their decay.
roof shelter stock and forage in much There is no doubt that
many of the tools
greater quantity than under the present and
implements of most farmers sutler
'vstem.
a. w. i..
more front their exposure to the weather,
''•••• Ibo.k »*' Kn silage/ by I)r Joim.M Hailey.
when they are not in use, than from all
^
li.ji Fanii. liFlerica. Ma>s ; jo-..' pages : price.
Besides, when there is a
We advise all interested to their wear.
}' -’ajih i -nd >1 FJ.
i.re :iie above work, uhirii is the best treatise
shelter and a depository for tools, there
.1'
>ii the sut..j«-o! we have seen
is no time lost in finding them.
When
they have been used, they are returned
Why MjIh Varies in Quality.
to their propel place : and when they are
s
writer who seems to la- well wanted there is no
inquiry where they
in the mattei. says one of tlie are.
This method saves much time and
;rason> win milk produced on poor land
prevents a great deal of vexation.
s deficient
m fatty matters, lies in the
1 e l that the grasses on
t contain a
Unfermented ‘’ana lia:. barley malt and fresh
large! proportion of llesh-fomiiug ingref- uts asalhumeii, librin, casein, gluten, I hop are the ingredients ol Malt Bitters.
It was a mai -t considerable means who said,
etc.
and a smaller one of fat-forming
when thrown from his horse, that although not in
•ne.s -as starch, gum, sugar, etc. -than
a very comfortable
position, yet he considered
we found in the grasses of rich land.
himself pretty well off.
J'.ut another reason is found in the addiCases in which tie- heart is vcak and irregular
tional respiration of oxygen which takes
in action arc
n -toi' d to health and regulan
i ici- in the animal economy when cows
ty by Fellow's Syrup <>f J1 vpophosphites.
are pastured on poor land, and have to
Although very early this season, it has beeu
go through much exercise in the search
discovered that during the present winter, ice will,
for food. The oxygen oj the air. which as usual, freeze with the slippery side up.
i- inhaled to an increased extent by aniBed-ridden Cripples ; mortiheat.on from
mals who take an extra amount of exer- Frost-bites:
the agon;, -t a Burn or Scald: Swellhas
a
direct tendency to consume ings from Strains or Bruises: the'Tortures from
cise,
the fat in the system of the animal— | Rheumatic pains and Weak Back: a lame horse
actual combustion of the fat takes place. j cured and a Doctor’s bill saved, may all come
from one bottle of Centaur Liniment. An invalu
Hence the increased heat of the animal’s able
remedy in any house.
and
lienee
also
a
diminished
amount
body.
"We are one year nearer Heaven.' is the way a
among the tissues, and a diminished pro- Kansas
paper began a farewell to the old tear.
portion ot butter in the milk. Again, “Those subscribe rs who have not paid are in in
the more exercise an animal takes, the j eluded
greater w ill be the waste or breaking up
Thorougiiness
of the tissues of the body; and as this is
is the chief attribute of Di: Ckosvenok's Liver
tin source from which the curd in milk All; It
at tfo
tn-stow vftiisnute
It
derived, milk produced on land whose rouses the liver when dormant; insures a healthy
secretion
and
How
of
bile
:
remedies
dy&pepsia and
herbage is scanty will contain a larger its various
svmptoms. and besides reguproportion of curd than mi^k produced lating, givesharassing
a healthy impetus to the various bodion land whose
herbage is alrundant. It ly functions. Files, that frequent and painful con
will now be perceived why it is that the com it ant of Liver disorder, is completely removed,
milk produced on poor land lias a better as well as the cause, by this leading vegetable
Use the remedy steadily do not be sat
proportion of curd and a smaller one of specific.
islied with a half cure.
Follow this advise, and
butte!1 than that produced on good land:
confidently expect a good result.
it will he equally plain that the smaller
Some fellow who has been then* says the man
the distance the cows have to travel to
who wrote “Nothing is impossible' never tried to
and from the pastures, whether the past- find the
pocket of his wife's gown when it was
ures be rich or poor land, the richer in
hanging up in a clotheapress
fats their milk will be; and it will be
Help One Anotnei ?
even still more evident that the faster
Of course. What else are we here for ! For exthey are to travel that distance, the ample: Mr. Asa F. Bearse, of L’otuit, Mass, had
poorer their milk will be. In hot weath- been troubled for
years with diseased liver and
er in summer, when the cows are tormentcould get no relief. Ho was not tit for business,
ed bv flies and by heat, the evening’s
and carried his life like a burden on his back.
milk will always he found poorer than
Just then his friend, Capt Handy, said
“Asa,
the morning’s in butter. This is explained on the same principle; and so is the why don't you send to Dr David Kennedy, of
fact that the milk of stall-fed cows is Rondout, X Y and get a bottle of his ‘Favorite
It will only cost you a dollar, and may
richer in fats than the milk of cow s roam- Remedy.
Bearse did so, and alter a short
do you good
ing at large on the pastures.
■

■
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Maine Horses.
Dr. GeorgeH. Bailey
writes the Maine Farmer that during the
year Is*o Maine has furnished hut two
'horses to the 2.30 list, which is now the
standard for trotters. These are Palma,
a son of Matchless, record
2.23f and
Young Buchanan, by V ictor, record 2.201.
Several Maine horses have also reduced
their previous records, prominent
among
which are Iron Age and Knox Boy, they
trotted
a
dead
heat
in
2.231 at
having
Boston. The most important sales of
trotters have been those of Tom B. Patchen at
$2000, Carrabassett $2,100, Knox
/
Boy $4000 and Despatch $8,500.

Matters.

FROM

SHIP BUILDING IN MAINE DURING

| Written for the Republican Journal. )
Ensilage.
SOMETHING Abor t

GOSSIP

time was sound as the dollar with which he bought
the medicine. To be sure, let us help one another.
Sold by all druggists

“What is the worst tiling about riches f asked
the Sunday-school superintendent. And the new
boy said : “Their scarcity."
Hints to Farmers. Don’t let your horses bo
standing much at the tavern door: it don t
look right. Don’t be without Henry A Johnson’s
Arnica and Oil liniment near at hand to apply
in case of accident. Keep good fences—especially
line fences; it promotes good feelings
among
neighbors. Keep Down’s Elixir always in the
house, and use in cases of sudden coughs, A c as
a safeguard against consumption and otner
dangerous
diseases
Baxter's Mandrake Bitters,
taken according to directions, saves large expense
in doctor’s bills.
seen

MACHIAS DISTRICT.

Addie J.Millbridge
.sell....
41.93
Little David.Cherryfield_sloop..
15.02
627.98
.bark...
Auburndale.Millbridge...
W. R. Chester.Machias.sch
126.88
8.97
George A.Crowley—Machiasport.. sch....
Lillie. Millbridge-stm’er. 155.00
Lucia Anielia(rebuilt)East Machias .sell31.75
Seven vessels, total tonnage.1007.53
...

___

Winter
With a roar like the sea the north wind broke
In a Hurry of snow, and his icy breath
The leafless limb of the forest shook,
And the pale moon looked like the face of death.
Ice on the brook, frost on the eaves.
And a dreary gray sky this Sunday morn.
And the rustle of crisp and crumpled leaves
From the shivering shade trees rudely torn.
Late sleepers toss in their cooling beds.
And closer the heavy cjuilts are rolled
The children cover their curly heads.
And whisper together, “Oh, how cold!
It was only yesterday, as it were,
We shaded away the sun’s hot blaze;
We panted for breath in the stilling air.
And longed for the cool autumnal days.

They

come

too

cool and

they
pleased when the
come

too soon.

wish is had
Ami we’re no more
Than we were when the sultry summer noon
With its heat intense drove us almost mat!.

[Harper’s Magazine.
Was

He

a

Coward?

THE CAPTAIN WHO WAS NOT

A

DCK.I.IS

Did 1 ever tell you the story of'Captain
Starkey, master and part owner of the
bark, Neptune ! Well, here it is.
The bark lay in the port of Santiago
de Cuba, and quite a party of passengers
were to go on board of her.
Among
those was M. Dupont,

('apt. Starkey had left his vessel, to
notify the passengers at the hotel that

all must be on board early. During the
conversation which followed, Capl. s.
made some remarks at which M. Dupont
a tiery Creole took offence.
In his anger
the latter applied an epithet to the Queen
of England, which instantly brought a
glass of wine full in his lace from tlie
hand of Captain Starkey, who was an
Englishman. All the party were in an
instant on their feet, ; nd apparently sobered, or nearly so. by the unfortunate
issue of the wordy tumult.
Captain Starkey was the first to speak.
His Hushed and angry features paled suddenly to an almost deadly white, and he
“1 beg your pardon,
stammered out:
M. Dupont.
It was wrong, very wrongin me to do so, though not inexcusable."
The fiery Creole, notwithstanding' the
apology, at once challenged Captain Starkey, imt the latter, much to the surprise
of all present, declined to light.
"Not tight. Captain Starkey,” said Mr.
Dresmond, who had ottered to he his
second, with grave earnestness, after a
painful pause: “you, whose name is in
the list of the British Royal Navy, say
this!
You must be jesting!”
“1 am perfectly serious.
1 am opposed
to

duelling upon principle."

“A coward upon principle!’’ fairly
screamed Dupont, with mocking fury, and
at the same time shaking his clinched
list at the Englishman.
The degrading epithet stung like a
serpent. A gleam of fierce passion broke
out of Captain Starkey’s dark eyes, and
he made a step towards Dupont, but
resolutely cheeked himself.
“Well, it must be borne ! I was wrong
to offer you personal violence, although
your impertinence certainly deserved rebuke. still, I repeat, 1 will not tight
"

II II

—

UIU.

‘•Hut you shall

give

my friend satisfac-

tion!” exclaimed Lieutenant Arguellas,
who

named them—“remain with me; three breathless, palpitating excitement for the
others jump into each of the large boats, explosion that should end it all. It came!
two into the small one, and bring them
—at least 1 thought it did, and 1 sprang
round to the landward side of the ship. convulsively to ray feet. Sosensitive was
A rush would swamp the boats, and wo my brain, partly no doubt from recent
shall be able to keep only one gangway sickness as well as fright, that I had misclear.”
taken the shout of the boat's crew for
The passengers were by this time rush- the dreaded catastrophe. The bowsprit,
ing upon deck half-clad, and in a state of from the end of which a rope was dangthe wildest terror, for they all knew there ling, was empty ! and both pilots, made
was a large quantity of gunpowder on
aware doubtless of the danger, were pullboard. The instant the boats touched ing with eagerness of fear from the ship.
the starboard side of the bark the men The cheering among us was renewed
white as well as colored forced their way again and again, during which I continwith frenzied eagerness before the wo- ued to gaze with arrested breath and fasmen and children—careless, apparently,
cinated stare at tho burning vessel and
whom they sacrificed so that they might fleeting pilot boats.
Suddenly a pyramid
themselves leap to the shelter of the of flame shot up from the hold of the ship,
boats from the fiery volcano raging be- followed by a deafening roar.
1 fell, or
neath their feet. Captain Starkey, aided was knocked down, l know not which ;
by the four athletic seamen he had se- tin' boat rocked as if caught in a fierce
lected for the duty, hurled them fiercely eddy; next canto the hiss and splash of
back.
“Hack, back 1” he shouted; “wo numerous heavy bodies falling, from a
must have funeral order here—first the great height into the water, and then the
women and children, next the old men.
blinding glare and stunning uproar were
Hand Sonora Arguellas along; next the succeeded by a soundless silence and a
thick darkness in which no man could
Quick!1'
young lady, her daughter.
As Donna Antonia, more dead than discern bis neighbor. The stillness was
alive, was about to be lifted into the boat broken by a loud, cheerful hail from one
a gush of flame burst up through the
of tin; pilot boats.
We recognized tho
main hatchway with the roar of an ex- voice, and the simultaneous and ringing
plosion : a tumultuous cry burst from shout which hurst from us assured the
the frenzied passengers, and they jostled gallant seaman of our own safety and how
each other with frightful violence in their exultantly we all rejoiced in his. Half an
effort to reach the gangway.
Dupont hour afterwards we were safely landed.
forced his way through the line of the
A piece of piate, at, the suggestion of
seamen w'.tli the energy of a madman and
Mr. Desmond and his friends, was subpressed so suddenly upon Antonia that, scribed for and presented to Captain
hut for In' utmost exertion of the cap- Starkey at a public dinner given at Kingstain's herculean strength, she must have ton in his honor, a circumstance that
been precipitated into the water.
many there will remember.' In his speech
“Hack, unmanly dastard! back, dog!” on returning thanks for the compliment
roared Captain Starkey, terribly excited paid him, he explained his motive for
by the lady's danger; and a moment resolutely declining to light a duel with
after, seizing Dupont fiercely by the col- M. Dupont, half a dozen versions of which
lar, he added, “or fi' you will, look there had got into the newspapers. “I was
but one moment,” and he pointed with very early left an orphan," he said, “and
his pistol-hand to the tins of several was very tenderly reared by a maternal
sharks visible in the glaring light at but j aunt, Mrs.-" (Ho mentioned a name
a
few yards distance from the ship. ! with which hundreds of newspaper read“.Men," he added, “let whoever presses j ers in England must be still familiar.)
forward out of his turn fall into the j “Her husband fell in a duel in tho second
water.”
month of wedlock.
My aunt continued
\y, ay. sir." was the prompt, mechan- to live dejectedly on till I had passed my
ical response.
nineteenth year, and so vivid an expresThis terrible menace instantly restored sion uiu uio patient sorrow oi nor me
order. The colored women and children make oil me. so thoroughly did I learn to
were embarked and the boat appeared
loathe and detest the barbarous practice
full
that consigned her to a premature grave
that it scarcely required the solemn
‘•Pull olt;-’ was the order: “you are
promise she obtained from me, as the last
deep enough for safety.”
A cry, faint as the wail of a child, arose sigh trembled on her lips, to make me
in the boat.
Ii was heard and under- resolve, never, under any circumstances,
stood.
“Stay one moment: pass along, to light a duel. As to the behavior durSenior Arguellas.
Now, then, otf with ing the unfortunate conflagration of the
Neptune, which my friend Mr. Desmond
you, and be smart."
The next boat was quickly loaded: the has spoken of so liatteringly, 1 can only
colored lads and men, all but one. and say that I did no more than my simple
the three Americans went with her.
duty in the matter. Both he and I be‘Aon are a noble fellow,” said Mr. long to the maritime race, one of whose
Dresmond, pausing an instant and atch- most peremptory maxims it is that the
ing the captain's hand: “and 1 was a fool captain must be the last mail to quit and
to"give up his ship. Besides, 1 must lia\e
“Pass on," was the reply : ••there is no been the veriest dastard alive to have
time to bandy compliments.”
quailed in the presence—of—of that is, in
The order to shove oil’ had passed the the presence of—circumstances which
captain's lips when his glance chanced to in point of fact -that is" Here Captain
light on me as I leaned, dumb with ter- Starkey blushed and boggled sadly; he
was evidently no orator; but whether it
ror, just behind him on the vessel’s bulwas the sly signification of Senor Arguelwarks.
“Hold on a moment," he cried.
"Here la's countenance which just then happenis a youngster whose weight will not hurt ed to be turned toward him, or the glance
you.” And he fairly lifted me over and he threw at the gallery whereSenora Ardropped me gently in the boat, whisper- guellas’s grave, placidity and Donna -Nil-*
ing as he did so, "Remember me, Ned, Ionia’s bright eyes and blushing cheeks
to thy father and mother should I not see encountered him, that so completely put
him out, 1 cannot say; but he continued
them again.”
There was now only the small boat to stammer painfullv. although the comcapable ol containing but eight persons, pany cheered and laughed with great
vehemence and uncommon good humor,
and how, it was whispered among us,
how, in addition to the two seamen al- in order to give him time. He could not
ready in her, can she take otf Lieutenant recover himself, and, after floundering
Arguellas. M. Dupont, the remaining about through a few more unintelligible
colored men. the four seamen and Captain sentences, sat down, evidently very hot
siarkey .' They were, however, speedily and uncomfortable, though amidst a little hurricane of hearty cheers and hilariembarked except the captain.
ous laughter.
••Can she bear another.'” he asked, and
1 have hut a tew more words to say.
although his voice was firm as ever, his
countenance, I noticed, was ashy pale, Captain Starkey has been long settled in
yet full as ever of unswerving resolution. Havana, and Donna Antonia lias been
•AVe must and will, sir, since it’s you; just as long Mrs. Starkey
Three little
but we are dangerously over crowded Starkeys have to my knowledge already
come to town, and the captain is altonow, especially with you ugly customers
gether a rich and prosperous man; but
swimming around us.”
“.Stay one moment, 1 cannot quit the though apparently domiciled in a foreign
ship while there’s a living soul on board.” country, he is, 1 am quite satisfied, as
He stepped hastily forward and presently true an Englishman and as loyal a subject
reappeared at the gangway with the still of Queen Victoria as when he threw the
senseless body of the Lieutenant’s ser- glass of wine in the Cuban creole’s lace.
1 don’t know what has become of Dupont,
vant in his arms and dropped it over the
side of the boat. There was a cry of in- and, to tell the truth, 1 don’t much care.
dignation, but it was of no avail. The
boat’s rope the next instant was.cast into
Representative Rowdyism.
the water.
“Now pull for your lives!”
The great American public was very
The oars, from the instant of self-presersome thirty years ago or more,
vation, instantly fell into the water and angry,
when the late Wm. K. Aytoun published
the boat sprang off. Capt. Starkey, now
one of his
"Bon Gaultier Ballads,” in
that all except himself were clear of the
Fraser's Matraziuo, describing an affray
burning ship, gazed eagerly with eyes in the House
of Representatives of the
shaded with his hand in the direction of
United States. It was entitled “the death
the shore. Presently he hailed the headof Jabez Dollar," and the coinin’ ueement
most boat.
-AVe must have been seen
of that belligerent Representative's refront the shore long ago, and pilot boats
marks was wonderfully well imitated on
I
to
be
out
don't
see
ought
coming
though
the floor last Tuesday.
As originally deIt' you meet one bid him be
any one.
scribed by Aytoun:
smart; there may be a chance yet.” All
11 i s heart heat high, with savage cry upon the floor
this scene, this long agony, which has
he sprang,
taken me so many words to depict very Then raiscil his wrist an«l shook his li-t, and spoke
his wild harangue.
imperfectly from my recollection and For twenty cents, ye Congress gem.-, through ’tarthose of others, only lasted, 1 was afternity I’d kick
That nian, I guess, though nothing less, than coon
wards assured
Mr.

much excited as Dupont, “or
by heaven, 1 will post you as a dastard, not
only throughout this isle, but Jamaica !"
Captain Starkey for all answer to this
menace coolly rang the snnuetie, and desired the slave who answered it to inform
all the passengers of the sailing ol his
vessel. The indignation of the party
against the cowardice of Captain Starkey
was intense.
The next morning all were at the appointed time on board the Neptune.
Captain Starkey received us with cool
but civil indifference. The sneers of Dupont and his intimate friends did not in
the least appear to affect him.
Noticing
this, Dupont approached the captain and
hissed in a whisper loud enough to be
heard by several of the crew, “Coward !" i
Then he would have turned away, but
was arrested by a grasp of steel.
•■LisI
ten, sir." said Captain Starkey ; ••individually, I hold for nothing whatevei you (
may say; but 1 am captain and king of
this shiii, and 1 will permit no one to
beard be before the crew, and here lessen
Do you premy authority over them.
sume again to do so and 1 will put you in
solitary confinement, perhaps in irons,
till we arrive at Jamaica."
lie then
threw off his startled auditor, and walked forward. The passengers were all on
board; the anchor, already apeak, was
brought home; the bows of the ship fell
slowly off, and we were in a few moments
running before the wind for Point Morant.
We had just doubled the Point and we
were congratulating ourselves on a safe
arrival in port when we were startled by
a huge jet of flame shooting up from the
main hatchway, which two seamen, for
some purpose or other, had at that moment partially opened.
The terror of
the sight—for the recollection of the barrels of powder on board Hashed instantly
across my mind—for several moments
completely stunned me, and but that I
caught instinctively at the rattlings, I
should have fallen prostrate on the deck.
A wild outcry of “Fire! Fire!" -the most
fearful that can lie heard at sea—mingled
with and heightened the dizzy ringing in
Desmond, eight
by
my brain.
minutes from the embarkation of Senora
i was
barely sulnciently conscious to Arguellas till the last boat left the illdiscern, amid the runnings to and fro, and fated Neptune.
the incoherent exclamations of the crew,
Never shall 1 forget the frightful subthe sinewy, athletic figure of the captain
limity of the spectacle presented by that
leap up as it were from the companion darning ship, the sole object, save ourladder to the deck, and with his trumpet- selves, discerned amidst the vast and
voice commanded immediate silence, in- heaving
darkness, if I may use the term
I stantly followed by the order again to ot the night and ocean, coupled as it was
i batten down the blazing hatchway. This, with the dreadful thought that the heroic
with his own assistance, was
promptly man to whose firmness and presence of
effected, and then he disappeared down mind we all owed our safety was inevitathe toreastle. The two or three minutes
bly doomed to perish. We had not rowhe was gone—it could
scarcely have been ed more than a couple of hundred yards
more than that—seemed
interminable, when the flames, leaping up everywhere
and so completely did it
appear to be through the deck, reached the rigging
recognized that our fate must depend and the few sails set, presenting a comupon his judgment and vigor that not a plete outline of the bark and her tracery
word was spoken nor a linger. I think, of masts and
yards drawn in lines of fire.
i moved till he
reappeared, already scorch- Captain Starkey, not to throw away the
ed and blackened with the lire, and drag- chance he
spoke of, had gone out to the
ging up what seemed a dead body in his end of the bowsprit, having first let the
arms.
He threw his burden on the deck, jib and foresail go
by the run, and was
and passing swiftly to where Hawkins fora brief
space safe from the flames;
stood, said in a low, hurried whisper, au- but was this but a prolongation of the
dible to me:
“Run down and rouse the bitterness of death!
The boats continued to increase the
passengers, and bring my pistols from
the cabin locker. Quick! Eternity hangs distance between them and the
blazing
on the loss of a moment.”
Then turning ship, amidst a dead silence broken only
to the startled but attentive seamen, he
the
measured dip of the oars; and
by
said in a rapid but firm voice.
“You many an eye was turned with intense
well know, men, that 1 would not on any
anxiety shoreward with the hope of desoccasion, or for any motive, deceive you. erving the expected pilot. At length a
Listen, then, attentively. Yon drunken distant hail—and I felt my heart stop
brute—he is Lieutenant Arguellas’s ser- beating at the sound—was "hoard ahead,
vant-lias tired with his candle the lustily responded to
by the seamen’s
spirits he was stealing, and the hold is throats, and presently afterwards a swiftly
a mass of tire which it is useless to waste
propelled pilot-boat shot out of the thick
one precious moment in
attempting to darkness ahead, almost immediately followed by another.
extinguish.”
“What ship is that ?”
A cry of rage and terror burst from the cried a man
standing in the bow of the
crew, and they sprung impulsively toward first boat.
the boats, but the Captain’s authorative
“The Neptune, and that is Captain
voice at once arrested their steps.
“Hear Starkey on the bowsprit.”
me out, will you ?
I sprang eagerly to my feet, and with
Hurry and confusion
will destroy us all, but by
courage and all the force I could exert, shouted : “A
steadiness every soul on board may bo hundred pounds for the first boat that
saved before the flames can reach the reaches the
ship!”
powder. And remember,” he added, as
“That’s young Mr. Mainvvaring’s face
he took his pistols from Hawkins and and voice!” exclaimed the foremost
pilot.
cocked one of them, “that I will send a
“Hurrah, then, for the prize!” and
bullet after any man who disobeys me, away both
sped with eager vigor, but unand I seldom miss my aim. Now’, then, aware of the
peril of the task. In a minto your work—steadily and with a will!” ute or so another shore-boat came
up,
It was marvellous to observe the influ- but after
asking a few questions,, arid seeence his bold, confident and
commanding ing how matters stood, remained, and
bearing and words had upon the men. lightened us of a portion of our living
The panic-terror that had seized them
cargoes. We were all three too deep in
gave place to energetic resolution, and in the water, the small boat perilously so.
an incredibly short
Great God! the terrible suspense we felt
space of time the
boats were in the watet1.
“Well done, while this was going forward.
I can
my fellow's! There is plenty of time, I scarcely bear, even now, to think about
again repeat. Four of you”—and he it. I shut my eyes, and listened with
was as

|

fared Colonel slick.
The Colonel smiled—with frenzy wild—his very
heard waxed blue,
His friends they could not hold him..so wrathy riled
he grew,
>h ! waken snakes, and u alk your< hulks,' he cried,
with ire elate;
‘Dam my old mother hut I will in w Id eats whip niv

weight.’
We stigmatized tins

as

a

coarse

libel

upon our Congressmen when it appeared,
yet in the belligerent dialogue between
Weaver and Sparks lower and less creditable language was used.
Nor should it
be forgotten that this was no exhibition
of

“plantation manners,”

the hostile
gentlemen are natives and residents in
that section which domineers over the
Union.
as

THE AFTER FARCE.

The apologies to the House, but not to
each other, were the most amusing portion of the whole affair, and they have
recalled recollections of a similar scene
when the lie was passed in the House.
Due of the parties said, in
apologizing—
‘•I called him a liar, it is true, and I am
sorry for it,” but in the record of the proceedings which appeared in the Congressional Globe, he so changed the punctua*
tion that it read :
“1 called him a liar;
it is true and I am sorry for it.”
[l’erloy
in Boston Journal.
Suuthern

Frosts.

Terrible

Railroad

Washington Items.

Accident.

Washington, Jan. •>. The President lias made
the following nominations: J. II. Hopkins, col
lector of customs. Frenchman's Bay, Me.; 0. Davis
Omaha, Neb., Jan. 4th, 1881. One of Miller, postmaster of Skowhegau.'Me. : K.
Tyler,
the most frightful accidents which era- postmaster of Waleottville, Me.
The House this morning passed a bill
occurred in Nebraska took place at about
changing
the

SIX LABORERS CRUSHED TO DEATH
TRAIN.

BY

A

PASSING

boundaries of certain custom districts

ten o’clock this forenoon on the
Nebraska division of the Chicago, St.

half-past

was narrow

pendieular,

A

Year.

Prosperous

KESOCKCES

OF

or It

COT

NTRY.

.\T.\v 'l ORK, Dev. 31 The Evening Express, in it*
j annual review «>f the past year's business of tin*
and ports of New York says:
Viewed
I country
trom a business standpoint the
year has been a re
markable one in the history of the country
| There has been a great revival of trade and the
! volume of legitimate business during the year was
I beyond all precedent. The improved condition ot
atlairs was the natural result <>f large crops, a good
for our products, the growth ot tin*
| export demand
I country, the heavy influx of gold trom Europe,
aud the complete restoration of eoiitider.ee grow
iug out ot the success <d specie payments.
One of
the most gratifying features ot 1*80 has been the
great falling off in the number of failures ami the
amount ot liabilities of suspended merchants
The growth of the country and the large addition*
io the national wealth
during 1880 are strikingly
illustrated in the products of the soil, of which we
raised 475,000,000 bushels of wheat. 1.500.000.000
bushels of corn. 4E1.000.000 of oats. 91.000.mim) ot
rye, 40,000,001) of barley and 0,000,000 bales ot
cotton, t<> say nothing of tobacco, sugar, rice,
hemp hay and other crops, and hog and dairy
products which \ ield an immense sum of money iii
the aggregate
In plain words, the United States
now raises enough to feed her own 50.mom.immi <>t
people and to supply the deficiency of the balance
of the civilized world. During the year move
miles of railroad have been built, more consolida
tions and combinations entered into, more freight
and passengers transported, more money oartied
and more interest and dividends paid than in any
former year. The commerce of the country during the year has made rapid progress aud caused
the United States to take a still higher rank, be
ing now third among the commercial nations ot
the globe.
CHICAGO'S RECORD.

Chicago, Dec 31. The statistics of this city for
1880 show that it. has been a year of remarkable
aud substantial prosperity, and m all lines ot trade
aud industry there has been a very large legiti
mate increase.
Drain, lumber and live stock
trades alone make striking exhibits. The receipts
of grain and flour at Chicago for iiie year i.sSH i,.oi
up 105.594,089 bushels against 137.091,833 in 1871'
The shipment of grain aud Hour in Esso amounted
to E>*. 070,400 bushels
The receipts ot lumber for
the year were 1.555.487.000 against I.-181.370.399 in
1879: of shingles. 059,459,000 in 1880 against 078.179.000 in IS79. The number of live hogs received
was 7,055,999
against 0,418.047 in 1879 and the aggregate value of hogs, cattle, sheep and horses received at tlie Union Stock Yards during the year
is estimated at £199,000,000. The Chicago Bank
clearings for the year reach the enormous sum
of £1.795,084.891, showingan increase of £108,000.
it'll) over those of 1879. which were the
largest
previous record.
COLORADO’S REC< RI>.

Denver, Col., Dec. 31

The New Year’s edition of the News contains the following statistics
tor the year 1880:
The bullion output of the
LeadviHe mines was 3-1,780 tons: amount of bullion produced by Leadvillo smelters, 15.988,000.
The bullion and ore shipments of the entire State
were £99,500.0mm, an increase over 1879 of
£3,000,000.
Products of dairies and farms, £3,000,000.
to
the
severe drouth the value of cattle
Owing
shipped and consumed was reduced from £9,875,0MO in 1879 to £1.493.000 in 1880. The wool
clip of
last spring is estimated at 8,950,000
pounds, which
sold tor 81,045.000. The manufactures are esti
mated at $10,000,000 : product of leading industries
mining, manufactures, «fcc.—$48,/18,000. The
business of Denver for the year amounted to £59,300.000 : the value of new buildings erected during
the year, £3.517,000; manufactures £5.783,000;
total, £01,000,000, an increase over 1879 of £19.
000,000. The transfers of real estate amounted to
£5,308,000; an increase over 1879 of nearly S3

“Truth” Repudiates the Morey Letter.
I

four

board from Hilton Head, S.
C., to Savannah, (la., when within four
miles of Savannah was run aground in
the marsh.
The men attempted to get
ashore, and in the attempt two of them
were frozen to death.
The others were
rescued and carried to Savannah.
The following report is also current and
even substantially published, but is not
known to be authentic: On Saturday
morning, after the severe sleet storm
which during the night before raged
along the coast, a steam launch belonging to a revenue cutter stationed near
Beaufort, while proceeding to Fort Royal,
men on

up a fiatboat adrift near Bay
The crew consisted of eight
negroes, lying stark and dead, and sheathed in the ice which covered their vessel.
It was ascertained that they had been
drinking heavily the evening before on
their trip from St. Helena to Port Royal,
and it was inferred that while under the
influence of liquor they had fallen into a
sleep which was destined to lie their last.
These bare particulars are all that have
been gathered. The names of the men
and the minor circumstances of the tragedy could not be obtained.

picked
Point.

Astrologer’s

Wild

Prediction.

Prof. C. A. Grimmer, of Kingston, Jamaica, who
is a scientist of fame, recently made some wonder
fill prophesies in connection with the planets and
other heavenly bodies, lie says of the “Star of
Bethlehem:" In 1887 the “Star of Bethlehem"
will bo once more seen in “Cassiopiic's chair." and
it will bo accompanied by a total eclipse of the sun
and moon. The star only makes its appearance
every 315 years. It will appear and illumine the
heavens and exceed in brilliancy even Jupiter
when iu opposition to the sun. and, therefore,
nearer to the earth and brightest.
The marvellous
brilliancy of the “Star of Bethlehem," in 1887, will
It will be
surpass any of its previous visitations
seen even
by noonday, shining with aquick. Hashthe
entire
after
which it will grading light
year,
ually decrease in brightness and finally disappear,
not to return to our heavens till 2202, or 315
years
after 1887. This star first attracted the attention
of modem astronomers in the year 1575. It was
then called a new star.
It was no now star, how
ever, for this was the star which shone so brightly
-1 n. c
and was the star that illumined the
heavens at the nativity ot Christ
It has appeared
every 315 years since, and every educated astrolois
certain that it will reappear iu August. 1887
ger
The appearance of this star, accompanied as it will
be by solar and lunar eclipses, together with the
baneful influence that follows the positions that
Mars and Saturn will occupy, will cause a universal war and portentous floods and fearful shipwrecks. North America will be involved in civil
strife, and a reign of terror will prevail in the At
lantic States, unless a Napoleon arisos to quell it
There will be a war of classes ; the rich will array
themselves against the poor and vice versa everywhere. f Washington Republican.
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BEI.EAST DISTRICT.

Augustus O. Gross.. .Belfast.sch_
Planet (rebuilt).
stm’er.
Stella 31. Kenyon.
sch_
Nellie S. Pickering...
“_
J. H. Eeles.Camden.
Anne I.. Henderson'..

155.97
43.38
375.15
279.92

144.05
428.20

...

Austin D. Knight.
“_
Robbie L. Foster.
ILF. Jameson.Lincoln ville...

391.56
4:10.91
8.59

....

....

Nine vessels, tot'd tonnage.2257.72
WALDO BORO

DISTRICT.

Emily Reed.Waldoboro.ship...

1564.68
711.55

Mutanzas.
bark...
Frank Harrington...
sell_
Freeda A. Wile}
.Thomaston-bark
...

634.38
533.95
649.56
99.94
33.17

..

sch_
Mary Sprague..".
(.hurley Hanley.Rockland.
•*

_

Kittie l.awey. .*.
85.71
George A. Slovens. .Danmriscotta..stiu’er.
Eight vessels, total tonnage.4312.94
KEN M

ill

N K

DISTRICT.

Pinal' iv..Kcnncbimk.sch_
Oracle Smith.
“_
A cue.
<>

ikwood-.Keirbunkport

...

10.65
12.63
96.64
137.72

_

saranae.Keunebunk-bark
1080.63
Walter smith.
sell_
33.17
Montauk
stm’er.
83.38
J. IV. Hawkins.
131.99
Nat Strong.
79.71
Geo. Hudson.
79.95
Ten vcsseD, total tonnage.1746.47
..

...

wts< vssi:

r

district

Annie W. IfodgJon..Boothhuy...

.sch....

Maggie Mi}.

25.24
8.41
11.85
216.04

“_

Marion.Newcastle.. ...sloop-.

Hope II: ;. in -.Wis« a- -t.sell....
Onward.'.Man :t.sloop..

17.15
278.69

Five vessels, total tonnage.
FOR rr.AXD DISTRR

Wilna..Freeport.-hip...

arrie Wiu-hnv.If
''arah and Ellen.

<

11-3.3913.75
512.05
31.17
98.40

ring.bark...
-.eh_

Ripple.
-loop..
E-telle....
still* t.
Five vessels, total tonnage.3099.1!
DISTRB

P.VTII

r.

«tcorge >t< i-o:i.Bath.ship...
TImuiii- M. l:
I_
Dakota..
Jaim
Drnuimond. ..l'liipal"::-Alumina.Bath.bark
William W. Crapo...
B«*lvedere.
Achilles.
brig...
Jonnic; 11 nlloit.
Ri<-h; mud.
"...
Lra-tus Witnan.Balii.-eh..
B. Frank Welle;
Join* R. F« 1!...!.
Horace Albert.
William P. H. od....
"...
Elm City.
*•_
City of Augusta.
Charles II. Morse...
Alfaretta S. Snare...
Elisha Gibbs.
William L. While....
sheriuan—
j Za^lmtis
i Electric Light.

1.-45.01
1987.70
1271.31
155*:.>7
292.95
1647.74
440.12
373.38
Mo.96
597.92
271.27
35-1.20

*•

*•

..

..

...

_

68.70

....

665.97
628.09
5-0.82

535.08
252.44

*•

....

••

1S9.-4

....

995.51
767.90
504.84
693.37

....

*•

**

....

1

W. H. Ole 1.
Moses B. Linscott...

••

41.46

....

Belle Higgins.
412.15
•*
Frank ( Pettis.
.*10.38
A (i.aiitu ni). President-elec?.
Horatio.
408.6.*!
Sir. -After a searching investigation, in which ! 3Ioses Webster.
488.12
we have spared neither time, euorgv nor
“_ 623.23
Spartan.
expense,
we have traced the
78.42
Morey letter to'its origin and Arneri*'a.
627.56
ascertained that it ns a forgery. This acknowUdg
Harry Messer.
Jane
T.
Mors**.
561.61
meut is due you f:m the journal in wliich that
Fannie A. Millikm..
"...
263.97
letter first appeared
It is made voluntarily and
Kate Marke-.
“_ 503.77
as au act of
simple justice ; lor while w>* iieh. v- 1 Juno.
29.91
stni’er.
as we did until within a week that
you wi re the
89.12
sebenoa.
author of the letter, no bribe could tempi, or
7.82
Sparkle.Phip-lairg.sloop
threat intimidate us into making a eontn-.rv stateI.'Mia Bell.Bowdoiniiam...
is.is
*•
I' ! vigil ter.
13.65
ment : but having ascertained our error.it is a
22.66
gratification to us to give the same prominence to Androscoggin.Top-ham."
6
this acknowledgment that we gave to the forged
-hip-. 6,660.89
•'*letter itself and thereby make all the amends in
hanpies. 2.380.51
brig-. si 1.94
our power tor the wrong ot which Truth was an
25 schooners.
12,119.24
unconscious instrument.
the instant that
••

!nr_
lo Ja.mks

••

....
...

••
••

••

•*

....

■

..

j

..

Upon

investigations convinced ns that the letter was
spurious we privately informed you of our conelu

j

our

i

sion.
V‘ that time
of justice might he

advised that the ends
avowal such
by the appended letter from lb <i. Jayne, Ks.| that consul
oration no longer exists, and wo d<> to
day what
an observance of the
principles upon which Truth.
was established, and by which it has been, conducted, would have impelled ns to do. iinmediafcly
upon the discovery that the letter was a forgerv’
and wliich nothing could then have prevented,
but the desire to fasten the guilt whore it belongs,
Truth published the letter in good faith, believing
that you were its author.
While we so believed
neither temptation, threat nor force could inti
vnee us to repudiate if
Likewise, having now
satisfied ourselves
f its spurious character, r.o
false pride nor selfish motive of any kind can re
stiain ns from annoum-im our conclusion, and
thereby allaying the doubt that now cxi? is respecting its authenticity.
Tin in
Respectfully yours.
Xuw You;.,
Tim Truth publishes a fac simile
< t the letter to ( t'-.-u
Weaver and the Mercy letter,
ami s tvs--It ro'iuiresno expert testimony to show
that the sum** hard wrote both.”
X'l-.w \ t;i;K
A
deteeliv.* here states the
Morey letter was concocted by parlies who mm at
the As:or li >u> -. ine u ling Hutchins of tU- Wa>!i
inert on i hast. h'*tcctive Lom man and ot tiers
Col Bliss <ays he knows nothing of Hutchins'
connection with the letter and L mergan desires
the proof of the statement. John 1 Davernport un
derstands t!:at Chairmau Barnuni is making a
statement about the matter v. hieh Uougressngan
Tux is to submit to Congress
as we

I
I

j
;

!

1

j

make, but.

now

Now

A

T<»

a

recent

we were

impeded by public
as

“Poem”

will appear

Mark

by

>prightly little
Buffalo,

Twain.

paper published during a
\. Y.. Mark Twain con-

fair in

tributed the following—
A

Kor

TALK.

Struggling Young

Poets.

Weil. sir. once there was a young fellow who be
lieved lie was a poet; but the main dillieulty with
him was t«» get anybody else to believe it
Many
and many a poet lias split on that rock—if it is a
rock. Many and many a poet will split on it et.
thank Clod. The young fellow 1 speak or used ail
the customary devices—and with the customary
results—to wit: He competed for prizes, ami didn’t
take any : he sent specimens of his poetp to lam
mis people and asked for a “candid
opinion.’m ailing a puff, and didn’t get it : he took advantage
dead persons and ohituaried them in hs!h vf a
poetry, but it made him no friends—certainly mme
But at last he hoard ot amui.er
among the dead.
chanc : there w as going to be a Lioimooputhi.- fair
in Buffalo, accompanied by the usual inotf .isf.a*
paper, and ♦he * ditor of tliat paper ofibred a prize
ot *:2 for t: o best original poem on the usual i.-pie
of “.Spring"
no poem to he considered unlevs it
should po.-.'fv, poaiiivc value.
Weil. sir. he sho^k up hi" in use. he intro,I.; **d
into lier a rousing charge of inspiration fr* m his
jug. and ill. n sat down and dashed off the follow
ing madrigal just as easy as living—
■

2
1

43

hail

m

A("nu>rs,
\

:

iiofn

P.V

S.

lots,
I..

oi.ahsomk .>i■ ii: v..

Cl.i:\IK\s.

llaimfouo. Conn.. N..\. 17, i"".i
BBORHB P. BissBLB ,y (<>..

N.>. lie:,.

Pay
:

HOLM

UANKF.KS.
to Mrs. David Dray or order.
For llonneopathie Fair.

Tin...lioi.l.Aii'.
Household A'-count.

:

>.

I.. ( l.l'.MMN

Bid lie take the priz .; Yes. ho took the prize,
The poem and its title di In t seeui to go together
very well, but no matter, that sort of thing lias
happened befere: it didn’t rhyme, neither was it
blank verse, for the blanks were all filled—vet it
took the prize for this reason—no other poem of
fered was really worth more than about * I bn.
whereas there was no ..: ’ting around the petrified
fact that this one was worth sin. In truth, there
was not a banker in the whole town who was willing to invest a cent in those other poems, but
every one of them said this one was good, sound,
sea-worthy poetry, and worth its face.
Such is the way in which that struggling young
poet achieved recognition at last ami got a start
along the road that leads to lyric eminence—whatever that may mean.
Therefore, let other struggling young poets be
encouraged by this to go on striving.
Malic Twain.
Garfield’s

Policy.

The time seems fit for at least one statement
about the approaching Administration of President
it is not to be used as a make weight,
Garfield,
in pending Senatorial contests, whether in New
York or elsewhere. We are fully authorized to
say this, and the words are entitled to their full

significance.

It .is proper to say further, that the incoming
Administration will see to it that the men from
New York and from other States, who had the
courage at Chicago to obey the wishes ot their
Districts in the balloting for President, and who
thus finally voted for Garfield, shall not. suffer for
it, nor lose by it.
They will not tail of honorable
recognition for their independence, their courage,
their resolute pursuit of the policy they believed
best for the Republican party, and for the country.
Gentlemen at Albany, who are said to have
been threatened with a different course at Washington, may reassure themselves The Adminis
tration of President Garfield is to bo an Adminis
tration for the whole Republican party. It will
foment no quarrels; it will most earnestly seek the
things that make tor peace, and for the interests of
the party it represents.
But it will not permit its
friends to be persecuted for their friendship.
Whoever has been persuaded to doubt this may as
well make henceforth a declaration of independence from the diction of
any authority, save the
wishes of constituents, and his own convictions of
and
Y.
Tribune.
policy
right [X.

vessels.22,185.92
REl APHTLATION.

Tho following is tho tonnage of the several dis
tricts in comparison with former years :
I >77.

“Can dogs find their way home from a long dis!” asks an exchange. It’s according to the
dog. If it's one that you want to get rid of, he
can find his
way back from California. If it's a
good one, lies apt to get lost if he goes around the
cornel.
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In Frenchman's Buy district there is a probain tin*
two or three vessels being built,
as district it
looks as though about *25100
tons will be built
In the Fastino district tho
prospect i> that the number of vessels will be
much larger than last yf-ar. Tlie indications are
tli.it operations in the Bangor district will be
largely increased In tin* Belfast district two vee
st Is (*:' *00 ami '.mo puis are nearly ready for launch
mg; there are also two schooners of 55.50 tonseach
just begun at Belfast. Two will be built at Sears
In the
port and some four < r live at Camden
Waidoboro district the to mage is estimated about
tlie same as last year K lward O'Brien, the veteran
shipbuilder of Tiioimodou. contemplates building
I•: this ease* the tonnage of
a ship <>t 25oo tons.
Waidoboro district will be somewhat above the
estimate
In the Wiscasset district the prospect is report
ed better than lbr six years past. In the Portland
and Kennel)auk districs the outlook for ship building for KSl is reported as “decidedly slim." In the
Bath district, which had more business last year
than the whole State besides, tin* prospect for issi
ish,: increase of f..image,
(loss. Sawyei A Pack
H Blair
ard have a 1000 tor. ship on the stocks
A’ Co a ship <>!' 1 <50 tons on the stocks
Cess,
Sawyer A Packard have also one banp'" tor tin*
Greenland trade, ami four schooners on the stocks
Two or three ships besides these may be built at
Bath, but the larger part of the vessels will be for
the coast carrying trade on contract for parties out
o*' the S’ate.
On tlie whole the prospect in this
state is favorable to an increase of tonnage over
last year.

bility of

Mac hi

.•mi NINO

MAi'Ki.i:KL.

Petitions to tho Legislature an being circulated
in B i.stul asking for a i.iw to restrict, the wholesale
We hope that
tak:: g of mackerel by seining.
these petitions will be gm rally signed, not only
bv the tish -nimn but b\ all c«ti. -rs interested, and
that an efn. -live law ma;. !••• passed to protect the
shore l:sliing interests. I as the tishermen claim,
was a great injury to their
the seining
porgn
husine— because it depnved them of bait, certainly they iiave good and sufficient reasons tor asking
tor legislation restricting the seining of mackerel,
a tish which m»t oniy servos for bait in the absence
but for food
of porgie*
The injustice of tho
wholesale seining of mackerel may be shown by
the following circumstance Last summer a selux !
of tnackere! appeared in John’s bay, Bristol, which
was pursued by a tleot of nine mackerel schooners, tho crews of which seined several hundred
barrels, mostly small tish. Alter selecting tho
marketable ones, ;iiey dumped overboard at least
one-half of the catch, ami as a res dt the school
was driven from the bay. the larger tush. cod. hake,
A c., were glutted, the water was impregnated with
the odors of decaying tish. ami an interruption in
the business of the shore fishermen bumwed which
,iv a fair illustraThis is
lasted several weeks
tion of what is done in all th bays and rivers
of
the
coast.
->ur
Many
porgie steamers,
along
finding their occupation gone are fitting up for the
seining business, and no doubt if there is no restriction placed up a them, the destructive busi
ness will next season be prosecuted to a greater
extent than ever befor •. [Damariscotta Herald
..

HINDOO THIEVES.

Tho Somerset deporter says that a little scene
not clown in the bills was enacted at Coburn Hall.
Sk/w began. Moudav evening, while the t'^ats of
jugglery were being performed. Mr. French said
in his lecture that the Hindoos were great thieves,
and the jugglers proved themselves 44to tho man
One of the tricks was to slip a vain
uer horn.”
able ring, borrowed from tho Bombay merchant,
After
on to a cane which was held by two men.
the trick was performed, one of them handed tho
merchant his ring, but he declared that they were
carrying their jugglery too far lor they had changed
his valuable ring for a much cheaper one. They
denied it, and there the matter stood when they
left tov u. Mr French tried his best to make them
restore tho ring by threatening to take it out of
their wages, but all to no effect.
HOME LIFE OF

A

MAINE

At THOKESS.

In proof that the adage respecting ’‘a prophet
not without honor save in his own country” does
not always hold good, the Commonwealth has
some pleasant things to record with regard to the
esteem in which Miss Blanche Howard, author of
4
One Summer.” is held in Bangor. Me., her native
city. Her friends and admirers are numbered
among many ol the most cultured people of the
place. She is said to be a faithful and sacrificing
friend, having acted the part of a mother to her
widowed sister and children, one of the latter be
ing now with her in Germany to be educated at
Her sunny disposition was apparent
her expense.
when, supporting herself as a music teacher, she
had a homo with a friend suffering from a painful
and fatal malady, whose husband was a dyspeptic.
She would come home from her own toil, bringing
nothing of its discouragements to the household,
but with kindly hand administer to the wants and
assuage the sufferings of the invalid, while her
pleasant smiles and words of cheer made the hue
band for the time being forgetful of his infirmities, and the whole house more endurable and
pleasant by her timely offices.
IN

GENERAL.

William Otis, of Easton, raised2500 bushels
He now has
of potatoes on b.t acres of ground.
1700 bushels in his cellar
A Lewiston clergyman makes a practice of
counting the number of people who listen to his
sermon each Sunday, and keeping a record of it
W. F. Milliken. lumber manufacturer, has shipMr

tance

118.03
62.31

reamers.

sloops.

■

000,000.

An

BANGOR DISTRICT.

*•

Sv.w York. January 1
The Truth, the journal
which originally published the Morey (’lines;* let
tins
ter,
morning publishes au open Utter to
James A. (iarfiehl. President -elect.
repudiating
the Morey letter and declaring it a forgerv Truth
also prints a letter from B P Jayne addn ssed tv
rut!
Joseph Hurt, approving •>: the r .tru: a
says editorially in connection with th* retraction
that tho names of the parties implicated in the
forgery of the letter will U* triad-' public in due
course in a court of justice.
Following is ;U \^\.

President

Bkaifokt, S. C., Jan. 4. On Wednesday, the 211th of December, a boat having

17.32
8.55
15.20
548.95

Day.Brooklin.sloop..

Josie Hook.Brewer.sell....
90.65
3IelessaTra.sk.
“_ 236.73
Sadie Corey.
156.51
Three vessels, total tonnage.....483.89

■

return.

W.

vessels, total tonnage.580.02

it

dent occurred is within the limits of the
Omaha Indian reservation, one mile south
of Middle Creek.
Here there is a deep,
curved cut. about eight hundred feet in
length, which has drifted full of snow
during the late storms and had but recently been cleared by the shovel brigade
for the passage of trains. Combined
winds and cold weather had made it
necessary to clear the cut at frequent intervals, and this morning Conductor
Cams was dispatched from Oakland with
a train of dumps and twenty-five men.
Just before the time for the train southward to arrive, the flats were taken to a
siding about a mile from the cuts while
several men were left behind, for what
purpose does not appear, but probably to
loosen the snow in the cut and facilitate
operations when the working-train should

aiul its side perhut in the opinion of the men
there was sufficient room on each side
for the train to pass and they remained
in the cut.
\t half-past ten o’clock the
south hound passenger train en route
from Sioux City to Omaha, at the rate
of 'do miles an hour, approached the cut,
increasing its speed as it drew near, in
order to clear snow which might have
drifted into the cut after the train of flats
had left it.
When near the middle of the
cut, and in the midst of a blinding cloud
of snow, which was thrown into the air
by the snow plough, the engineer became
aware of the fact that lie hud encounter
ed some obstruction in the cut which visibly affected the motion of the engine.
He whistled down brakes at once and
finally came to a stop live hundred feet
south of the mouth of the cut.
Looking backward into the defile a
[file of dark objects could be discerned
half buried in tlie snow. The passengers
crowded out upon the track, and, with a
horrible apprehension, proceeded back to
learn what the objects were. The sight
which tire removal of the few spadesful
of snow revealed can lie better imagined
than described.
If was a dismembered
heap of mangled human bodies, of which
hut two were found alive and one of those
died soon afterw ards in the cars. The
body nf one man was found on the for
ward truck of the forward car, still warm
and bleeding, but with life extinct, while
his clothing was literally torn to shreds.
'Hie fragments in the cut were found
to be all that remained of six men.
One
of the men found alive had both legs cut
inf, and was unable to speak. The body
of this man and the survivors were taken
into the passenger train and carried down
to Oakland, and a messenger was dispatched for tho working train which
soon arrived, and with many exclamations and groans the laborers proceeded
to collect the remains of their comrades,
in some instances too much disfigured to
he recognizable. These were placed on
the working train and taken to Oakland.
The theory of the accident is that the
rapid motion of the train created a
draught in the narrow defile so strong
that the men who were at best but a few
incites from the cars w ere drawn beneath
them. There were no stains of blood upon the pilot of the engine or
anything to
show that they were on the track when
the train struck them.

Mary

in

The hill amends the existing laws iu that
provides that the First District shall be com
posed of the county of Aroostook us hounded Feb
■J!'. IStl't. except those towns lying along the line
oi the European .1 North American railway, in
which Portland shall be the port of ontrv : that
the Sixth District shall comprise Penobscot county. certain towns in Franklin county and certain
towns iu Aroostook county oil the line of the European A North American railway, that the collector shall reside at Bangor, and tile deputy collector al Frankfort.
The Now York Graphic's Washington
despatch
states Senator Mahone will issue an address the
latter part of the week, by winch he and the Re
adjusters of Virginia will unite with the Republi
call party
Tile address lias been submitted to
Garfield and endorsed In him.
A Washington special
says:
Notwithstanding
the positive assertions that" Senator Blaine is to be
Secretary ot State iu tae new Gabinet, it is now
said by those who ought to know best that Blaine
is preparing fa- a European tour of
eight months,
leaving this country it: March anti returning next
November
lie would go iu February, if it were
not for the close vote in the Senate after March 3 1."
The suit committee of the Senate finance com
mitten give a hearing Tuesday to a number of
gentlemen representing the ship owning interests
of the country
A committee from the national
convention of ship owners was also present
The
resolutions adopted by this convention were sub
miffed, looking to the enactment of law? to assist
anil extend American commerce.
Senator Blaine in conversation.
Wednesday,
said that he did not believe it possible for the Sec
rotary ot the Treasury to place the3 percent, loan
it authorized by Congress, and anv t
ttempt to do
so would result in a failure.
His own idea was to
authorize a further issue of Slitni.il m.(lit. |
p,.r
cents, and to limit the price to Si In
This would
enable the Secretary to almost*
out
the
six
wipe
hundred and eighty iniIIions falling due next
yi aland reduce the total debt SHO.litlll.OlHl
TheS'-n
ator said iu reply !•. a question that l e had not
drawn any hill to carry nit his idea, and did t ot
know whether lie w aid do so.
He had I. wever
talked the matter over quite freely, and his
prop
osittriii had been verv favorably received.
V\ isiiiNGTox. Jan b
The ['resident sent ti
tile Senate to day the nomination of Nathan Goii',
Jr of West Virginia, to be
Secretary of the N
G"ti is about -111 years old and a man of ability lie
has been I". S. District Attornei at (
larksburg.
W. Va. for twelve years; was a Brigadier General in the late war: has run for Congress and tiic
gubernatorial chair of itis State several times, and
always ran ahead of his ticket. He is verv popu
lar among both Republicans and Democrats.

T.

Jeannette.Bucksport.sch
bark..
Lapland.
four

Maine.

Caul, Minneapolis and Omaha Railroad,
six men being killed and one seriously
wounded. The point at which the acci-

! h(? cut

CASTINE DISTRIC

Arethusa..Bucksport_sell....

ped from Ellsworth the past season M million feet
of long lumber 1? million shingles, and 700,IKK)
laths.
The Biddeford Times says that foundations for
three new hotels have been put in at Old Orchard
beach, and more thau titty cottages are now going
up. or contracted for. Before the close ot another
season fully 150 will have been erected.
The deputies of Sheriff Spaulding in Knox county will he as follows Frank S Hall. Appleton ; S.
E. Shepherd. Camden : E S. Mc Allister, Rockland.
No others will be appointed at present.
The loggers along the Penobscot are having a
splendid hauling, ami are pushing things lively.
There is one foot of snow on a level in the woods,
and the teamsters are happy.
Air C. W. S Cobb, of Rockland, who was ecently united in marriage to one of Augusta's young
ladies, is soon to settle in St. Louis, where he will
be interested in the preparation of lime and its sale
in the western market. His father Francis < obb.
Esq., is President of the Cobb Lime Co., of Rock
land.
Air. C. S. Weseott, of \sh Point, had a boat
stolen from her anchorage at Job's Island on the
night of Jan. I. She was a schoouer-rigged, centre-board boat, about *JS feet by s or
feet wide,
painted black, with green stern, bottom and rail.
Sails old, patched with new. No name painted on
her. but is called the "Alagic
B C. Smith. Esq., of Linueus. was killed instantly last week by a fail, aged about 70 years. He
was a very worthy and
highly respected man He
leaves thro* sons and two daughters to mourn his
loss.
Col. /. A. Smith, e the Boston Journal,
Joseph <* Smith, senior proprietor of the Somerset
Reporter. Neal l>. Smith, of the linn of Storrs
Bros. A Co Portland, are the sous. The wife of
Frank C Nickerson, of Lumens a member of the
present Legislature, and Miss Clara L Smith, now
attending the Normal School at Corham. are 5he

The

journed.
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S'-oretaiv of tho Xavv.

tiartield is being urged to appoint
\\ ilson ol Iowa, Secretari ot tiie
Treasury.
'•on

.1. i

The

recently negotiated Chinese treaties are on
tireiy satisiaetory tothegoviu-imieut,and haw heeii

sent to

the Senate.

A Washington dispaicli to tin, Boston Journal
says the colored Republicans are urging Senator
Bruce for a Cabinet position

Five of the head chiefs of the Otoe Indians are
in Washington. They were nearly killed
by blow
.ng out the gas in their rooms .it t:..■ Fremont
House.
The superintendent of.the Gen us isksiV ran
np
propriation of SoOlUlllO fur the oomph-1i,>::
the
and statistic work and tin- publication of

census

ihe result.

Volin
Petersburg, (Va., Blues,
Rides, (Columbia, S C ) have accepted the
..a
lion to participate in the inaugural ceremonies of
Gen. Garfield. The captain of the latter
unpany
sent a very patriotic note.

Senator ferry s bill to promote the
efficacy of
the lift? saving service proposes to authorize the establishment of thirty-live additional life saving
stations and houses of refuge, eleven of them on
the coast between M line and .Massachusetts
Jt
authorizes a month's extra pay to members of
crews for extraordinary and
gallant services and
also provides for pensioning widows
keepers
and members of tlie crew who lose their lives enure disabled in the
of
it properformance
duty
vides that ail appointments shall he made without
reference to political or party affiliation.

“TheChristiancy scandal," says,the Washington

correspondent of the Lewiston Journal, "is just
now occupying a
large share of public attention.
Mrs. Christiancy was a pretty Washington
girl,
whose mother kept a boarding house, where, in an
evil day. Senator Christiancy, of Michigan, came
to live.
The girl was fair and the mau was a Sen-

ator, and upon the basis that these advantages oli
each other a matrimonial bargain was made.
Sometimes such contracts give satisfaction to both
parties, but this one didn't. Christiancy took his
young wife to Peru with him, where according to
general belief she led a most unhappy life. She
left him or he sent her away, and on her way home
she met a Spaniard, Kdilberto Ciro, who seriously
compromised her. This Spaniard—whose chief
business in life seems to have been to betray’ unfor
tunate and trusting women—has lately allowed to
be published some letters which he received from
.Mrs. Christiancy." Mrs. C denies writing the let
ters in question, although she admits writing to
Ciro. Her counsel asks to have these letters ex
"'wied in the pending divorce suit.
set

Heap..Capitals anffoteceived from the respective Stale
caucuses held ToWfat the
Republican Legislative

and Connecticut, in eactf^ening in Ohio, Indiana
nated John Sherman,
Ben]aVff.animotisly noini
Joseph U Hawley for United States
and

Sphsou

___**
Senator Blaine says that there is not a

particle
truth in the report that he is
going to build a
palatial mansion at Washington. His present
,bat b° desires- a:ld is one of the
tinest in the
city.
ot

new

thfeafnCe*l8 “w

CUN« ERl

’hey separated.

liKRNATORl

nil-: lil

Al.

in accordance with the will of the

people
expressed at the polls and in strict
conformity to law. A majority of the

Ml] E.

re-

ferred will report that Gen. I’laisted,
having received a plurality of the votes
east for Governor, is elected: while a
minorih, it is said, will advoede the
reference of the
of the

application

the

que.-tion respecting
plurality amendment

to

the vote of 1 sso to the supremi Court.
This roiV renee will not he made : and alurge it

though those who
their opinions, we

are

honest in

while it

Kugene Halo

73.3(57
31 k>

..

•A.
MaUermg.

w

would

orably decided in one way. There must
he no quibbling or e\asion in the matter.
I’laisted is a bitter pill for many to swal-

had

VOTE

ID

KEI'OIH

I'LAlS'.'lh

ELECT Eli.

Scattering.

and Harris M Flaisted having received a
plurality
<1 all the votes cast is duly elected Governor ot
fho State of Maiue for the years 1881 and 188*J.
This report, was presented to the Senate vesterday ( Wednesday) morning, Senator Mortiand putting in a minority report.
NOTES.

I'oy. Davis's oliicial term expired at midnight,
Jan .tth.aud Hon Joseph A. Locke, President of
tile Senate, will be acting Governor until a new
Governor is inaugurated.
The Lxecutive Council have declined to allow
the hill o) K F. Pillsbury & Go., Si ite printers for
Is'-’. tor some f-ini hi rendered for printing agricultural reports: and the same action on the bill of
A J C ameron State binder, for
binding tho same,
amounting to *600. The work was not authorized
law
or
order
of
the
by any
Legislature, but was
ione at the risk of the parties.
A special to the Boston Herald
says : One interesting item of local news is that tho’Maine Standard. the local Democratic organ, has been sold to
Hon Ldtmiml Wilson of Thomaston, and his sou
Dion Wilson, a young lawyer of this city. It is
reported that M r Waterhouse, the present propric
tor, and his father-in-law, Hon. K. F Pillsbury
an- going South.
During the past year lilt! corporations were or
ganized under Hie general law. Most of them
were mining
companies. The amount of fees paid
into tho treasury by these companies for their
charters was ¥l.Olki.
Mr Blaine can havethe portfolio of
secretary of
state in Mr. Garfield’s cabinet it he will take it.
We think he will he wise to accept
He has the
ability for the position, and the oiler of it is an acknowledgment of his leadership in the party. In
teresting international questions are likely to arise.
There is little dqubt that Mr. Blaine as
secretary
of state will lie a more conspicuous ligure for the
four years to come than as a member of the Senate.
[Boston Herald.

Tuesday
tho Gospel

two

of

were

Bangor's esteemed ministers of
walking down State street hill,

unmindful of the treacherous condition of the
sidewalk, when one of the gentlemen slipped and
“Oh," said his com
pan¥ooae npon ttle 8i(le'valknot charge thy mind with the
rireeen) <\'").u
d le*‘ ye
“Verily," re
the t* Rked stand ,nPr®ttcU*“-r. “how rtrue it is that
slippery pVaces
j Whig.

nlTed the±Y‘“
Plh0 u-ick^l ftra/e

fail/”

••

to an election;

urged Mr Hale’s election purel.v on
public and party grounds, and we believe

the stall* and party. 'That Mr. Hale will
till the high station to which he is to he

been

■

acted to the Gubernatorial chair.

credit

with

promoted

himself

to

and

To attempt to deprive him of what is his
undoubted right, would he simply to re-

honor to the State goes without the saving. 'The rivalry between the successful

peat the crime for which Gov. Gareelon

candidate and Mr.

Frye

and his associates

which

moment

year ago rightly
received the Condemnation of the whole

only a

Republicans of
place themselves
will they do so.

1'he

country.

not afford to

position,

nor

Maine

in such
I

a

a

would

of the

people, the error of a town official
in making a return should not be allowed
to disfranchise one, ten or one hundred

Excess of decrease tu lXXti.sS7,:t!>I

I

A recent government report shows that
the average value of farm lands in the
I nitert States has increased
during the

[last year

s

per cent, and that the average increase in New Kngland is fully up
to that ol the whole
country. The im-

provement varies greatly in the different

j States,

\

irginia showing the least, only
1-1 per cent., while
Illinois, Missouri,
!
Kansas, and Nebraska return an average
increase

l.'i per

01

cent., and Florida with

its cotton lields and orange groves, shows
an increase of gH per cent, and is the
banner state in this regard. This is a

gratifying exhibit, but the present
will, we are confident, show an

year
even

greater increase. Our farmers have been
imbued with a progressive spirit which is

beginning to tell, not only in an increase
in value of the farm lands of the country, which adds greatly to its
but
capital,

in individual
A W

prosperity.

ashington despatch

to the Boston

Journal says that Senator Blaine scouts
the idea that the Republicans of Maine
intend to count Plaisted out.
lie says
the only persons who are really desirous
of that result

are

iticans who think
out of

certain Democratic pol-

they

could make

capital

and that such a course on the
part of the Republicans would, in Talleyrand’s phrase, be “worse than a crime ; it

it,

would lie

a

gigantic

legisla-

ture, which may prevent the election of

Senator,

is

probable.

manner

him

given

to runic at no distant

sure

a

day

;

but at present it is felt that his services
are most needed in the lower branch of

The National House
up the

tool:

Saturday

on

bill, and defeated

funding
amendment providing

an

that the rate of

interest shall not exceed B per cent 'The
impression is general that it may he

impossible

to float

B per cent, note or
bond at par, and therefore it is wise to
give the Secretary of the 'Treasury power
a

to make the interest

not

Bf

exceeding

per cent, if he finds it necessary.
It may please Mr. Rickard llraut While U> -ec
that most of the extreme Bourbon papers in the
South copy with approval ami delight his assaults
upon the public school system, v* bile the more cii
lightened and progressive papers criticise and eon
deuiu his utterances. [ Boston Journal.

Tire Bourbon papers which copy ibis
article “with approval and delight" are
not confined

Age copied

to the

South.

The

article in which it

versalism is

recently published
alleged that I'ni-

the decline and gave its

on

for the assertion.

reasons

I’rog.

it.

The Boston Herald
an

<

Sunday

01

last the rniversalist
took the Herald to

ally denied
in strength

clergymen of Boston
task, and emphatictheir church is declining

that
or

usefulness.

which took

place in this vicinity

large majority."

has declared Beorge <>. Cannon, sitting
delegate and delegate elect to Congress,

ineligible on the ground that lit- is a
polygamist and an alien. His opponent,
A. B. Campbell is declared elected and
entitled to the seat.
A very intemperate temperance manifesto was circulated during the Senatorial
contest with

view to

a

defeating the elecThe Bangor Commer-

tion of Mr. Hale.

cial says it is reported that .Mr. Hale intends to call upon some of the
signers of
this manifesto to substantiate the charges
against him contained therein.
Augusta dispatch says:

When the Fusion

isls learned that Mr Frye's ease was
hopeless they
made a proposition to 'unite with tile
Frye men
and thus elect him. This proposition wasn't course
indignantly spurned by Mr Frye's friends."

>f

it

course

Who were the I'u-

was.

sionists who made
sition !

They
highwayman’s

so

impudent

must have the

a

order to have

e

where b
not

arrived

well

■>

a

one

foot, but it drifted badly.

time.

The

snow

fall was about

a

to

so

here 1

even

he

Mr.

beauty lei
there camo to hi*

summer

day

I

place

prisoners

i

su'd

meats

1

to

few’

a

stood,

an

us

The vessel

necessary

what is

ter,

(probably

the east side of Long Island.
report said

came

anchor ill

to

Lyder’s)

just happily

by

forward

brought

be

one

dates will be booked for the

Mr. Williams in his

rare :

r

and l

well,
set

With the

not discovered and

brought

egatidn make

to pun-

although

Vonus!a

had

■re

time
means

days

correspondent sent us this story as
gossip at the State Capital, and

the current

of

her.

spoke

trade is

export

increasing

and

lively,

no

two of

wanted
when

pull

hair

were

hold

to

they

Kandall suitors from gout.

Speaker

tu exclaim with the

ll'ivv happy could l be with either
Were t'other dour charmer away.

Loss

Ceorge found the

Sunny South

houses
cellent

disappointing,

nearly

frozen to death in

C.

:

but lii- thawed his ink

write

a

Charleston,
sufficiently

S.
to

very readable letter to the ,Jour-

nal.

('ougress has at last gone
to

to

work in

The Democrats

avoid

an

able the

extra

House

1,500;

lie seems to have

rather

amount

evidently want
session, as that will enemployes to hold over

until Ilecember.

already
quality.

a

was

to

that the bath

was

1 had

se t.

can

nive you

a

a

plain

statement ut

me

one

Think of that

and enviable

proud

position

market,

enough

now

in the

city

to

make

us
so

all
that

for

on

of

the good work we are ready to
excellent clams in exchange

our

Robert C. F

i-’i-'i!

t

on

over,

!*r

ed to

$70,513,100,

$15,000,000
it still costs

a

decrease of about

compared
a good deal

as

with 1870.
to

Rut

start

the

kitchen lire with kerosene.

Indiana’s

public

is in

but to him

ex

danger. 11 is name
the political outlook

The Portland Argus copies from the Baltimore
American an article on natural gas.
We should
think tho

Argus

is

on

that

subject.

It uses

a

good

deal of the article.
re-

Gray,

is black.

We

snow

coal inis been

A New York lecturer demands a
supof pure milk for that city and the

ply

has been

going

coming

down

banishment of the sausage makers.
he lost his dog ?

I las

a

Will
Home

one.

George
published works: and the American
Exchange, Tribune Building, New York,

report

now

oilers

cloth-bound edition of Komolo for

a

price of 35 cents
prices for good

of low

good sign

to see

a

This is

certainly

books: and it is

standard works

petition with the ephemeral
cheapness to commend it.

month.

Kx Secretary Boutwcll has entered
Boston.

Eliot lias renewed the in-

brought into

a

law firm in

Howell, the pedestrian, has retired with *50,000,

;..j

the

to

the

people,

smelts

been

feed

to

on

ot

that

what it needed after all

grounds

The Custom House and

like every other l\ S.

building,

is still

law

and

no*

other

river

.1.

etnpha

few

or

ment

..me are

thinks that th.-v

passed forbidding ail catching «»i

on

here

over

Over h
tue

river

o

y

people were engaged m
(diaries Am
csterday

by

and

four feet,

cupola,

a n.of feet long, and two
Attached will be a wharf,
true sardine factory fashion

four and

are

It will be tw•

in

high,

stones

and built

w

itU

a

manse.id

r*-of

imitation ot granite and
the roof will have the appearance < : being slated,
inside everything is to be in perfect v. >r king order
in

■

with geveuty persons.-it their w.-i.uid >1
to be made so as to sit
at

their work.

Tw.

■•••

vessels

One

s

le

is

the operators

belonging

h

t.,e

Portsmouth fishing tha t have arrived with about
rjtHion pounds of {Mi several bringing cod weighand l"t* pouu s
vuirn h».u in
ing between

pounds ot tisii have been brought m since the *Jd
The u asters report extreme cold with t
instant
COTlsidei'ilble sutferillg
lie

1

Mien■

Machias

I’uioii says the aggregate ship
that town during the y< ir
Pee dlst. lsso. amounted t<> *_*■'».<M>o dozen
>t

s

ending

eggs

from

and the local consumption to as many more l• r«•
din ers received an average of IJ cents per dozen
There

are >i\ other centra’ shipping points in the
county that will equal Machias <»n the average, so
that the egg product el \\ ashmgtoi. county equals

d.dO.OOO dozen and 8 •

in

"

It each hen

value.

*Jihi <*ggs during l!ie year there were J-.
000 liens at work
product *.*00,000 eggs. The
value of poultry and leathers is not included in the

produced

estimates
Maine eggs, unlike Maine
butter, bring top prices in the western markets

foregoing

P W
Pitcher, of Belfast, writes
under date the 11th inst to a friend
that a sharp debate was anticipated

Representative
from Augusta,

in this

e

t\

the Gubernatorial reports,
lie says further: I
have no doubt we shall outvote the opponents of
the majority report and inaugurate Plaisted bv
on

day

after to morrow.

should send it

to

I

am

the court

satisfied that if

they

we

would repott

Plaisted elected.”
\

k

has

more,

and less “tatFa" is

a

third feet wide.

a

three

Again

Sometimes I think

no

used down

trdiuer. and the II

<*

dimensions

vsi’APF.K

a new

Notks

dress and is

The Piscataquis Observer
greatly improvedin appear-

ance-Fuller & Jones of the Rockland Courier
have bought the Thoinaston Herald, and will con

a

naughty,
a good spanking
a
little more spanking,

cal

I'lhuded by rod
Home .Journal says

had

*i' liii'ii, who

the bth says

and

of

ministered

in

pastime

las Prince of ('aimleu ism iking a miniature sardine
factory tor the patent otlice at W ashington, its

our wo

us

Indian

on

the

:n

brose caught Id" pounds. »iiu. h h- sold at. A cents
pound, making >d : <r his day s work_Man el

but the d.ir

make them love

are

the Kennebec otherwise than by book
is talk of establishing a lobster
factory
Swans' Island in the spring-The Hath Times
.'I

child with candy, who has
after having turned it up and ad-

same as we

larceny.

FMnng t*xcursious

living

•'< are

o

taken at

gant aud extensive granite building, large enough
to do the business of a city live times this size,
but 1 take it, it was built as a sweetener, so to

speak,

Fisii.Nc

or so.

"turlit to tie

the negro South may be, he is a
level headed man.
The Custom House oil East Bay street, which
runs along on one shore side ot the city, is an ele-

com-

trash which has only

week

a

Now t!i

and children, carry everything,
keys, men,
bundles, sticks of wood, pails of milk aud water,

disappointed

aad Charles F. Sturgess. Free-Iden Hancock. Burnham,

<■:•

sc<*res

women

away
whatever else

Halvestou. Texas tor

ot

years ago, smelts used to be so common in
the Kennebec at (iardiuer, tuat all w In* chose could
catch as many as they wanted w:th !.'*oks and die
business of ca*> t.itig them ga c employment to

terribly

terest in her

tbo nominal

up.

The Valuation Commission will
in about

you

owe

Tho death of
Book

While

journalism.
[Gardiner

itself could have furnished suffi-

cient information

Governor thinks the

good specimen of .Maine
the editor lend us a dollar !
Journal.
a

Bradbury

.NR',

and line-The tianhner

It was a constant surprise to me to see a darkey
land Vdvertiser says nearly everybody
The Belfast Journal points with justifiable pride
with a pail in each hand, aud one on his head,
English yachtsmen are talking of halv- supposed that this had been
given up to the quantity and quality of its reading matter.
walking along perfectly unconcerned, aud now and
The B J. is one of the very best papers in the
ing another try for the cup won at Cowes
long ago.
State, and always has been.
We never pick it tip
then
stooping over and setting down the pails
the
America
in
1851.
by
Perhaps Gen.
without fooling that we shall lind something iu it
which he carried in his hands, but never in any in
The straight Creenbaekers and the worth
1 Sutler will accommodate them with a race
fact
a
little
better
tban
other
reading—iu
At first I
stance upsetting tho one on his head
crooked Creenbaekers have agreed to papers have, and inure of it—and we never lay it
with the America in American waters.
down without feeling that we have not been dis
was in constant tear that one of them would tip
The former follow Solon’s appointed. Waldo County, and indeed the whole
disagree.
over and the contents spill down my neck, hut I
The losses by liresdttriug 1880 amountState, has reason to be proud that we eau furnish
steers and the latter arc be-Fogged.
a
l say.
came
man.
so

North

Thirty

(in separate pails 1 mean.) and buckets of oysters.

Chesapeake bay oysters.

fas’

’Tewksbury.

Albion ii.

from

:r"

ill. (.RAN

lasses ami revelling

They can carry anything on their head
spill it. When a white man gets too mm

generally slops

Man

I-..

-s

ler and several parlo-s haw already left
oondortal*!- !.->ui“s to crawl ah*", t ice bound pi*:. !••

me

his head ho

■

v
>

and

in

now

number, just kill off a few of the blacks and there
will he enough left then. Speaking of the blacks

their respective

Br.ri

dom. larceny

shapely figures.
of the city is od.sis, divided as
if
follows: Whites. ‘Jo.!»:•*. and colored.
those two don’t add together and make the correct

let

ir.

Mour-u.- from Joseph B M mrue. 'Thorn
-if minor child given to the mother

C.

Taylor, (colored;

“scar

population

The

'a

larceny

can still retain their

men

■

'nsiody

<

1

cotton
set

mother.

Jury completed its labors on Salt;r
day, returning the following indictment-—
Aldeu Tuomas. Biucolnvilie. for keeping a drink
iug house ami tippling shop, and for single sale

in the

a

>

The (irund

Last year the receipts were loT. Idd bales, and the
year before 501.S71 bales, so that anyone who
contemplates layiug in a lot of cotton cloth for
is

t

Fatter. Tn><

V

mi .-r

from Ceorge ’T

Tewksbury

Martha F

in the

scarcity

toreuoor

Belfast.

a

and tbo North

help

Mercy
dike.

crop, and there were over Ikn.ooo bales, besides
one that was broken open, which 1 did not re« kun.

there

-dnesday

M'-udaU from Mark I* Mendall

Sarah T.

Knowing that my readers would like t->
know about how much cotton comes into rharlo
ton. 1 took part of a day and counted this year-

a

insurance

Bel last.

a

assured that

of

transferred to the

Morey from Mart:: a Mo ivy. Bel

take four crops a year
Cotton is tin chief
feature of the trade, though naval store-, rice,

rest

\V

on

Man-ur. Belfast, !r.»m

S

smelling

can

was

Haverhill, M.i-v

and at the city forty feet deep. Within ten miles
of the rear of the city, arc truck farms from which

shirts, feeling that there may be

e-veral tire

vs

Maria Bobbins from Wtilrim Robl>i:m. ib-i

b;el

A

exports

pub-

Fatten from S

Mai}'
port

in the history of the
a bit «T land, that

play a conspicuous part

liayferd

tiually adjourned

Coral!
sur,

The city is built on
out like a linger, between the

sugar and fertilizers

1 arid sentenced

companies for the recovery

mill burned at “.land,

Ann

o.M

1-it

\Y. H. Me

fast.

from soaring s<» much.
1 timl. ti.’t\ six ehuivh.-.-. and

base-ball club f

trial

porti-m
;

his security, was defaulted.
(colored) for the V ceny

was

Taylor,

ar

Kmm

an

and not

some

afternoon mid

Custody of minor child given

Licis.

>

t*«*y
was

fort.

lit theme for poets, novelists. h>toii-.«ns
a

of

Hancock

The billow ing divorces wore decreed
K'-ulu-i. “. Loisoti I!'• >;ii L e:ii. r J ''uson. Frank

dream, tinged with romance, contradition, glorilied by his* v. rising

is

larceny

IMVoRCRs

as a

there

For

tiled to put in
It was subsequently learned that

'ourt

<

minute and detailed

met

To

Monday

Kuowiton

circuit court at Portland.

a

ever

now.

re-

holdci:.

not

J (’

Tuesday morning Hancock

•m a

being

no one

they

furnish

to

Dunton lor dett.

A

rSeldei: Hancock.

The matter of W. 1-

they

It is iu pursuance of

hominy to

attempted

the law court.

to

Thompson

surance

the correct

pay them the compliment of saying, that
are the most level headed people that I haw

and

J.

u.<-

age!

defrauded ii

was

boiiq «-bdh.:ig, ete was c-uv
to prison for eighteen months.

s

same

hog

j

clean

was

laudable purpose, no doubt, that tho Suu
Almanac publishes a New England receipt for
baking beans. When the South adds baked beans

the

which

a cow

of plaintiff'.**

Joshua Trask of. Burnham.

0s«

my linen, and the lirst
go ashore and buy a nmriiii g

shirts, and still have enough left,

acquainted.

Parlies iiv•

for

replevin

appearance.
luid sold his team and left town.

1:

Ashley ami
Cooper rivers: she has a large- ami vet land locked
bay. The harbor has a shifting bottom, like a
baby that is learning to creep. She claims to be
the only city on the continent from winch the
-wal
ocean can be seen, but it is as hardj'or me t.
low that as it is to get down a pill: however, t:.
widm
is what she says. The bay is three mih

lishers of the Baltimore Suu. a copy <>t the Haiti
more Suu Almanac for iss;. The Sun is the
paper
which last summer sent a correspondent to New
England with a view to making the North and
South better

pi If

had

so was

am aware

by

keep

runs

the

hills of tare there must ho less sectionalism than

Den. Anderson says he iutends to contest Hon. T. I>. Heed’s seat.
The Cort-

a

nation.

of ice is

We have received trom A. S. Abell A t'o

for

-m

for

goes

arraigned

wonder that she is behind the ago ( Cntil she iv
verses that thing, she need not expect to assume

.TheHudson River ice
nearly filled wirh ice of an ex

are

f-'r

which the court ordered and gave
a return of The cow to him w ith

still,

case

tr-mi

please

the waist when I write, and hiring a u
me with a cow hide, and see if it

only

insurance..

no

lL'-wn.

C.

imes

said horse and

of

judgment

The

Charleston has.

usual from the held in front of

Bangor-\ large

J

s«dd

:et;

Kuov!

quarters unpaid
is discharged and surety is

•.
So many of my readers
i\v
;
to Charleston, that 1 -am aware that 1 musi K very
cautious what I write, and fully realizing the «u

not

Lake Ice Company of Friendship, have
r^rne very nice ice ready to cut whenever there is
a call for it-The Sanford
Steamship Co. will till

their wharf at

es.

Deft, claimed lie

vs.

will

larrup

Crystal

as

pill

principal

it is different.

to

ice taken from the Kennebec liver at that point is
from JO inches to two toot in thickness_The

their ice house

Bliss for

purchased

purchase

left,

plainly and simply, but I can't I ;ly oil. and get
poetical and wander into dreamland, as it wenI have sometimes thought of stripping myse!;' 1

being harvested at Union.) K Hayden’s ice
house at Bath, containing two thousand tons of
ice. was totally destroyed lo lire Friday night.

poet

read

dispute them.

Now

The Arctic

s

notes,

Deft claimed

been

come non

nished and uncolored, with no ll<M> Muddle about
it.
I'd give a good deal it' 1 could write like that,

we

~,000 tons-The Waterville Sentinel su;

I

We hope Fuller's experience with his
two newspapers, the Rockland Courier
and Thomaston Herald, will not lead him

reverse.

promissory

genre in try trig to hud original, therefore the copy
could not bo used.
Deft, moved that the pltf he

and tourists.”

Work began in earnest the lirst of this week....
The Orono lee Company will soon commence to
till their house with some of the best ice ever bar
vested on the Penobscot.
It has a capacity of

And tile knowledge that he will go out
from the speaker's chair at the close of
the present Congress does not add to his

slippers

me

other letters, written at

mv

affords

eve

learn, is nearly completed. It will
hold at least IS.IMM) tons. On the Kenduskeag ice
eighteen to twenty inches thick is now being cut."

Herald.

comfort.

the

Parties

merchant who sues

otlicial copy from the town clerk of Seaismont.
but dett maimed the pltf. had not si: ern due dll:

from the very bosom of the waves, like a fairy
city created by the enchanter's wand. Charleston

this letter, the committee
have determine.1 to have

Boston Herald says t do ice
did nor procure their last sea

exchanges predict

our

I.Xew York

I

•‘Beautiful

local companies, yet it is doubtful if as
much ice will be harvested as last season, although

their friends.

by

sending

clean when 1 started and 1

was

secrated

our

ice house,

James Fish

a

an

description of this city, without leaving the vessel,
and the beauty of it will be, that my letter will be
unimpeachable. Now how is this for a starter'

than in other cities-The Bangor Whig savs:
“Extensive preparations are in progress for me cut

and Weaver, Hreen-

sparks. Democrat,
liaeker; and both
and knock down

tliem,

1

ton. and that the price to families will be RO cents
per hundred pounds. The Herald says Boston is
a poor market for ice. prices ruling lower there

ting by

i-

was

Burgess

the

glorious opportunity
to exaggerate if I so inclined, but with Spartan
courage, 1 think it is Spartan. I resisted. But m-w

This year the prospects are that an
abundant supply will lie cut in the vicinity of Bos

Solon,

w

having

for

book in your life but wh.it
Well I did not do anything of the

never

it.

1

near to

chusetts.

Knquirer.

were

In

it

city
supply from Maine, as generally supposed, but
from New Hampshire and farther buck iu Massa-

A putty with Koprosuutatives in Congress wlio
are ready to
pull hair and knock down to advance
their principles is not (lie dying party. (Chase's

trial

new

scind that tree by returning horse to pllf. Pltf
claimed the original billot sale was lost and offered

So 1 metake, but why “paint the lily
thing
andered up the dock and invested a nickel in
Charleston New and Courier, and returned to tie
vessel and read the news.

sons

son."

But there

The

dealers of that

Advcrtisersays :
shipping line continues

may look for a further inthe remainder of the sea-

we

during

crease

months of 1S7!»

Ice Notes

The

Von

paper.

in favor of submitting the constitutional question
to the court.
Gkokoi:.

The exports from that port during
Nov. and Dec. issoexceed in value those

a

of sale

Bella:) who

thing I did.

ning. It is understood that there will bo two re
ports—the majority of the committee being in favor of declaring Plaisted Governor, and a
minority

largely.

corresponding

am

of

e

saw as

when 1 arrived, and

im

another session in the Senate chamber this

trounce incut.

Portland's

1

as

vs.

Action of

•'aimed

the tirst thing that I did on getting
into port, was to take a bath, and ensconce myself
in clean linen. Of course 1 did this, all travelers

they did

whether

th

couveyam

his b; virtue <u a n-ortgsgo bill
from deft, of that and a ho: e. the latter

S

course

kind.

anything about

closing
gubernatorial votes

Just
on

pill

at:

do.

crowds of last winter.

mease

our correspondcomplimentary terms,
which published the an

1

rectory, and l

speech,

V'hiiTrr

“

b

in the dork

him to his feet in

five minutes

a

Bamson t'..r deft

Plaintiff

e.’.caned

in Seaismont

to

1 have spent one whole day in reading that fait;,
ful friend of -he traveling stranger, the City 1M

a

Action

Defence claim

deft

scud number lives, and mark them to iny address,
express paid, care of the Journal J
of

the matter with

past week, there have been nothing !ik

On tin* contrary,

man

Ladies

[Note.

in well to have

was

defence

Thompson.

entitled to set otf —a portion for
lament rendered against dett

J

amount

well dressed woman, every Turn
Oh woman ! in our hours of ease,
When you are round us thick as tloas.
w hen you are taken from
’ir sight,
flow brightest day. seem* darkest ue.rht

■

of her in the most

have all lire papers

as

That

appealed

for

Fogler

motion tor

\

Liberty.

was

pi;'!

looking,

the question or not. Like
Dick Deadeye, “He means well l>»t /•> ■' 7 /•
While the hotels have reaped a fair harv-'d the

unenviable under the circumstances, though noth
ing was said, or mter.de i, in the least degree derog

atory

of the session.

he

lineal sight 1 over saw. Talk about your sun set',
and your ships under full sail, give me a good

The Stale has tic.-

practical House

starting

are

o!

Senator Kills of your county, lie was a man of
sterling common sense, but even measure brought
he knew

r.o reason to doubt Us correctness at the
We regret that we should have been the
of giving the lady in question a publicity

to

a

were

licit the note

one

named

costs.
Knowltou tor pllf.
Bliss for deft
l stood leaning over the [
V B Baker \.v Charles H’Hot
Action to rehad
rail, was a woman. She
every sail set. and
cover debt.
Deft was a surety for D. B Fuller, of
S Rev
w as running under a good breeze for a V
Albion, a contractor for carrying mail between
Never since the day they began to
enue cutter.
Belfast and Augusta. The principal is dead and
wean me. had 1 been out of sight of a woman so
VI. is trying to recover :r mi dett.
estate settled.
long, and 1 am free to confess that she was the one
bid
Deft, claims that the

The first

The Waldo county del
lino appearance at the board, and

Fusionists.

we

pllf.

promissory note.
h id been paid bv

a

>.

was

sum

Deft

s|m.

.»*

Thomas

vs.

Plif

Defence that it had been

pill'

deft. for the recovery of two
to
.'*1 and ;:::<•*•

Charleston.

at

of

>st

and

dropped,

for

Creeley

The

nn.i.

amounting

romantic ideas.

was

John H.

Stockton

Dunton lor

A

Miteholi

live in

we

the anchor

i;.e

Verdict for Pltf

Ten

tui. of

o!

oi

granted. Fogler for pltf
Benjamin 1*. rpham

Did

quiet place

am

by d e

personal property to pFL Deft, is a father in law
to pltf
Pl;f claimed a subsequent promise to pay

tiie order to “let go the spanker" ami the rest of
the cotton fabric, and the Wdaka -wung around,

tic- .-t aiding com
day. the wheels of leg

u.

nice,

a

Von will notice that I

hen.

Co.

balance !;.«■

to recover i\
ed

A

to

How many
their fair proportion oi influence.
members fritter away their influence the first lew

,i
Tii.
which has been going the rounds of
u
s that l>en. IMaisted is soon to
the
•;
marry
Miss Mi Hill, daughter of K. W. Hill of Exeter,
is pronounced incorrect by .Mr. Hill.

Our

nt

next

strongest Senate and the
has had tor many a day.

ishment.

part

or

K J

went, and passed the ruins of Castle
Pinckney, now used by the lloveminent as a store
house for buoys Ac and in a few iniuut< s ca n

particularly embarrassing

islation will be well in motion.

if the iorg.-r and instigators of this letter
are

be

auuouiice;ii

mittees to-morrow

mna, Mr. Hewitt and some others will
lind it diiticidt to clear their reputations

a

On

repor\

not true, must

!

for pit!'.

r

Verdict tor

Thompson

and saw it peace
of Charleston Bay.
scenes

v-11•

>..<*

was a

settled.

ear.

war

b

*re*l«tors

above

|

simply said: Mimpter v-m say
who knows what he is talking about,

as one

L}souiau,

But thi- element has

spend

my

11*

of

light

a

B. Turner
ed

Coleord, Berry

j

on

entrance

1 should think it would be

at

called

Democratic party. Neither (len. (Iartield
nor hi.-, friends need concern themselves
in the matter in the least: but Mr. Bur-

j

my

now

pi If

\V (J Moulton vs. i,. \i Partridge.
Action to
recoverT1 -V' 'S> and interest. The defendant was
't
it e ot

and

pilot

the

a leader, and the matter is again drifting,
end tins week in the inauguration of Plaisted.
heretofore predicted in ibis correspondence.

as

striking

it

N

vs.

Subse.
for

feudant puts m a bill of offset for pro
■)■■,-\ erdict for pltf. for ?D>:U

\).

Way land

that quiet Sab
witn the subdued peal of the dis
at

last week,

deft.

by tli** remembrance of the cotton cloth I purchased at thirty cents a yard ! Did 1 say to my
1 turned to
self these things .' Not a bit <»f it

lacked

hat is

gazed

decree of Probate

a

Reported

liili. administrator,

fessioual

i say to myself. Oh historic pile, but for you !
should be &150 in. which l paid out for a snbsti
Did I say. Oh! •bar old fort, dear to me
tute

new or surprising.
That the soPlaisted has been getting ready the material for
Morey letter was a forgery was a his message, and the Bepuhlic-.ui members of the
generally accepted fact long ago: and so Legislature are opening their mouths, making up
far from injuring (Ten. (iartield, as was faces and getting ready to swallow the hitter dose.
the intention no doubt, it has simply cov- I am requested to deny the report of the matriered certain leading Democrats with in- monial alliances of Gen. Plaisted with a fair young
lady, and do so most gladly The huh in question
famy and dealt a serious blow to the is to
the winter here, and such a
if
i

to

did my mind revert back to the bloody
the rebellion and the horrors of the late

though the whole question would be

as

submitted to the courts.

washed

F

feudant

neared Fort Sump

we

and there is

war

As 1

it.

oil

fully guarding the

eaudi
am

Next

formidable, but certainly

so

church bell

taut

several attempt to find a better situation
suddenly into retirement. The nomination would
tor observation, we fix*.- 1 on this place as the most
bo a graceful compliment to our distinguished
ouvenieiit On tin* idth we put our instruments on
and the two years term woula be a happy
Senator,
set
clock
and
a
tlie
in
.-ilore,
up
quadrant
building
lacing towards the south, near the house of Mr. rounding out of a public life that has ha t so much
Shubael Wiiliams win-re the observations were
weight, and which is absolutely without a stain.
taken
From the beginning of the eclipse
No Governor yet. with the exception of Presi
to the time uf the greatest obscurity, the color and
dent of the Senate Lnekc, who is acting in that
appearance m the sky was gradually changing from
an a/urc blue to a more dark or dusky color, until !
capacity. The agitation of the Governor question
it bore the appearance a: d gloom of night. As the
by the stalwart papers, and flic* carefully consider
darkness im leased a chill aud dampness were very
In op,- hour and nineteen
ed argument of Hon. Josiah Frosbv, and other lc
sensibly felt.
minutes, when the light and heat of the sun were
gal expressions of opinion, put a stop i<> the inde
rapidly decreasing, there fell two thirds as much
dew as fell the night berore or the night after the cent haste of rushing Plaisted into the gubernatoeclipse To this we may add so unusual a dark rial chair with the blare of trumpets and the acness, diimpne.'s
and chill, iu the midst of day,
The members who
clamations of the people.
'.u-im-d to spread a a neral amazement among all
came fresh from the people silenced tor a while
sort-, ol animalnor could we ourselves observe
such unusual pi, ■nnnieiion without some disagree- the gush of sentiment and tho talk ab >ut “policy"
able foldings."
in the settlement of this question, and at onetime

to

once

morning,

bath

outlie

Otlc

Then

the land almost

more,

no

since the

house

Alter

Tin- ••..iii'os.sion, apology, retraction or
whatcvci T ruth's open letter to (Ten.
DarlieM nuy he railed, contains nothing

lone,

once

paired

to

liberty

a

now

rubbish.

from

Town of Burnham.

vs

Ceo.

<

say that many are turning in their mindtowards that sterling old man eloquent, the H.-n.
Hannibal llamliu, whom they d'u-. ke to see go

on

pile of

HARROWS i'RKSIIMNt.

M

Action!

>t

ended

his friends

uSTI<

Young, appellant

jury out when paper went to press
quently jury disagreed. J. \\ Knowltou
Thompson a Dunton for defence.

the ruins of Fort Moultrie

strip of land, where Fort Wagner

a

Court.

and

eye
did not look as it it would stand much of aseige.
It is of a roundish shape and built of In ivy. < ars**
red brick, backed up with sand. It has been re

I

This would
<

Court,

had the celebrated Swamp Angel pniuted, the
echoes of whose voice are still remembered by

It is exported that Mr. Frye's name will again be presented,
and that the name of lion. Tin..- B Heed will also
heels of the

excellent clock,

called

now

of State.

portfolio

another Senatorial contest

precipitate

quadrant of two and a half feet
telescopes and such other apparatus

we saw

away, and the spo occupied as a pest house; and
\h the distance we saw where C-n Cdmor:1

earnest

him to take the

enumerating his instru

We took with

radius, several
as were

out

sent

one

observe the transit of

Moses

tin* war. hut now a
Long Branch: the

Southern

a

but

nothing

now

narrow

high
country, congratulating
paid him by the incoming President, and urging

expedition was

Next

island.

terms, is regarded as a certainty
While it might
among those who ought to know.
seem like the removal of Mr Blaine from the im

nomical

asin

a cove

the

was

Pro:. Williams in

Venus

an

as

The

I

shore lined with cottages and a beach of clean
white sand stretching along the length of the

know has been tendered aim in the warmest and
most

kept during

were
resort,

summer

Judicial

auprem.e

was

We soon passed the light ship, and then on the
j light Sullivan’s Island came in view, where our

ur&t

which

President Garfield's Cabinet,

m

neglected, but nevertheless, they
But here 1 am at the end of this
letter, and the city not half described; but nave
patience, and I will go through it like an examin
mg committee through a school. Our Geoihie
are so

terrible.

are

into Charleston ; but lie understood Ins business
and attended to it

those who heard it.
the

<<;

and roads

longed
good ship of Zion, and piloted souls
! into the
heavenly port, instead of ordinary icss'-ls

Mr. Ditcher of

blame

*nator

struck where a bereaved mourner ever under
took to wear a crape weed on a soft slouch felt hat.
1 do not think any but a Charlestonian would at
tempt it. 1 presume, as 1 said, it is on account of
the feeble state of their finances, that the walks

the

to

dilapidat

ever

young man and looked as if he was preaching a
mild sort of religion at so much a month, and be-

Belfast.
>

He

of those

one

the silk is worn, and whose coat and slumbers are
Speaking of bats this is the only place I

little Sun-

:

I

napless.

a

Mr. Hale would have received the support of every
Representative and Senator east of the Kennebec

acceptance by

"called him

wo

school children will understand this.

condition.

deplorable

a

She shows it and looks like

and

and lie -‘saw us" and

in

are

ed, poverty stricken clergymen, from whose bat

balmy breezes, orange bios
swinging hammocks ! Thunder, how my
teeth chatter; they rattle us if they were false.
Cap-p p-p’li is it al l 1 ways r.s hot-t t as this in
win-win-win winter down here? Sunny South!
another fraud brought to light —bur r-r!
This morning, about seven, we lighted a pilot,

well represents in the national councils.
Had a vote been taken in the Senatorial caucus,

1 no

The streets

know that it is not generous to twit one of bis
poverty, but privately I suppose the South is poor.

am

laud of flowers and

soins

so

of

but South

ard, I say ! bring in another hod of coal and see it
you can't warm up the cabin, so that the ink will
melt enough for Me to write with. Sunny south !

of six

as

river, with the single exception

Confederacy,

in the sunny South—but it you
Well,
will excuse me for a few minutes 1 will step to
the tiro and see if J can start the frost out of my
hands, and also wind np the thermometer, for the
mercury has gone down into the lower hold. Yes,
this is the sunny South—whew ! Steward ! stew

for Mr Hale, and shows the power of
the shadow of our great leader in the State

Mr. Blaine

and also at the Post Office, and handle what ducats
of the nation pass through their hands.

Carolina

alloy
many political
into the bright

down in the midst of winter
vision, along with the cheering

iu its great
Penobscot Lay was

the 17 til.

on

equipped

earnest.

for

highly satisfactory

so

morning of Friday—a day of

no

by this country

years ago

'ini

Reports throughout New England show
that Monday’s storm was the severest of
the winter. Trains were delayed in all
directions and travel generally impeded

does not mean Southern

communication with any
of the inhabitants, and to depart on the'JStli, the
mediate direction of our State politics, it would
day after the eclipse. The country here was com ; be a great honor, and an introduction to a position
panitively new. Belfast had been settled but ten of power and influence of more extended scope
years, and Islesboro. where the observations were
than he now enjoys. The friends who stand nearto be made, but one year longer.
lie is
est him advise him by all means to accept,
On the “ill of October the Lev. Mr. Williams.
receiving scores of letters daiiy from all parts of
wit!i a orps m’assistants sailed for Penobscot Lay.
the
him on tl e
honor

posili.

mule.

While the contest was between Hale and
Frye,
Oxford County was forFryo : when the contest" is
ended, she w ill lie for the Republican nominee.
Mr. Hale is every way rjualitied for the
position,
and will do honor to it
The contest lias been one
of personal preference rather than on the
question
of qualification.

which is

As Mr. Hale looked forth

cups.

The Biitish commander gave permission for the
expedition to cn;cr the Penobscot, but with a

a

The Oxford Democrat says of the Senatorial contest

spared

of bitterness which is found in

fore—
Lesolved. Thai the Board be, and they hereby
are ordered aud directed to lit out the state galley
with proper stores and accommodations for the
conveyance of the Lev. Samuel Williams, aud such
attendance as he may think proper to take with
him to make the aforesaid observations on the
central and total eclipse of the sun, which will happen on tin* said .'7th day of October, at or near Penobscot. and that the Council be and they are here
by requested to write proper letters to the British
commander oft lie garrison at Penobscot, that the
important designs ot the said observations mat' not
be frustrated."

propo-

cheek of

in many
the party the
was

prospect
struggle for independence.
years of power in the exalted position of Fnited
in possession of the English. Uapt. Henry Mowatt,
States Senator, a united and harmonious party
of the Lrilish squadron, the notorious destroyer of that had suffered no weakness
by reason of bis
Falmouth, aud the same who levelled Fort Pow candidacy and success. True, for a few days the
nal in Stockton, was in command. Vet in the contest
raged with earnestness and determination,
face of many difficulties the general government
but all the time with the utmost good feeling.
could not allow the important event of a total
Ex Governor Dingley, Hon. J. il Drummond, J.
eclipse of the sun to pass unobserved. Upon ap
VV. Wakefield, Esq. and others, labored for Mr
plication of the American Academy of Arts and Frye with that assiduity which only a strong can
Scieuee, aud the University of Cambridge,the Board didate can stimulate. Mr. Frye's absence from
of War of Massachusetts, on Sept. 1 '2th, 1780, passthe field was felt to be a great loss by his friends
ed the following resolve
llis personal magnetism would have helped him
“Whereas, representation has been made to this
wonderfully. But, instead of that, unfoitunately
and
court, by the Hon. James Bowdoin, Esq
there appeared here in his support a swarm of
other lovers of learning and mankind, that on the
!'i th day of Oc.ober next, there will happen in the malcontents, whose chief service to the party has
neighborhood of Penobscot, a central and total been to bolt nominations they did not like, and to
eclipse ot the sun. a phenomenon never apparent
abuse Mr Blame and bis ardent friends. They
iu these states since their settlement, aud as ob
serrations thereon may be of much consequence in
came here proclaiming that “the Blaine ring must
science, particularly iu geography and navigation ;
be broken down," that “we will defeat Hale now.
and that the Lev. Samuel Williams, professor of
and two years hence will go lor Blaine’s scalp."
mathematics aud natural philosophy in the Uni
versity at Cambridge, m this state, (Mass.) will bo This greatly aroused the friends of Mr. Blaine,
ready to give his aid with such assistance as may who didn't
propose to submit to any gratuitous
be proper, to make the necessary observations at
insult; and the result is as much a triumph for
the most convenient place near Penobscot: there

‘■Business in the

The Mormon question is coming to a
head.
The Governor ot l'tali Territory

It

unfinished, and always will bo I suppose. Carpetbaggers, 1 understand,.sit at the receipt of customs

Travels.

letter number three.

heated and excited contest; and

a

His

on

Charleston, S. C., which s. C. by the way,

Hale and his friends, is unmixed with that

engaged

then

was

for the

<

heavy
the result,

ber, 1780'
The United States

gratifying.

most

strain of

this country, was witnessed from Long Island, or
islesboro, in Penobscot Lay, on the 27th of Octo-

less than s-'itih.fMiu.

An

respects

a cen-

George

Our

Augusta.

The result of the Senatorial contest

tury ago liow many of the Journal readers know
that the first phenomenon of a total and central
eclipse of the sun, over scientifically observed in

appear to constitute the last two classes

as

a

than

more

from

[Special Correspondence of Journal.]
Augusta, Jan. 10, 1881.

partial eclipse of the sun which occmred on
the last day of 1880, recalls a more striking event

chucks away their chances, and
them as lets their chances slide.” The
Boston lit-rald says that the Democrats

••by

•
ISLAND,

LONG
•

OBSERVATION J-’ROM
1 ENOBSCOT BAV.

The

ent

•‘Men,'’ said one of Theodore Winthrop's characters, “are divided into three
classes
them as grabs their chances,
them

.Letter

Eclipse of 1780.
—*

IENTI11

S<

it looked

('ongress.

1

The
ITS

an era

blunder.”

A dead lock in the Tennessee

party, and the

lie can afford to wait for

promotion

It

are

one,

stronger hold than before, if that he

member,

less in .Maine.
that whether the defective returns

of the

friendly

threatened the

possible, upon an organization of which
he has long been so useful and so aide a

its

It is fortunate, under tin eircunistances.

a

was a

of tin' latter's withdrawal has

he ruinous to the party in the State and
damaging to the party at large. The

Republican party is a national party,
principles are the same everywhere.

for

never

harmony

can

ainonth

;jnp
I*j4
.">7
55

'This of course is

by a Republican Legislature
adopted by Republican votes lie has

no

In lho morning session. Tuesday, of the Commit t*.-.- on Gubernatorial votes several correct re
turns were received from towns in which errors
voters
that the laws should be so framed
nc.d .»■« ;> made. Tin u-turn from Hie town of
\ .i- •!! nr,, was taken ;
Senator Mortiand spoke and interpreted as to give expression to
i:
;‘position to reviving the vote of Vassalboro
the will of the people and that they
•<
Key and V.. rnil i;i favor. The return was
a
should not he construed as if they were
fed and the- record ordered corrected accord
l.
a vote «>! i.. to 1. The vote was afterward
designed to prevent an expression of the
reminded and the matte-1 laid on the table till
;-ftermM>’;
a discussion t>>.-K place
the
covering
popular will.
■u d'-rof business, am! it was decided that the re
rns :Vom irregular towns should be
disposed of
Reduction of the Debt.
i 1 >r to the consideratio.i of the Constitutional
am-ndment 'jiiestmii. The <•< minittoo then ad
The statement of the public debt lbr
joi.rm d to h n m.
" Inu, the committee- p.- assent bled
the
of December shows a verv
they prompt
••• lU'eiv)
;.<* corM-eled returns from Vassal boro
large reduction in the liabilities of the
and Morrill. The committee then took up their
ic; •!Representative Dickey. (Fus.) of Fort I'nited Ktat- during the calendar year
Kent, moved that the Committee now report that
oil ,Ian. 1st. 1880, the debt,
Harris M. Flaisted, having a plurality of all the just ended,
»o-n returned,
is duly elected Governor for the
after allowing for the cash in the treasury,
\ ears eigutc'-ii hundred and
eighty one and eightv
u
The motion was seconded by Representative I atnounte 1 to s2,oi 1,708,101. on Jan. 1st,
\ errill. (Rep ) of Fortland and carried thirteen to
l'81, it stood at s|,8«t!U8j,7:{(i, a dethrcc. us follows
’l as >enators
crease <U 81
A. 11. Walker, Rep.. Oxford
1o,(;k;,708 during the tear,
if F Futtaugall. Rep.,
Washington;.!. W Clarke, "f this diminution
\u<. Lincoln; Representatives—A F.
88.:S71,!i;5 1 was march
Morrill,
Ryi’-. Augusta: B. D Verril!. Rep. Fortland: a nominal decrease, caused by writing oft’
Wm Dickey, Fus
Fort Kent : J.* .1 Linscott,
I us
Farmington: <> G. Hall, Rep.. Rockland: tin arbitrary amount of the outstanding
John White, Fus, Levant: G C Goss, Rep.
irnetiomil currency as lost or destroyed.
Bath G C Goodale, Fus.. H art land : J. < i Hard
• here was,
a real reduction of
in~; Fus.. Waldo; G. A. Finery, Ren, Saco—IB
Nays -Senator D. N. Mortiand," Rep. Knox;
in
8lo|,g.io,s:{ii
the
amount of the net
sen
tat
Kepp
Kphraim Flint. Rep Dover : M.
X. M< Kusick, Rep Calais—B
a decrease of 1.17
liabilities,
per cent, for
•N'*t Voting—Senators J. S. Berry.
Rep Kenne- the twelvemonth.
bec: i Dingley. Rep.. Androscoggin; 1 W Hill,
That is a splendid
lus. Fenobseot: Representatives, 1 X. Barker.
exhibit
its relative brilliancy is shown
Rep Lev. iston; G. W McAllister, Rep. Bucks<
H.
Fisher.
!»"C
Rep.. Boothbay ; J (.Marble. very clearly in the following comparison
K‘m
Fans.
between the decrease of issn and that of
he (.'ouinistfec then voted to make the follow
irg report
187:1 :
'Hie Joint Ndect Committee on Gubernatorial
of debt in lsxo..Decrease
votes having attended to their
duty ask leave to Decrease of debt in ls7!i. loi.elO.StiO
lii.Stii.iillii

117,80J

caucus as the succes-

now, as we have from the first, that the
choice made is for the best interests of

an

<

m:

was

amendment

doubt: but under

-.

iMMl

by

and we regard
the result with unmixed satisfaction. We

submitted
and

ended

irtually

v

the withdrawal of

of Senator Hamlin.

sor

equivalent

low.

station.

the following day linn.
unanimously nominated

on

Republican

tile appearance of an attempt to
evade a question which can only be hon-

have

The misnomers number.
133
amended or not the result is the same.
i here aiv ijuite a number of defective returns,
In either ease I’laisted has a plurality of
h v is no return from the towu of Bkdue iu
Aroostook county, simply a piece of paper purportthe votes.
Were it otherwise, the ques:g to have been signed by the deputy clerk."
tion would he somewhat complicated, and
-imwing that Davis had f>(» votes and Plaisted 31.
1 he vote of Vassalboro’ is not counted, as the re
might thus lead to a delay and provoke
.m: was not signed by the town clerk. Vassalboro'
an agitation which would be detrimental
11
1
for
*J70
Davis and
for Plaisted. lu Drew
gave
plantation m Penobscot county the return was to the bes; interests of all concerned. No
'.ot signed by the clerk.
This plantation gave
:,-ivi> l'Jaml Plaisted
The town of Morrill iu one wants to have the sivm-s o! lust winldo county reports a vote of 7*1 for Harrison M.
ter repeated now or in the future.
To
IF usted
Jhlsworth gave 7,7 votes for Harrison u
Plaisted.
In this last »-ity the records arc wrong,
this end steps should be taken to insure
v^responding with the returns. The sub com
tin- amending of defective returns heremiiu e re;, ted the result ot their canvass to the
j »ii.t spe ; al committee Friday, and the report was after ami if
possible to provide against
a
without any changes or correction. On
j f
errors that may afford a pretext for dis: Mto-.i
I Senator Puttangall, of Washington, the
t
ns
t Vassalboro* and Blaine were notified that
franchising voters. The ltoston Journal
the present time these towns were disfranchised
***•
lack of l-.-gal returns, and the municipal otlicers ! well says, that inasmuch as it is the
pur:.
tied that they would have t il M miay evening
j pose of all elections to determine tlie will
to present certified copies of the records.
II.

the

by

xamiue and tabulate the votes for Governor i
demands a free ballot and a fair count in
Ti
ILund ti.*. milowmg resuli on a straight vote
without any irregularity:
the South, ami it will sanction nothing
Plaisted.
Nve...

Thursday
Frye, and

Mr.

very confident that
it should not he made. It would only de-

result,

last

on

Thursday the joint special committee on <tuber, i
natm'ial votes appointed a sub < ..mini'tee, eousist- I (iocs not, like tlie Democratic party, have
ing ol Judge Walker, ot 0: t *r 1. Mekmsiek. of j a different set of principles and a differCalais. Dickey, of Fort Kent. Linscott. of Farm- i
1:
iugton. \ mil, ot Portland, and Loss, ot Bath, to ! ent policy for each State or section.

Whole number of votes
Harris M. Flaisted had
Daniel F Davis,
Joshua Xy«
William A. Joy.
Harrison M. Flaisted,

|

The Senatorial contest

are

the inevitable

important

Aside from all questions of faction and personal
ambition James fi Blaine holds the affection and
devotion of the Republicans of the nation in a
higher degree than any other living man. lie has
won a wanner place in the hearts of the people
than was ever held by any other civilian except
the martyred Lincoln, lie has been able to walk
thiough partisan contests and to be trusted and
honored by opponents of every shade of feeling,
and to deserve eulogies for his spirit and bearing
which would be extravagant when applied to any
other statesman. In this State, where from local
reasons the attempt has been made to keep down
his reputation and popularity, he could to day draw
within the Republican organization more votes
than any other candidate for the highest position,
horn all classes who could act freely and without
fear of losing their official places.
Mr Blaine could therefore start at the head
of the cabinet with a stronger support within
the party than could he secured lor an other
He represents the living
person whatsoever.
He is a
progressive elements of the party.
practical man, and wins friends and disarms eue
would
ho
not
that
mies. It is understood
accept
the position of secretary of the treasury. The State
calls
for
the
less
drudgery,
department requires
broad views and large discussion in which Mr.
Blaine especially shines, and yet it is naturally the
place for the real premier. In the cabinet as in
even other relatiou Mr. Blaine will very easily be
recognized as a born leader. Since the accession
of the Republican party the Secretary of state lias
been the center of a brilliant social circle : he has
illustrated the most genial and hospitable side of
American manhood to representatives of foreign
countries, official and voluntary, and baa dispensed
a liberal cheer to the visitors who arc called to the
national capital. Superior to Seward in w it and
readiness of table talk which would make the
not interior
reputation of a professional
to Kish iu the elegance of his entertainments and
beyond all men in the heartiness of his bearing,
rivaling Evarts in Ills scholarship and courtly de
pertinent where theseurc fitting, Mr. Blaine would
continue and enlarge the record of that courtesy
and liberality which have demonstrated that
American society ueednot shrink from comparison
with that of any other capital.

as

was

and

high

The I'tica, New York, Herald expresses
the prevailing sentiment when it says

At present writing tlie Gubernatorial
is not settled, lmt there is every
reason to believe that it will he decided

committee to whom the matter

strongly

tions for this

question

lay

! S.

urge it. The press of
the country has testified with remarkable unanimity to Mr. Blaine’s qualificahis friends

Question.

report—

and

There are about one thousand cases pending he
fore the r S Supreme Court and waning their
turn to he called up for argument
The court disposes of from two to three hundred eas,s each
hut
the
number of lic-.v cases put
year,
upon the
docket is slightly m excess of the number decided,
so the docket is
steadily growing.

K

of

■nee>

Gubernatorial

however,

Alexander If Stephens is decidedly opposed to
tho reception of the Electoral returns from Georgia
on account of the
nonconformity to law

The

ft

■

board and lost on the voyage f
h> ner M. J
Russel, trom Jacksonville ! Dim pi-rt
The Whig says that A L Barton a
xt.*
neently sold to Mr. Howe.il eatt le dr-»■ e:\ six ol the
linest fat oxen in Penobscot county
Dm* yoke of
these tip the scales at !
tlum.-uu-.. pound- Their
about A sun
girth is nine feet, and they wi.i
or
a
pounds,
nearly ton each <»f tie* t: *■ r oxen,
one pair girt sever feet six inches, and Die other
seven feet eight iucln
Capt. Moses H..S.S. a jirMinim-at i*-' .pr*.-.pi«Isie. died very suddenly last week
in ajThe Baptist churches of Canid; n and Koekp«»ri
have extended a call to the Rev. r i* Harwood
to become their pastor.
Rev. Mr Ecob. <>t Augusta, has revived a call
from the Second Pre>. --•.•rmn ehurcii al Alban
N. V.. at a salary of g !j> a ear.
1 he cut ot l<;gs on the Peiiobsct 11i•
uiii.ig
season is estimated
I .i.oOubbO lM-t.
In Cue vicinity of N< r h Atm-.:: tM-iv
; -ho about *JJH)0 slice], for sale, and w
i <-.>mes
Norridgewoek that there are l :1'. l.o ■«.» in
that vicinity. There are probable ■> *»»>•♦ u-, M rs
in Somerset county, which will tiiid tin-:r way v
market w ithiu a month or six weeks
Miss Metcalf, who committed smei,« m Mmi
Peering the other day. did the deed in a mood a
discouragement caused by hopelessly lading in
health. She was consumptive, and had tl ere fore
been obliged to give up her situation in Boston
Seeing nothing belore her but k-ipb-ss:, -ss and
suffering, she took the shortest way out oi it.
Hon John B Brown, a banker and the wealth
iest citizen of Portland, while walking aiuos* hi
grounds to his daughter's house, Saturday night,
slipped aud fell, icc-eiving injuries from .ue-:h*
of which he died at live o dors M-aub.tv ne-ruiug.
having been unconscious since Saturday mg. t.
He was born in Lancaster. N. li.. May. iwl., ;
fore sevens, six years old.
Warren Longmore Satui lay, was
cited it
Maohias, for the murder <U Freeman \\ rtgb i:.
October last, at Pembroke
is
me
Longm-cv
years old and the Wright boy was but eight
Pi,
the first case ot capital (.Hence known m t,..records of Maine of parties so yo-mv.
j
win he tried before Judge Libby. (-'.uinc-nc ng
aud
will
three
or'lm.r
,ia
>
V.
Tuesday,
occupy
Statu Attorney (.leneral is
expected. Thu costawakeus a deep interest
t'ul Krtineis Hill of Kxeter. ,:ied
Saturday morn ;
■Eg, at the advauc-ed tig,* of pi years, nit-i !-■ |
inunths. He was tit, lather ol lion ! W. Hill.
|
•jeo. S Hill. Ksrj. oi' Kxeter, .Mrs .i li Whet-.-r o;
I’oriutli, and ol the wile of II ,n. I,< wis Barker or
Baugur. Mr Hi.I was a native of this state .mil i
had lived on his farm in Kxeter for ahm.t seventy !
years. He leaves a large fortune wide! he made !
by farming, clearing, as lie has often said, an !
•u erage of over a tlx iisantl tioliar
1
hi., farm
He was hot:; March fih ifs.,
;iH
lather was a second eottsiu to te-urge Wasliii. -ion. 1

Friday.

con

The other assembly was more interesting F M
Fogg remarked that the thing now before them
a.
to arrv tlie spring elections : to that end they
must bend all their energies
lie believed in
fusion. Tin- sentiment of the body was strongly
tor an al: moo which should present an unbroken
front to i:ic Republicans. The general sentiment
the meeting sustained him in his position.
Tin afternoon and evening were devoted to dis: ns
c?
It was decided to form clubs ; admit all
w!:
would subscribe to the platform adopted at
Bangor ia-t summer; and ignore Solon Chase ami
bis crowd. The meeting adjourned at about nine
o'clock m the evening
The straights" had a long discussion iu Meonian
Lai!
Mr Chase strenuously advocate.! pursuing
gi11 course, regard.less of the action of the
i usiomsts.
They broke up at a late hour, and
matters :..»w stand about where the}- stood before,

over

and

15R1-.ENHA<

the Fusionists ami straight
<: t een backers Fritlay. were slimiy attended
Solon
< ot'.presided over the deliberations «»t the
straights." ami T. B Swan in the Fusio confer
emv
The straight L icon backers and t lie* Fusion
1sts
-_rot together at tirst. but soon separated
amid mutual recriminations A resolution was in
lured :u the body over which I'ncle Solon w.ts
no* presiding genius, appointing a committee
:
t*• u.itisr.it with a siiniiar committee from the
Fier
But the committees eoubl not agree and

1

Sews

The

NEW SENATOR.

Mr. Hale, who is to take the seat in the Senate
;iow held by Hannibal Hamlin, is only 11 years of
He was born in Turner, Jane i*, 1830. He
age
pursued Lis studies successfully at the town
.'
bools, and Solon Chase, who was his teacher one
winter, speaks of him as a studious boy and a
bngbt scholar. lie fitted for and entered Bowdoin
College, but did not graduate. He then studied
iaw and was admitted to the bar iu IS.;?, and set
C. 1 a Ellsworth. He at once took a high stand at
the bar. and in the same year was elected county
attorn*
of Hancock, although he was only '-’1
yoa-s : age. and was re-elected twice In ISbo he
\\ i> elected to th?
Legislature, and served in 18(57
and 18i s with great success, lu ISOS he was
elected to Cougiess from the oth district, and reelected four times. In Congress he distinguished
himself by his ability ami capacity for leadership
and became -me of the leaders of the House, lu
187s- lie was defeated, lu 187‘J he was elected to
the state legislature from Ellsworth, and dis
lingm.-ued himself during the trying times in the
'•t
tinting out operations. Cndoubtcdly his nomi
ati-m
the Senatcrslnp is largely due to the
ebug imong the old members that his services
lav. v i .ter entitle him to special recognition
Him. So* will make an able and elbcient Senator is
e.-needed < n all sides.
[Augusta correspondence
'-f Le.wi-.ton Journal

At the annual meeting of the ('<>; b Mine Company. of Rockland. FraueisCohb. 11. W. Wight. A.
.1. Bird. C. Jlar.rahan and K 1!
tsp. ar wcye chosen
Directors.
The Directors subsequent!y ■■i.ose the
otlicers
Co!»b : Vice
President.
Francis
following
President. \ .!. Bird: Treasurer. li. W AAgitt :
Secretary. Henry N. P erce.
!u the present Legislature oi Massachusetts •..
the tollo'.vnig who are : atives ol this State
i-ov.
John.D. Long, horn in Bucktield. In the s e aU
are
Joseph Bennett. Bndgton : Harm n Hal;.
Portland. In the House ar<* Thomas J Hastings.
• ’amdeii: Wm
A bhoti. Temple. Josepli P. Ham
:in. Sidney ; James M Bugbee. Perry: Charles B
Fowler. Ballast ; Hartwell S Fiviich. Turn*.-:’
Thus K tidman, Wells ; Clnuics F. Brow:;, ihc.np
den John H. Sanborn, l/iueiiek ; Hiram ( :,rus.
(
M
John tioodwin. Berw ick Limn C. Miihit-n, \V ;p< 1
*r; Job P Farrar. Bucktield
Tin- Whig says that a recent collaMai «d the
court records for Penobscot county, reveals the
following ."ta.-fiing facts; -Number of b;v. lives
granted ’.it isso. eighty lour ; m Ins. M>.ty:
is?»i. eighty mx; in 1S7 !. seventy one
!
also
true that a very large number of applications are
on tile awaiting the action of the curt,
\dnltery,
■ruelty. desertion, drunkenness ami m gie> : pro
vide are the chief causes assigned.
George K Shaw, an id resident w: P> e >rh
and formeiiy editor «»f the M due in-.,
t. died,
Thursday evening 'l e irs ago he was prom incut
Democratic politician in Y«»rk coimry
Mrs Young, of Augusta, had a vesmipe
from unconscious suicide
It is lie: iistoia b. lore
retiring, to take three teaspoon nils ol' paregoric
induce ska p
She i> m-ar!y ohm!
By m:s ake
she took up a bottle containing a liniment. 11,«■ inof
wliich were hehadonna. vhb»ra’ h\
gredients
irate, gum camphor and oil of peppermint
The
dose almost immediately pr »di a
nsensibility
A physician was summon- ; wh
iiual!-. restored
her.
Capt Ebeuezer Corey, now s’7 ears f age. is
very ill at the Greeley Hospital. Portia: d a: d dm
-aid'. ipt
recovery is considered doubtful. It
'..rev is the only
land as owner oi' both v.-.-sel and cargo
Therearenow liviugin the’owi: i \ e :.unin me
g
ml,
neighborhood of ahm.t pi** mile- <
eleven houses-—twelve >. •! peopbhos* in. it ml
ages are a little over mm mimlred tu-.t sixty, a ,-r

Washington
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REPUBLICAN JOURNAL POBLISHINGCO.

an h

o

That Senator Blaine lias been offered
the Secretaryship of State under President Garfield is an established fact; hut
Mr. Blaine lias not yet publicly signified
that he will accept the position. It is
probable, however, that he will do so, as

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Augusta, Jan. 7. The caucus of the Kepubli- !
can members of the Legislature for the nominaPUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE
tion of United States Senator was largely attendIt was called to order by Senator Emery of
ed.
Hancock, and lion. Anson P. Morrill, of Augusta,
one of the leaders in the Frye movement, was called
On taking the’chair ho was enthusias- CHARLES A. F1LSBURY.Editor.
to preside.
MIlsiness Manager and
tically applauded. He returned thanks for the U
im-svfm
r m
dyer
ssell o.
Lie,
Local Editor.
^
honor, and said we have met as the representator
the
the
tives of
important
Republican party
subscription Terms. In advance,$2.00 a year;
duty oi selecting a candidate for United States within the year, $2.'»0; at the expiration of the
Senator, as the successor of Hon. Hannibal Hamlin,
year, $3.00.
whose term of office expires on the 4th of March
Advertising Terms. For one square, (oneinch
and 23
next
hope that our labors will be harmonious, of length in column,) $1.00 for one week,
omits
for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of
unanim jus and with good feeling
L 11. Hutchinson of Lewiston, arose and said: a square charged as a full one.
For a longer number of years than I can rememThe followiugare authorized agents for the Jourber, even before 1 was born, this State has been
nal :
represented most of the time by a gentleman high
s. R. Niles, No. <*,, Tremont st., Boston.
the
of
naly honored and respected in the councils
T. <
Evans, Rooms 2, 4 A s, Tremont Temple,
tion. In lull mss of years lie is to depart from the
Boston.
he
lias
so
and
worthily occupied.
position
long
S. M. Rettengill A Co.,lo Slate stM Boston,and
I’o till that position by a nomination worthy of it 37 Park Row, N. Y.
Poston.
is our duty to night. There are many able and
Horace Dodd, 233 Washington s
Deo. P. Row! i.i A Co., h) Sprueest.. New York.
competent gentlemen in the State who would hon
J. II. B vi'ES, 41 Park Row, New York.
or the place.
He was about to present the name
of a gentleman who had for years ably represented
us in the lower branch of the National Congress,
SUBSCRIBERS remitting monc\ or desiring I"
whose name is a household word, who last winter
have the address of papers changed, must state the
Post Olliee to which the paper has been sent, as well
brought order out of confusion in the excited eon
as the oilioc to which it is to go.,
tro\ersv in <>ur State Legislature and light out of
darkness. By the nomination of Hon Eugene
Subscribers are requested to take notice ot the
llale. of Ellsworth, the representation of Maine in
date on tin* colored dip attached to the paper, it
Congress will be kept to its high standard. He is the onl\ form
ol'receipt now used. For instance,
moved the nomination of Mr. Hale as candidate for
13 May 81, means that the subscription is paid to
United States Senator and that it be made unanithat date. When a new payment is made, the date
mous
The vote was taken and carried unani
will he changed to correspond, and >1 B>( FIBERS
mously, the declaration of the result being receiv- A 1 l E R YAil ESTE1 > T< > S EE T11 A 1 TII III{ D ATES
ed with applause. On motion ot Mr. Mclvusick,
ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are re
of Calais, the chairman was directed to notify Mr.
quested to forward the Tims due.
ad
Hale or his nomination. The caucus then

Friendship harbor is closed to navigations, being
frozen over.
Hon. Llewellyn Powers has returned from his
Southern trip, much improved in health.
lion. Lot AI. Morrill, who l r some weeks has
been in poor health, has recovered to such an extent as to be able to roume hi oflicial duties.
Israel Al. Alaker. of St.Le<-rg<. lias been appunt
ed surfmau at the Life Saving'Station at W.nitr
Head—the number of men having been increased

eighty ears.
Edwards, the lusting J!- Run pris*
the Insane Asylum at Augusta, is violent A
*
an d knows nothing oi ins feat
1 hoinas A Warren, or Maine, was w..m..

Capital.

lit IN'. EUGENE 1IALE UNANIMOUSLY NOMINATED FOR
UNITED STATES SENATOR.
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Boston grocer left 870 aunually
support of his dog.
V

by

will for the

of

News

Vicinity.

and

Belfast

Hart Woodcock lias mad* an electric bell to
used at his place of residence.

Mi
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Ladies Aid Association has received

■

dona

a

owned by Lafayette Staples was stolen
-Mm tlu- stable of Plan. Moody, on Thursday night
The animal was easily found next morning
No arrests made.
near Pity Point.
I

published. It contains the history of the large
an >i
aught at sandy Point a lew years ago. The
«

from the Journal, which fact
looked by the commissioners.
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man wa-

taken

Bridge- received the chilly
an "tlhvr of the-hip. ’dl y.«u \vi-h to
alive, come on immediately. But how

hand, clothing wa- provided, and a slum
money collected. (apt. < iilmoiv of steamer
<
y.i li. pa--ed h--r to Belfast, Daniel I.ane. of
"auf r-1 e. mpany, gave her a free pass t-> Boli-

bited.

inly thankful!;

t.v

Then- i- -oinethimr

■d tni-

.-on-owfully de-

and

remarkable in the hi.--

"he ha- had two

Woman

Both

husbands,

drowneduit sea,
sea-taring
i.d v. hat i••!•;. -trange hoih were knoeked over
uid mm ve-sel- by fore booms, between Boon
n-ud and ( up-- \nn, tin- hist on*- -oaie
eight years
men.

were
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:s-aid that New York dealer-are
ork up a corner in hay. To this end
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Boston

farmer.-

i*ut
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to make itself

■

wet

should not

ivlien

a good price
quantity of hay
k, by the Boston

Frank Darby last week made a call at the poor
farm, and stoic an overcoat from one of theinmates.
Mr. II. llayford, the keeper, procured the arrest of
Darby and had him taken before Judge Boardman.
Darby pleaded guilty, was lined s.‘> and f.ist- and
sentenced to 3ft days in jail.
alarm of tire wa- given in our streets
on Saturday evening, which came from a bouse
owned and occupied by George Roberts, near the

<)

Muck pond. The engine turned out, but the tire,
which was in the roof, was extinguished wiihoui
llieir aid. Damage trilling.
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close Friday, Jamtarv sth. on account
Stroud's appointment to till a vacancy in one of ;ie
Belfast citv schools. 1’liis is very unfortunate tor
the distriei, as Air. Stroud was keeping a most e
‘•client school.
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Iv lcr.
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began falling
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Monday la-t.
at four "Vloek, continuing
The snow
until the middle f the afternoon, then turning to
rain, and clearing »tV cold in the evening. About
one foot of -now fell, which, wli n beaten down,
will make the bo-i hand ig of the season. Tin* train
left as n-e;. in the morning, but without the -now
plow. F’eturning. tii. uniii rent lied Thorndike at
about D \. -U.. but vv a- uir iile ti* proceed, the-now
tin-

-ea-oii. in
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All know how
Boston to Liver-

}'hs in<Teased in the past year or two, and
a demand this make- for choice
hav. For this
it i- Maine grown hay that ip
uniformly
a!h d for, ami this is
likely to make a steady and
hat

demand for this state product in the
ir- to conn ; a
thing which our farmers would do
o
!•■ remember and
prepare for. by lilting their
i^e

W'

ra-s
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Held-
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increased demand.,
I
,M done, and
grassfarming, so to speak
made to pay -Large quantities of
hay came into
markm on Saturday last.
At one time twentv-five
•t
I t<-aui.- were -landing lietween Swan A sib.
and Pitchers-The price of
hay is rather on
line, si, and si- for the best quality, is the
market price. Oats and corn are s« cheap it is
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effort- oi temperance people to securetlie in
divtnienl of Belfast liquor sellers at 1 lie present
term of court' have failed.
Mr. Kills, the special
e> •nstabh
had mad.• out a number of ,-t minion-, but
to ill lieallh the; were -erved by the city
marshall, and this caused a question to be raised as
to whether they had been legally served.
Mean
xvliile the parties kept tliem-eives out of the reach
of .a second notice. Hoxvever, certain persons xvere
before the grand jury, but as no indictments were

-f

mon;

ini

an

\i•
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■

xx
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spected
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One

man
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Dione. Battel

Bia.i

«.|

from

•’

reported -| "ken
put into i-ewe-.

Pitcher, who has been shipping from this city In
transferred his business to vessels.

<

i 1, has

Put son At,

<.eorge A. (juimby, “<>ur (.eorge,"
.reived home on Thursday evening last, from his
‘•it >outh. He promises several more letters
upon
viiai lie -aw during the
trip-Mr. Charles J. Bur-e" returned home from
Virginia City, Ncv., on
1 :iur>dayof last week. Mr.
Burgess has, for the past
elev en months, been
working in a mine in that place.
He ha-

to die
conclusion that all arrive at,
later, that there is no place like home.
Mr. It., will enter the joh
printing office of his
father
In travelling from Boston to Marblehead
last week, Rev. Mr. ( rowuinshield lost a valise
fnle l with valuable clothing and the
manuscript of
sev eral
sermons-\niongthe biographies of members of the Legislature, we notice that of Col.
Francis K. Heath, of Watervillo. < "I. II. was born
•"

i-

come

"i

—

Belfast, did good
staunch Republican.
in

the war, and i- a
Cuv VV. McAllister, Republican member of the House from
Bucksport, was
horn in Montville, and the
Republican member
from Corinnn, is Ceo. NV. Nutter,
formerly of ProHon. Lk N. Mortland, from Knox, was born in
pe«service in

Representatives Pitcher, of Belfast, and
Nickels ol Scar-port, were too modest to give their
A large and line portrait, (oil
biographies
painting,) ol Rev. Father Blodgett, a native of this city
sear sport.

—

exhibition at Woodcock’s. It is a Christmas
present to his mother....Nathaniel Simmons, a well-

i>

on

Belfast farmer, called at the Journal office, on
Saturday, and paid his :j3d annual subscription to
the Journal-Charles B.
Fowler, formerly of Belfast, is a member ol the Massachusetts legislature.
The Journal acknowledges an invitation from Mr.
and Mrs. Marcus Myers, of Boston, to lie present
to-do

at the

wedding reception of their daughter at Memorial Ilall, in that city, on February 2d. The
couple to be wedded are Mr. Julius Andrews, of
(lie linn of Andrews Bros. Belfast,and Miss Esther
Myers, of Boston....M. T. Marshall, in company
with his sister, Mrs. A. F. Hendershot, left this
city
last week, for
Washington, I). C. Mrs. H. resides
in

Washington, but

lias passed the season in Belfast.

Asr

Vksskls.

M .bile for

nad"*--...

.s-hip

-ist.f"*- New

rived

( "i

a

York.,

York
eotlee.

from

man

in this town who hasn't three

pine

si-hr.

Bo-ton, before

dan. Uth.

fifty--i \

equator

on

and Mr.-. Baker

and gone to Biddeford, t » work on stone for an
elevated railroad-Meetings during the “week of
prayer,” were held alternately in the Methodist and
Congregational vestries....One day last week, a
ing that

.Janeiro,

sold

joyable time seldom enjoyed.
were made the reeipientsof some nice presents from
their friends.Mrs. Mary Pratt, wife of Capt.
Samuel S. Rich, and oldest daughter of < apt. L B.
Pratt, of Bucksport Centre, died very suddenly on
the morning of Jan. 2d, aged .11 years—a young
woman very much beloved, and highly respected.
she leaves two little boy -, only a few years old.
Some of our citizens have given up smelt lishing,
Mr.

lady here received

the

arms

tree

.'-ehr. Nellie s.

Bio

in-

here.

sailed from Hong Kong Nov.

Crossed

an

a

Winterport. On Saturday evening, dan. 1-t.
the friends of Mr. Win. Baker assembled in large
numbers at his house, to celebrate the twentieth
anniversary of his marriage to Miss Susan Young.
A richer repast is seldom spread, and a more en-

a

letter from

her husband, say-

was goarrived safe at the place
ing to. And the same day his brother, residing
here, received a letter from a man living in another
place, informing him that his brother had been
drowned by falling overboard from a steamboat,
rhe latter report proved false as far as our citizen
wa- concerned.
It seems there must have been two
men of the same name-The people in this vicinity, were startled one morning last week, by the
shock of an earthquake, or meteoric explosion, or
some other unusual disturbance-In ymir Maine
items in last week’s paper you say. “That in the
little village of Livermore Falls, there are forty

ar-

.Jacksoi!ville dan. nth, from New London.
.Bark Bax id Babcock, Cleaves, has arrived

New

legs by

Fletcher’s mill suspended work fora few days
account of breakage in some of the machinery.

at

with

Capt. Brier is

ol his

a second time-Within seven months there
have been eleven deaths in ibis town from diphtheria.
Mr. *Jolin Sayward recently lost a daughter
live years of age from this disease-There are
lifteon inches of snow in the woods-llowe- ,v

who

Bickering

more.
use

tree

j

sails and deck load,
she xvillbe
to\\ed to Nexx 'I ork. '-he has lo.-t till forward rails
and -to\ e de.-k 1 Mm. .ship I x anhoe is on the
passage from Norfolk i.,r Liverpool_<ehr. Welaka,
cleared from ii.uie-ton on the."ith. to load for Bar
M.

cause

standing in the woods, that belonged to
another man, receiving for payment a pig worth
The purchaser will probably have to pay for that

a

xxiili loss ot

Dd..

days,

Bee.

1st, in
soutlieast

long, .‘iu; get Is. olf Halt era.-, laid a lieax
12 hour.-, then shifting to northwest,
lasting r>2 hours, in which lost and split sails_
Ship Alice Buck put into \njier .Vox 24th, received
-eh. Lois V. < ha pies a rrived
tipplie- and -ailed.
at Baltimore, "n Monday la.-t.
she encountered
much ie.■ iu (lie < hesapeake and wa- cut somew hat

gale, lasting

her outside planking_Sell. Fred. a. Carle
-ailed for Calvaston on the -M from Brox idenee_
><*b- A- 11 ay ford arrived at •Jacksonville 011 the 1st
....seh. I. L. McDonald -ailed from Nexv York on
the-ih for Bjir.a... .seh. M. \V. Brexv from Brunswick for Belfast, put into Vineyard Haven on

on

lie had

he

widow.-.” Beginning iu the centre of Winterport
village, and goiugabouta half mile north and south,
lifty-four widows can be counted up, and no doubt
some

have

said to

been omitted. These
in the village.

can

be

properly

belong

Tuesdax.

JJlJCKspoKT. In the death of Dr. A. 1 Page,
\vhi<*h took place at his home iu Bucksport, Dee.
-*th ’SO, not only an estimable family, hut an entire
community has suffered a heavy bereavement. For
thirty years he had passed in and out of the houses

Estate. The following
are the transfer- in real estate in Waldo
county for
the week ending Jan 11. <hikc- Angicr estate, Belfast, to J. V. Met lintock, store. A. F. Bradstreet
estate, Freedom, to Klbridge Fernald. Winterport.
A. <
Butler, Searsinont, L«» Westbrook Iv. Thomas,
saim* town.
Bedfast Savings Bank to F. I). Ryder.
Transfer*

of

Real

in

town.

Stockton, t«» A. I'. Hoodlum and al.
He»>. F. Campbell, Searsinont, t<< Susan

A.

Rivers, sawn* town. Irene B. < unuinghum estate, Belfast, to F. * "human, Belfast. David F.

Mckey, Fineolnville, t<> Win. \. IMckey, same town.
( ha-. M. Dickey, Belmont, t>* Win. A.
Dickey. Fin
colnvillc. F. l. Doc, Burnham, two lots t«. Hcnr\
"*•
Doc, same town. Jonathan Flwcll, Northport.
to Jas. >. ami (ieo. F. llarriman, Belfast.
A. F.
and R. s. f roliock, Fineolnville, to < >rlaudo Stevens,
same town.
Heo. B. Ferguson and al., Belfast, to
Albert Hammans and al., Belfast.
Cyrus Ilubbard,
Waldo, to Mo.-cs T. Boland, Morrill.
Harrison
Hayford, Belfast, to Irene B. Shaw, Belfast. Eliz-

W. IF

Kimball, Belfast,

t-» s.

Norton,

town. c. s. and Alice Fakeman, Troy, to
T. Ferguson, *:nm* town. Kbenezer Newell
and al., Belfast, to Albert Hammons and al., Be!,
fast. Samuel Otis and al. to Albert Hammans and
a!., Belfast. Rufus IF and Aseuath Peirce, Troy,

thus taken from our midst one whose face and form,
so familiar during the period of a
generation in our

same

Win.

community,

to see in health
held in high esteem among his professional brethren, and held
places <»f honor in the medical association with
which he was connected, occupying the position of
president at one time, ami last summer he was sent

us

Peirce, same town. Andrew I.., John
Ritchie and al., Searsport, to Coring B. Small,
Stockton. Heirs of Jam* W. and John Ritchie,
Searsport, to Coring B. small, Stockton. Itoena
M. Snow. Winterport, to Albert s. Nickerson, Swanville. Westbrook K. Thomas, Searsinont, to Frederick E. Wyman, same town. Rufus West, Frank
to John E.

fort,

to

Covey West,

same

town.

of

wanting.” The benefactor of the poor no less than
the friend of the rich, he did in his day and generation an amount of good not likely to be over estimated by his most devoted friends, and left a memory which will he cherished as long as any of his
townspeople live. During his long and painful
sickness he had the tender care of a loving wife, of
a circle of relatives and near
neighbors, the devoted
attendance of his fellow physicians, and the heartfelt sympathy of all who knew him. Death has

abeth Jones. Bell'a.-t, t<‘ Herman Jones, Belfast.
Fowls A. Knowlton, Belfast, to Julia A. Pitcher,
town.

our

and all connected with them, in both relations alikeBy nature kind, sympathetic and generous, and
honoring a profession which offers such large scope
for the exercise of these virtues, “he was not found

1

same

village, and indeed,

surrounding towns,
under circumstances in which true friendship and
medical skill are equally needful, and in Dr. 1‘.
these two were most happily united. As kind as a
friend as he was skillful as a physician lie com
mended himself to the large circle of his patients,

Sebra < Tooker,
same

fence, carrying with him the sleigh, doing no damhimself and lmt very little to the sleigh, while
Charles w as left in the road as a spectator.Vn
arrangement has been ejected by which the memage to

were ever as

welcome in sickness.

as a

delegate

to the

held in New York.

Lodge,

M.,

pleasant

He

was

American Medical Association,
He was a member of Felicity

Hancock It. A. C., in Bucksport, and of st. Johns C'ommanderv and K. T. in

2

high school will attend

bers of the

in

body

a

the

re-

course of Star Lectures.... We were not
until last sabbath evening, upon attending
services at the St. Thoma-- church, liow extensive
have been it- internal improvements. In respect to
ornamentation and completeness of lini-ii, this
church now'is tin* best in the v ill age
.Th**y arc
liearb ready ? > commence the manufacture of cans
at the sardine factory for the coming sardine busi-

maining

aware

iit's

.The

-...

heaviest

-torni of the

-n«»\\

season

last

wife of Mr. L .1.. Kmer.-on

The

paralysis, Friday... .Capt.

stricken with

i».

Ji.

was
< ar-

woods and came to the
village..! sidles-Freeman MeOilverv l*ost No. .‘in.
Department of M aine, <k A. Ik, elected the following «»lli«-t I*.-, at their annual meeting-ik I.. Merrill,
<
K. 1!. Sheldon, .1. V.C.:
.1. \
Black. s.Y.(
.J
A. (. d-oji, vdji.; F. i:. Whitcomb, <«>. M.: K.
ver's htir-f left him in the

Ilopkius.

A

\.

Nye.

\V. U.

haplain:

<

Sawyer,
ii. of I».
Ik VV. Bobbins. < >. of <,... .1'enohseot
Kngiie-Co. No l.at their annual meeting, elected
for the ensuing year—I. \V.
the following ollircr
Black, Foreman;.!. II. Sullivan, l.-t A.—I.: 1* Ik
Colcord, 2d Asst. : K. S. (’yph. r.-. ( lerk. Tlie n
P *rt for the past year shows that the company i- in
a nourishing condition, free from debt, with $2k in

treasury-There
during
year, but by the promptness of the tire company and the ample supply of water, tire was eonlined in r, cry instance to the building in which it
originated.... At the lire of Ooodcll's shop. nearly
Hie

have been three tires

the

engine house; the “tub” was at the
tire and stream of water on in three and one-half
minute- from the lirst alarm-"diip Henrietta, of

this

with tea.

■

dletou, at Iloilo \ov. ith, from Newcastle, N.
leports, Oct. -id, at l.'in !\ M., grounded on

Ranger.

F. A.

of

\\
a

reef

near Ylaeoon, but got ofl' at noon next day.
Oct.
Mb, while entering tin- Straits, -truck on the Yguana
Bank at .'*.:!(> a m.. and remained until 1 p. M., w hen

tloated.

she

!'fh, -truck

*

on

l>ank -outin*a-t

a

Fei ado-

from >iet«

SiJMVi.v, l H-.m.s
Tin* ship Marcia < ireenlcaf,
which sailed from Bath for Now York. DI• »Ui.
and which was supposed to have been lost, arrived
her port of destination .Ian. Bl I he skipexfFcri
need a rough and boisterous passage, but met

at
*

with

.'.'lent,

no

el

all well.\ large

crew

vessel, which will probably

rigged into

a brig,
Bncksport. ..The
Steamship To and
i’oi t’and Uompauy have signed a contract for
construct ion of the machinery for the new

be

is building .n Sw.-zey’s yard.
directors of the International
the
the

steam

r

marine

'ho former company. ..The record of
disasters during I SHU. especially of steam
ior

ships, is startling. N » less than 1 IT steamships,
of a total tonnage of !T J.BbA tons, were lost A very
small percentage of them has been raised again,
repaired and put ba»*k into oce..n M-rvieo, and tl>*>
total loss Ot the wholenum
great mtiorily vra>
her. Jo; u er- British, with a total tonnage of I lb
Id French. I'vBIS tons: A Auierb t:i 11.
* German. FT 13S
tons; d Spanish. d.OAl

AA J tons:
dSti tons

:

tons: A

Danish, i.dti.i tons:
Russian, A.Aoi tons

A

tons
1

S-ved.sh.

l.O!'

t

Norwegian. l.-lul

'A

Italian. 'Add tons;

I

Greek. l.d.’A tons; 1

1

mis

Austrian, l.ddd tons.

Seven of them

wood and lid of iron: At',

ol

were

built

abandoned

A.

sea

meeting of

t'o'ninittec

oi.

and
a

one

was

capsized.\t

a

sub committee of the Senate

Commerce.

Henry

Winsor of the

I’lii kid el pb i a Board ot Trade. Chairman of the Boston Committee, presented the resolutionsand sn staiued them

by pertinent arguments. Lie said that
building of ships and the sailing ot ships are
linked together, and we cannot be a maritime
people unless we are ship building people. An at
tempt to build up our marine by buying foreign
chips would be like an attempt ot a man to found
a family by bu\ ing other
people’s children_Bark
Robert Godfrey. 70d tons, built in Rockland. I St is,
the

and owned in New Brunswick, has been wrecked
in the Mediterranean-The smaller of the two
process of construction at Oakes’yard,
Bangor, for the Bangoi and Bar Harbor Line, is all
ready to receive her machinery, which is being
built at Waltham, Mass. The machinery for the

steamers

in

larger boat is building at Schenectady. N Y. It is
thought that both steamers will hi* ready to munch
a: the opening of navigation.. .The steamers
Ralph Ross, Howell, Walter Ross and Delta are
laid up at Bncksport. and the largest boat of Ross
A Howell's line, the C. B. Hanford is engaged iu
in the vicinity of New York There is talk
of turning the barge Clifford into a steamer_
There are over two hundred coasters hauled up at

towing

Fast Boston this

winter,

most

of them

vessels-The Thoraaston

being

Fast

.R B. Walker

ship
from Liverpool

to San
recently made the passage
Francisco in 1A1 days. San Francisco papers sav

that she beat the mail steamers from Valparaiso,
which portion of the passage she made in BA* days.
-The San Francisco Merchant says:
Congress
should put the tree-ship bill under the table, -and
pass a law relieving all deep sea going vessels from

municipal, county, or national taxation_A Boston shipping firm contemplates building two lirstclass iron ships. They will be built in the United
States if possible-Nantucket south shoal light
vessel, blown off her mooring on the A7 th of Docomber, has been spoken in Vineyard Sound. She
had been east as far as George's Bay_A large
has goue on Goodwin Sands and sunk
with all on board-Win. Adams A Sons, of East

steamer

Boothbay,
from the

are

same

getting up
moulds

as

a

frame fora

the

one

new

steamer

built last season

They are also repairing two schooners, and have a
prospect of more work-Numerous shipwrecks
are reported.
All agree that the past two months
have been

exceptionally severe ou the ocean_
again last week, especially

Terrible weather at sea
on

the Southern coast-There

were

l.OOOdisas

the great lakes last year, involving the loss
of more lives than for several years past_A New
ters

on

Vork despatch of the 10th says:
Long Island
Sound is Idled with heavy, floating ice, greatly in
torteriug with navigation. The Sound steamers
this morning experienced much
in

difficulty

ting

through, being compelled

to

sail

getslowly.

Sailing vessels had to be towed. Some that at
tempted to make the trip without tugs are fast in
the ice at different

points.

Ni-.w Vokk,

Jan. 5. The death of a Nautch
at the bureau of statisborn Saturday, the mother being 1'-'
the
wife
of
the
old,
years
principal chief of the
troupe ot Nautch Hindoos now in this city. It is
said to he the lirst child of Hindoo parents born in
the United States.

bah}

tics.

was

Jt

reported to-day

uas

A W est Alexander, Penn., magistrate is reported
have married I,.sou couples within two years,
and to have built a line house with his fees
The
reason for his
popularity is that his house is
located two miles from West Viiginia and twelve
miles Irom Ohio, so bridal couplet can easily come
over the line and bo married
by him without a
license, according to the laws of Penn.
to

Capt. Eades has arrived at New Vork from Vera
Unix
Ho has secured concessions from the Mexican government for his projected Tehuantepec
Uanal Company
He is granted the right to build
a ship canal, and is to have land on the
Pacific
shore to build a terminus and establish a harbor.
He is empowered to tax $5 per ton for freight and
Eades is to carry on the railroad all ships and
munitions of war free. The road must be begun
in two years ard completed in ten years from
May ?th. Mexico will allow Eades to secure aid
of foreign government to guarantee dividends.
Eades is r tislied the United States Government
will endorse the plan up to $50,000,000.

Mr. Blaine is a man of ability and courage. As
of State he would take some heed of
American honor. He would build up American
The country will welcome Mr Blaine
commerce.
to the State Department and thank ( Jen Garfield
for placing him there. [Washington Post (Dem )

Much loss is feared from the sudden movement
of ice in the Ohio rivers.

England talks of tattooing her soldiers
prevent desertion.

on

It is rumored that the Chiliaus have
Lima, the capital of Peru.

OlED.

Secretary

the

arm. to

(Nothing beyond the announcement of the name, age,
residence, tic., of deceased persons will be published

captured

The Argus says that the offence of Governor
Garcelon and his council, put at the worst, is simply
Russia has 100 torpedo boats of the first class; that they declared elected to the Legislature a
dozen or fifteen persons who were not elected in
France has 50, aud England 19.
fact. Exactly, aud the otlence of James Low was
The coinage at the United States mints during J simply that he murdered his brother with an axe.
1880 shows a grand total of$90,084,381.70.
[Portland Advertiser.
the

Saturday January 8th,
anniversary
Orleans, fought in 1814
(ien. Walker calculates that the population

of

Boston does not make as much noise in the
world as some other seaports, but her port ranks
to New York in ihe value of imports aud
of next
stands third in the Union in the value of exports.
the United States in 1890 will he (>4,407,000.
Unlike Philadelphia aud Baltimore, Boston has
A train near Danville, Ya., run into a slide of established a real commerce in which the outgoes
and incomes so nearly balance that ships do not
rocks, Saturday, and two persons were killed.
go there in ballast for an outward cargo.
[New
Two women in a sleigh were run into. Sunday, j York Herald.
by a tram near Norwalk, Ohio, and both killed.
The publication of Truth’s letter to (Jen. (.-artield,
Representative Conger is the coming Senator acknowledging the famous Morey letter to be a
from Michigan. He was nominated on the 0th.
i
forgery, and offering him the poor reparation in
The total valuation o! property in Kentucky is its power to make at this late day, will leave some
*370,131,000. of which negroes hold nine millions, j of the Democratic managers and organs in an uncomfortable plight. Lying and sticking to it is
A mother dead and clasping her dead child in
hardly worse, in a political campaign, than blunhi
wreck off Falmouth, dering aud sticking to it. And both of these bad
arms, was found on a
tactics were strikingly illustrated in the DemocratNova Scotia
ic management of this wicked forgery. [Boston
The Republicans of the California legislature in
Herald.
joint assembly have nominated (ien. M F. Miller
for the U. S.
ate.
was

the Battle of New

!

|

Mrs. Hayes is to receive a satin hanging and album from ladies in Illinois for banishing the wine
cup from the White House

under this heading.)
In this city, Jan. lltli, Johnnie, son of John and
Jane Sanborn, aged 0 years.
i\ In Stockton. Jan. 1st, of paralysis, Mr. William
Ritchie, formerly of Sear-port, aged 70 years and 2
months.
In Camden, Dec. 28th, Mrs. Mary, wife of < apt.
Edward Jordan, aged 78 years 7 months, *21 day-.
In

The amount of gold dug in California last year
£579.579 greater than for'79 Nevada shows
falling off of 8t;.‘.*«,•;.003 in her silver production

was
a

Judge Tourgee. author of *‘A Fool’s Errand’’and
•Bricks Without Straw." will lecture in Portland,
on the 19th iust
under the auspices of the Loyal
Isaac C. Parker, Judge of the Unit' d States Dis
triet Court at Fort Smith, Ark, has sentenced
forty men to the gallows tor inarm r. in the past
five years.
tireat destitution is reported at Tampico and
other parts <>t Mexico
The weather is colder than
ever before known in Mexico, and ice has formed
two inches thick.
John P. Hale, of New Hampshire, was the tirst
by the name of Hale that held a sc it in the United
States Senate, and Senator Hale, < f Maine, will be
the second of that name.
tii :• Butler has declined to act as counsel for
Kx C ‘verier Sprague in the div r-e case I rought

against hint by his wife, but will represent him in
the civil cases with his creditors.

lie pews of Plymouth church. Brookhn, were
sold tor the year. Wednesday evening, and brought
over forty-two thousand dollars.—a gain for iln*
year of nearly two thousand dolla-s.
I

Mrs Susan Jackson tin* widow of Jackson, who
t Col. Kllswonh at the Marshall House at the be
ginning of the war, died a few days since alter a
brief illuess. in Fairfax county, Virginia.
<

The Massachusetts State tax this year, unless the
Legislature is extravagant and gives away money
in large amounts, will not exceed a million * f dolIt was one and a half million last year
lars.
Fied, fell overboard from
New York, recently, and
was drowned, with boat keeper Wm
Wright and
Most s Smith, deck hand, who tried to save him.
deck hand known

A

pilot

Caprice,

boat

as

at

For the tirst time lu many years. Raritan Bay.
N J is solidly frozen over to the width of two
miles, and all communication by water t<» New
Brunswick. South Amboy and othei towns on the
river is stopped.
one of the most valuable volumes in
of President elect (iurfield is the
he
has
diary
kept for the past twenty years, it is
said to b full of vivid details of war expelieiice
and political matters.

Probably

tli

possession

File average temperature of December. 1 s >. was
about the same as that of December of the preceding year, but colder than for several years j rior t->
7m
Then 70 inches ot snow and 1 I-lb inches of
rain fell dunug the month.
A record ot the rain guage kept by the Morn
mack Company oi Lowell Mass shows that for
the last ten months, in ever} month except July,
the rain fa!! was less than the average *.»r the
month for the last tiftv four years.
Mrs. Harriet N. Cooper, colored, died in St.
Louts New ^ ear s day. aged 1 lb years She weighed l«t«i pounds
Mrs Cooper was mother of
children, the youngest of whom is 07 years old.
Her luisuaud is 101 years old and is still living
The total expenditures upon State charities in
Now York last year reached the enormous sum of
eight million dollars. The total average number
of beneiieiaries in the institutions assisted by the
State money was 11.7am, or about *1^0 apiece.

bii: is i. >w pending in Congress for the pur
chase of one of Lem-ge 'A ashingtou’s swords, of .t
ucpio-w for *HU»00, lor exhibition at the Yorktown
centennial. The State of New York owns two of
Washington's swords w Rich she bought for £*J0,(»00.
Mrs Meierhoffer, convicted with Frank Lam
mens, her paramour, for tin* murder of her bus
band, was hung til the county jail at Newark, N.
J
at 10 BO dliursday morning.
Lanunens was
hung from the same gallows immediately afterwards. Neither made a confession.
A

BLOOD AND SKIN
REMEDIES.
tin

From

lion.

If il/iam

Tail lor.

State Senator of' Massarfinsetts.
To -ay
Weeks \ Potter: CentUnieu
is only a poor expression of my
feelings, lint it is the best word I ean use, for I feel
it in even sen- of tile word. 1 have been a great
12
mi litre r w ith -Kin diseases for the last twelve
years. M\ head and face being covered with sore-,
I could not rest with the burning heat and itching
of the parts affected, and vvn- confined l< my hou-e
for week- at a time.
My disease has been called
Kezema.of a most aggravated type, by many physician.-, hut I doubt if ever fully under-food by any
of them. It was more like a combination of several
skin humors, i have spent much money seeking a
Messrs.
that I am

—

Aral si a, .Ian.
and organized by

Legislature.

Both Houses met at D( o’clock
the nominees of the Ke
The
returns of the September
publican
election for Governor, were received from the Secretary of State’s office and referred to a joint select
committee consisting of Messrs Berry, of Kenue
bee, Alortland of Knox, Diugley of Androscoggin.
Hill of !*>•',obscot. Walker of Oxford. Pattangill of
\\ aslnngton, and Clarke of Lincoln, on the
part of
the Senate, and Morrill of Augusta. Parker of Lew
iston. Verrill of Portland. Dickey of Fort Kent.
Linscott of Farmington. McAllister of Bitckspori.
Hull of Rockland. Fisher ol Boothhay, Marble ..f
1**11 is. White of Levant. Flint of Dover, Goss of
Bath. Guodalc ot Hart land. Harding of Waldo. Ale
Kusick oft alais and Finery of Sac *, on the part ot
the House.
A communication was received
by the Senate
from the \ ab.a. n Commission, stating that the
ot
said
valuation
and
enumeration
has
preparation
required more time and labor than was anticipated
by the Commission, and is not yet completed : but
they have proceeded so far in their work that they
will be able to report finally at an early day.
Thursday. Jan (I. A joint convention of both
branches was held in the hall of the House and
the following oflicers elected : Secretary ot State,
Joseph O. Smith : Attorney General Henry B.
Cleaves; Adjutant General. George L. Beal. Executive Councillors. Hon. Koscoo L B >wen. 1st
Councillor District : IT n
Frederick Koine, *Jd
District ; Hon Joseph T. Hinckley, dd District ;
Hon. Wm. Wilson. 1th District; Hon James G
Pendleton, dill District : lion Lewis Barker, bth
District, and Hon Samuel A Campbell, 7th !>is
trict.
The Fusion candidates were as follows
Secre
tary "1 State. P. A Sawyer, of Phillips; Attorn* v
General. D K Hastings, of Frveburg; Adjutant
General. M. M Folsom, of Orouo; Treasurer.
Charles II \\ Iiite. of Gardiner; Executive Couu
cillors, J F Dearborn, of York C. H Chase, of
Cumberland: J. B. Redman, of Hancock: 1) 1!
Thing, of Kennebec; S E Martin, of Waldo: J
B. Foster, of Penobscot: C K Whidden, of Wash
•*.

electing

caucus.

Ti TIs Pill
.jn-l received direct from the mamif
turev the he -t line of

have

iugton.
Friday.

Jan. 7.

A

convention

was

held this

morning for the purpose of qualifying the State
o dicers.

In the Senate, Air. D.nllcy, of Aroostook, gave
notice that at an early day he should introduce a
bill for granting the elective franchise to women.
He should do this that the matter might have due
consideration. An order was passed providing for
the appointment of a joint special committee on
temperance and the prohibitory law.
In the House the remonstrance of John Pelleyo
was presented against the
right of Joel Foss, of

Daniorth,

to

a

seat.

Afternoon sessions were held, and a joint com
mitteo appointed to negotiate for the purchase of
tiie Maine State \ ear Book. An order was passed
by both Houses for an adjournment until 1 i*. m.
Tuesday, the 11th inst
Saturday. Jan. S. In consequence of the constitutional question being raised that the Legislature had do legal right to adjourn over to
Tuesday
r. m. until a Governor is
elected, both branches
met Saturday morning at ten, but no
quorum being present, adjourned till Monday at ten At that
time, there will be another ajournmontto Tuesday.
Nearly all the members have gone home.
Tuesday, Jan 11. Both Houses met at four
o’clock, and adjourned without transacting any
business.
“Gratitude and Duty.
Hon. Win. 1). Kelley says in a letter to Hr. Star
key: “Gratitude to you and duty to those who
may he suffering as 1 was from Chronic Catarrh,
and almost daily effusions of blood in
greater or
less quantities impel me to say to you, and to an
thorr.r yon to </<ee any ihyivn o/
to
jinh/irity my watertom, that the use of your Compound Oxygen at intervals has so far restored my health tluit 1 am not
conscious of having discharged any blood for more
than a year; and my cough, the severity of which
made me a frequent object ot sympathy has
disap
peared." Our Treatise on Compound Oxygen sent
free. Address Hrs Starkey A- Pa lex. 1100 and
1111 Girard St., Phila.
When

dead man's property is put under tho
hammer, it is the sale of effects; but when a man
gets seasick, it is the effects of a sail.
A

a

Pine

Thing for the Teeth.
S0Z0D0NT is a composition of the
purest and choicest ingredients of the Oriental
vegetable kingdom. Every ingredient is well
known to have a beneficial effect on the teeth and
Its embalming or antiseptic property and
gums.
aromatic fragrance makes it a toilet luxury.
SOZODO.VT removes all disagreeable odors from
the breath caused by catarrh, had teeth, Ac. It is
entirely free from the injurious and acrid properties of tooth pastes and powders which destroy the
enamel
One bottle lasts six months
“wl

Fragrant

-A N B—

CASHMERE
T-

!»•

>

I.>11

Weekly for

Apples

ent. No.

nice* line

a

»■.

Seed

Lard rtt),
Lime t/ bbl.,

3i2,00fi 17,no

Wood, hard,
Wood, soft,
AUK

kit Meal 1" It),
>ni<>iis p It),
i>il, Kerosene P
Pollock p tt>,

pork p rt»,
Plaster P 1)1)1.,
Rye Meal, P 11),

iral..

Shorts P ewt.,
>uirar P It.,
£.1.-0
Salt, T. I., p bush,
bush,
lOLuU s. Potatoes P It.,
8.) Wheat Meal, P It.,

laall

$l.oo

As nirs1

lie found in tliis vi’-iiiity.
great varietv of

A

a'can

—

(LOTUS COB MK\ A BOVS’ WE All.
Here is a list of Prices : 12c.. l ie.. I ie. 20c.. 25c..
2sc.. 30e., 32e.. 35c., tile.. 50c., 55c.. ti.’e.. 75e„
soe., s.ie., HOC.. $1.00. $1.10, $1.20. $1.30, $1.35.
$1.75, $2.00, $2.50 Per Yard.
I have ilifTeivnt kinds of goods in these i>i-i<
I also have

New Goods!

SHIRTING-S,

Belfast Hat, Cap

!\

—AT

»*RI( K>.

\U.

THE-

READY MADE CLOTHING!

-A N D-

Mens’ suits, $0.00. S.OO, 10.00. 12.00. 15.00.
10.00, 22.00: Mens’ listers and 0,emails.
*2.75, d.tlO, 0.5(1. 7.50, '.00, 0.00, 15.00.

Furnishing Goods Store

Mens' I ia/ers/i i rf.s and Ih'mrerx!
Prom 30c. In $1.50.
FINE WHITE SHIRTS
From $1.00 upwards.

GENTS'

i

Room

iiavi-:

Paper,Curtains & Fixtures.
!‘.i>. paper >»l me <ain hn\ c it trimmed
free <>! • hargv.
My stork

r.H lii

HAVING .11 ST L’K(

otPr 1
AMI,

!<■

for

n-mc

*r

MATS

&

.ii

• IF'

that heals them all.
i

'Fry

prices

at

y'our chanee

Hosiery!

of mm !ii:snui*Tio\.

GROCERIES !
tea tor

t

*«!

GAPS!

Gloves So

is t oMI'I.KI i;.

m

••

IVKItV STALK.

BOOTS, 8HGE8. RUBBERS & OYEESHC-ES IXTECK
have

iU*
V\v i

pui’clia■ any useful article from my IM
MKNsK >T«H K. which consists in part of

!"

<

I

l.IVKI) \

URGE STOCK OF WINTER GOODS,
preparnl
I am
■-eeoml t<»

II ITS. I VPS. f.LOYCS. SCARFS, OVERALLS. .1! V1PCKS. IIIIIBFB lOVTs, LAMES’ I.OSSVMKB
i Hit 1 LABS, 1 VIBBCLLVS. Ac.

have the lincsl "took of underwear

I

k !•; i-:i»

WEAR !

Fil in PRICE AM) QCALITV.

UNDERWEAR !

ii.

!>i:i*:i*AKKI) To >KI.L

F* Xji O XJ FL
I.

than any

rr

c.\

otlVved

ever

bought

While Shirts: White Shirts!
I

CROCKERY

& GLASS WARE

*

;c1 ■;

Al.-o

a

g»M.»d >toek

5 Grades of Overalls &

i >i:u.

iU

>

-aid

to

hr the

n

Jumpers.

wMi of

th<•

•i

everv

Umbrellas & Rubber Coats !
1M< a
call ami examine niv ,-tork ..t I’mhrella
ami Ktrci.-r ( lothiny. a it a! wav- pav- f
■,
1. \I0. !•: -T< W K i,.
ibe|

ih.-S I >1 K.-s-

Tin;

CJiuinieal Paint !
a ix

t"

of

HARDWARE !

i

fail

hh‘h cannot

Unifies Wringers, both It each and tommon. Hand
Saws, Kej and Bracket Nans, Framed Wood Saws,
Irani so,-, to $1.10. sled Irons, \c.

Avi.

fora’el that i kr-p ou^tantlv in stork lir
-T< >M M.vDK WIIITI, -11! UT-, which havb
.■kriowie'la'c'l the UK.-T riTTINt. -11111’!'
it’ Inc Hi: -ket.
! also k ep
<

lair. I have I hina Sets from $7 In $12.

urj

’’■

t

*

ia the country having
direct fn-m the west bet ore the ri-c.
M v -lock of
••,>t:cern

mi:

Gossamer Circulars !
1 sell for <*»•».04)

OIL—

be-1 burning oil

non in i:

I ha\

al-o

••

lar^e

a

a--■

»r»incut of

-<

Thi
itive- an idea •*!' whal 1 ell, but I have no?
•numcr.iicd one-half tin* good.-.
1 haw* a huge
basket I »r a 'it
UA'-KKT. A ny one trading .-j2
"i- more ca-li, with me. i- entitled to a gm--.
The
• me win
gin*.->e- right >n-within <me-half pint is en
titled t<> a barrel •; <
ml) FI.< >l i:; the ne\i :> lb-,
of TFA: tlie next .*> lb- <o ('<>FFFF free. Am person can gm—
every time In- trade- £2 or more, oiv
\ iding he
t
not trade more than uiice ia a u;n
be
to
l>a.-ket
measured Marc I I A, 1>-1 ;,j | • \. M.,
in the pre-ence of a committee of three.
ltf
—

d<> yor ;o)id;ky• n■ i: r/..1 ra

BEA1T,

La

SEAKSMONT,

S LT S P E NDERS.

^aiNE.

I i.'-in Ii.

:

he eelr'iirafei I

ARGOSY
mIs..

! have

BRACE!

I .Mh.l. i.n’i' of I'llPT

a

BELFAST

NATIONAL

-A N D-—

WINTER SUITS,
Which

w

ill he

!

al priv-

eau'i lie

kix

I.)
o

la-!1*

-A. OARD.

:>

manhood, See., I will send a recipe that will
FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy

discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to tlie Rkv. Joseph
T. Inman, Station 1), Yew York City.
1 v-Jo
was

Speeii
Legal Tendto Nott s.
Redemption Lund with l x.Treasurer

Stockton.
In Searsport, Jan. Nth, by E. \V. Robbins, Esij.,
Mr. Fred W. Cunningham of Stockton, and Miss
Cora A. Hobbs of Searsport.
In Jackson, Jan. 4th, by Rev. F. 1). Tasker, Mr.
W alter C. Hawes of Northport, and Miss Rina 11.
Cilley of Jackson.
In Rucksport, Jan. 1st, by Rev. E. <
Rlanchard,
Capt. Zebulon Parker and Hattie L. Reed, both of

Rucksport.

In Rucksport, Jan. 1st, by Rev. C. R. Resse, Mr.
C. F. Allen of Verona, and Miss Lena R. Whitmore
of Rucksport. Jan. 4th, bv same, Mr. Charles s.
Homer ami Miss Hattie E.
both of R.
In West Searsport, Jan.2d, by Rev. E. F. Hanson,
A. W. Nickerson and Martha M. Ward, both of

j.oue.io
»

percent, of Circulation'.
!.I

o,7Aimm

Also, Mr. William F. Fletcher and Miss Eliza A.

M. Richards and Miss
dosh Billings suggests that if a man is on his way Annie E. Davis, both of Camden.
tho woods to commit suicide, and a hull sudden- !
In Thomaston, Jan. 4th, A. 1\ Xcwbert of Rockly gives chase, the chances are that lie will run for land, and Miss Mary Kellerau <>f Thomaston.
In Rockland, Jan*. f>th, Mr. Joseph L. Clark and
his life.
Mrs. Lucy M. Hart, both of Rockland.
In Warren, Jan. 1st, Mr. Charles s. Burgess and
Honey Bees.
We call tlie special attention of our readers to Miss Abbie E. Daggett, both of Cnion.
Iu Warren, Jan. 1st, Mr. Forest E. Lermond and
!
the advertisement of Mrs. Cotton, in another col
Miss Clemmie C. Libbey, both of Warren.
iimu under this head. Mrs. Cotton's new
In Warren, Jan. 1st, Mr. Everett A. Meroof Warsystem of
bee keeping is a great success.
-Iwl
ren, and Miss Emma Ripley of Cnion.

3i!Gi8

VMIl.n 11X.

l ndivided Profit.
m.:;71
National Bank Notes <>titam ling.d .Mnn.no
I >ividends I t,paid.
>o
-Jl
Individual Deposits sul».i <1 t*» Clicek_
lie*'".'.7!

i:

SSI

THE

GQLOEfl

HAT,.

C. W. HANEY.

NEW GOODS!
NEW GOODS!
RECEIVED

JUST

apilal >b ck paid in.sd.'in,nno.nn
>urplus Lund. ;;:;,ihio...o

AN

Entire New Stock!
-O F--

>
\ n. •»! Maim:, cor m \ oi \\ v!.!><».
dm r of tin- I Jolla M NaI, A. II. RKAPBI KK <
tional P.ank of Belfast, do solemnly swear that the

above statement is true to the best of my knowlbelief.
\. 1L Bitvnmi:' < a.-hn r.
Mibscribed ami sworn to before me this i hii da;,
of January, Issi.
B. P. Litd.iu
Justice of the Peace.
< 'orrect
\ttc-t :
JOHN <.. Bid K H\S,
y
N. M. M ATI! L\\ >,
Directors,
lwl.-i
IJ.VMKI. 11 A I. A

edge and

BOUGHT

The Sanford

Steamship Company.

-BETWEEN-

BANCOR & BOSTON.
Touching

ul

Winlcrporl, Biickvpnrl, Scursporl,

ItcitllSt. (i! Ill ill'II null liocklllllll.

<

Meanier

■w-

KATAHD1N, (apt.

nq\\'. It. Koi\, (‘oimneucimr Mini*
(lay. Jail. 10. I>M, w ili make
Sfanvu TRIPS PI.R WI.I.K, Until
luruiui

nonce,

leaving

uiimin

s

\\nari.

•2.20 P. M.
Passengers f»»rJP«>rtland leaving Belfast Monday,
conneet with Portland >teamer at Rockland,and arrive in Portland same night.
Luring the winter months extra care will he taken
that perishable freight is not billed or frozen.
Freight taken at low rates.

DANIEL LANE.
.1A\ 1 TITLE FIELD,
Agent for Belfast.
Supt., Boston,
dan.
issi.-*—2
Belfast,
13,

STATEMENT

Dec. 31. 1*80.

rXAVAIl.ABI-K^ASSETS.

Mining property of 250 acres; Farm Buildings, (:*,
barns); Timber Urowtli: 2 Shaft Houses, Blacksmith shop; Engine and Plank for working Mine;
2 Shafts, Crosscuts and Aqueducts; Income of
Farm, $200; Income ol Farm House, :$30, Total,
$230.00

LIABILITIES.

Loan on Company Note.$1,000.00
HENRY T. SANBORN, Treas. ti. M. ( M. Co.
\V interport, l)ee,. 31, 18S0.
STATE

OF

inm

«.n

in

inr.

rjrantinr

VI>‘

nrv.

before par-

»

A II

)F

K!NI>S

Custom Work and imm
Done at -hort

M. W.

notice, at

I

lie oM

RICH,

No.

stand formerly
:>\v

fS,

1

Main St.

Wm. A, SWIFT, Jr,
Notice of Foreclosure.
! I U N I.. lill.I.VM, ..1 liflfast.
WJ HE1IK.VS
W in the <ountx of Waldo, by licr mortgage
deed dated Max ‘.n, isTl. and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Honk 1»;»;. Page *d. conveyed to
me in mortgage, a et ruin parcel of land, with
buildings thereon, situate in Belfast on the wester
ly side of Bay \ iexx street, and bounded as follow
to wit:
Easterly, by Bay View street., southerly,
by land ->i E. A. I.Usher; westerly, by land of (
M. E. Miller; and liotherly, by land of .‘James (.'robe; and being in area one-eighth of an acre, and
aiso being the same premise- as were deeded to said

Ellen E. (.ilium by (
M. E. Miller on the first day
of May, 1.-71.
\nd whereas, the condition of said
deed
has
been
broken, now, therefore, by
mortgage
reason thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of said mort
\\
S. BRAN NAD AN.
gage.
Belfast, .Janary, IsSL :>w2*
—

MAINE,

Administrator’s Safe.
RSI' ANT to a license from t he Ifon. Judge of
Probate for tin* County of Waldo, 1 shall -ell
tit public auction on Saturday, the 12th day of February, 1SSI, at lit o’clock A. M., at the store of A F.
Hatch, in Islesboro, in said ( ountv, so much of the
real estate of ELIZABETH J. D<>DOE,late of said
Islesboro. deceased, as will produce the sum of live
hundred dollars. Said real estate consists of the
homestead of said deceased, situate in sal*l Isles
boro, and consistingof about 2f> acres id- land, w ith
house and barn thereon.
Islesboro, Jan. s, lssi.
;Hv2
NELSON (HI.KEY, Administrator.

PE

WALDO SS.

NOTICE.

l'ersonally appeared the above named Henry T.

above statement D true
Sanborn and swore
to the best of his knowledge and belief.
3w2
Reuben a. Rich, dustiee of the Peace.
that the

l.r

ASSETS.

Cash in Bank.$145.78
Cash on Hand. 300.st
S512.02
25,000 shares stock par value$5.$125,0ot!.oo

to

CASH.

ch as i n y it si a‘it ere,

isosiuii,

every Tuesday and Friday at .“*.00 I*. M.
Leaving Belfast everv Nlondav and Thur^dav at

WAtl.AHI.E

\n

('alt and

occupied by

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

FOB.

WHICH ! AM SELLING AS LOW

1>H\,)

Miles,

Searsport.
In Palermo, Dee. 2f>th, David II. Clark ami Anna
A. Belger of Albion.
In Rucksport, Dec. 23d, Geo. AY. Heath and Armena J. Thomas, both of Verona.
In Frankfort, Jan. 1st, Mr. William R. Littlefield
and Miss Leon tine D. Duclos, both of Frankfort.
In Liucolnville, Jan. 1st, Mr. Osman P. Young of
Liucolnville, and Miss Flora R. Young of Camden.

CHR-aCH ST..

<

In this

city, Jan. Nth, by Rev. S. Goodenough.
Mudgctt ami Ada F. I.ufollcy, both <>r'

lo.sTl.no

..

MARRIED.
city, Jan. 1st, by Rev. T. Gerrish, ( Imrles
Hatch of Morrill, ami Alice E. Partridge of Pros-

i:s.

<

FMIElt THE liil’i liLICAN .MIlllNAL OF F K K,

-*

all who are suffering from tlie errors and indis
cretions of youtli, nervous weakness, early decay,
you,

u u<

I .nan- ami I >i •« u 111 -.>!
.jj 1.1 i
I'. S. Bond- t> M'rinv
nvolai'dm. 1
.i.i.no
l>m- from Approv
I Reserve Agents.... I b .J-'M.-J
..'hid.do
Banking 11 »u v-.
Current Cxpeii.-es and Tax
Paid...
! .u_>m,um
Premiums 1 *;? id.
I.SO-i.Ao
Cheeks and other( a-h Items.
.oto.li
Bills of other Banks.
t.Ms.'i.nn

heat

Please rail ami examine m> ‘lurk before
pure'Iiaxinu el*ewhere.
t

BANK,

At Belfast, in the Mate of Maine, at the t lose of
Business Dee. .‘{1,1 sml

1.A--

<

Overcoats

UK PORT 01 Till; CONDITION OF THK

To

Hall, both of Liucolnville.
In Cnion, Dec. 21st, Mr. A.

OF

Cotton, Cotton & Wool & All-Wool

>1

SI.-Jo
u«loli

SPECIAL NOTICES.

this
Rufus L.

.Taa. !, I— |i:tf

r

HOLIDAY SALE

Table Oil Damask, a dozen patti rns. While
Linen and Turkej Bed Damasks,

.'i
.)a(‘>
IS

oma numanaa—am—a———————a——

lu

fa

CHRISTMAS

ings.Shetland shawls,Long and square shawls,
Cardigan -laekeis. i. tii im- ladie- aid a. niLadies fioakings. listers, (loth Ueprilants.

ij

<

girth

peel.

!'. 1

r

i:m in: a Tin: n. \

<

Price <>f beef P loo tt* live weight, extra quality,
$5 2a/i,0 75; lirst, 85 5000 12 q. ; second, 81 75a5 07
poorest grade of coarse oxen, bulls, etc., ,<> 50/i t
12 ;2.
Brighton Hides, >:2c P lt», Brighton 'fallow, 0 .<•.
p lb; Country Hides, 7C /jSe. p tl>; Calf skins, loa
12he. p it); sheep skins, 81 25a2 00 eaeh
Lamb
Skins, 81 25 a2 00 eaeh.
Working Oxen—Have been in moderate demand.
The supply in market was light. Wo quote sales of
0 ft., 10 inches, live weight 2soo tb, 8105:
1 pair
1 pair girth <5 ft., 0 inches, live weight 2500 lb, 8115:
1 pair girth 0 ft., 4 inches, live weight 2too lb, 8155;
1 pair girth 0 ft., 10 inches, live weight 2000 It*, 8125.
1 pair girth 0 ft., o inches, li e weight isoo tb, 8*17;
1 pair girth 0 ft., o inches, li\ weight 21*00 lb, 805;
Milch Cows—Kxtra, 850a0..; ordinary, 8l>a45;
springers, 8IS«i55 per head. We quote sales of 12
cows and calves and 5 springers for 8*100 the lot. 1
springer 84**; 1 do 8-7; 2 cows ami calves for 8*0:
l Jersey', new milch, $45.
Swine—Fat hogs—prices 5 a5 e. p tb L. W.

O.

Ferguson & Rackliffe,

KT.

Cattle Market.
Boston, Wki>nksi>.\\ .Ian.
Amount of stock at market: Cattle, 2:{**0; sheep
and lambs, r»10o; swine. l*i,s:>0; veals, 5a.

cure

'‘/ease yire iis a raft, us ire mean
fay ire as yo/ut satisfaetion in quality of yooils amI /wires as any firm
in tie city.

Prints from 5 to sc.; Sheetings from 5 to 10c.:
( rashes from le. upward': lire', hoods from
an sc. Knickerbocker to a line All-Wool I ashmen'.
Msn Velvets, Velveteens. Trimming
silks and Satin' Lares.Edgings. i; iches. Hitch-

34.oo<i.~i.oo
32.7)0<*:».00

Brighton

loss of

>

>

7ia»;
Lamb Skins,
Sl.bim 1.7
Motion
bu'i
Hi,
>ats V bush,
47t n is
li
Potatoes,
Hound Hoy* 4-v Hi
7n7y.
draw k* ton,
3*'..00a ■von
I'urkov 4r tt>,
12a 11
iYal & lt>,
iijiii
41
Wool, washed,
tb,
Wool, unwashed, fe*’ II*. Mb

UKTAIL M

In all the New Shades.

■

Lambeth,

•*

1L

have

SILK!

DRY & FANCY GOODS !

Which i

.Main Sm-et.

I lay tr ton,
I tides 4?' ll>,

lmsh,
dried, r lb
C

s
Heel', Cornetl, -\? lb,
-0
Mutter, Salt, W box,
7n
Corn b'’bush,
< orn Meal ^ bush,
7a
left 17
Cheese
lb,
a<i<»
Codlish, dry,#1 lt>,
•»
Cranberries ty qt
Clover Seed, b' it*.
Flour i? bbl.,
$7.n(tr<n.•_*."*

s.

KNITTING

MASONIC TEMPLE.
lias.

i

CURRENT
the Journal.

RKICES RAID RUoDI CR.RS.

:l'iu H>
\ o,*>
Beans, pea,hu>h 1 .‘m/j l.so
Medium $1 .Viii l.Te
Yellnw-eyes 1 .»*«»«i 17A
22 n25
Blitter r lb,
7uS
Bet f r tb,
OOhim
Bariev r lmsh,
12 a hi
Cheese rib,
10<il2
Chicken r tb,
12
Call Skins r lt».
Buck rib,
'.'lili
2f>
Eggs r do/..,
s (i lo
Fowl r tt),
ha 11
lleese r lb,
**

!

—A L S O—

-RED

RltODl'CE MARKEI.

ROBES,'

Wal'i'i (' illul\

Hil in

Lined HulTiiloes from $(>.00 to «UI.:>3 : Lap
I'nim $2.25 ti, $til.22: Horse Blankets tram $1.22
la $«.12 : Halters, l«c., 50c.. tiTo. and ml .00.

AM

The Ei TK
K V Remedies ;ire pn‘part'd by \V kekSi l*t n'TER. ( homists ami Druggists. :;♦>«» W ashington street, Bit.-lou, *J1 Frt.mt street, Toronto,
and Snow Hill. LomIon,and are for sale by all Druggists. 1’riee of < ETK'ERA, si-;,1! boxes’ at) cents;
large boxes, containing two and one-half times tie
small, si.ihi.
Rnst>event, si.no p, >•
quantity
im»ttle.
Ct Th era Medicinal Toilet Soar, 2 >
cents per cake ceticera Medicinal >iiavin<.
Soar, la cents per cake, in bars for Barbers ami
lyrla
large consumers, .V» cents.

saR<■

O F-

for -ale in IJelf-

Cl tice R v Medk in aeT< *ii. i.r s< * a restore- whin
Cl nci R \ sieyvini,
ness and beautifies the skin.
s< * vi* i- the only medicinal soap expressly prepared
for shaving.

PRICE

Pine Assortment
»

TA'i lor.

For all IIiimors of the Blood.
Cl IK era Resolv ENT purilics the hi.Lthi' ugh
in
ha. a
the bowels, liver, kidney- and-kin. (
Medicinal Jelly, removes dead flesh and -kin, ivn
tiers healthy uifers and oM sore-, allay- inflammation, itching ami irritation of the -kin ami -e;dp.

Corrected

MILLINERY GOODS!

BUFFALO, JAPANESE, WOLF

CUTICURA REMEDIES.

Bv C. H.

e-

Corn. Meal & Shorts.

BELFAST

j

Jan. 7th, <*lir-. •'. <
Roker, Ryder, Ho -ton Maud j
AT REDUCED PRICES.
Briggs Barbour, Curacoa; W.’F. Parker, DanicN,
New York.
I WE HAVE JUST ADDED TO OUR
I
STOCK A

answer to many inquiries, 1 de.-ire to >ay that
now sixteen months since I wrote theahovi*
statement, that my cure has proved permanent and
1 have nothing to remy general health perfect.
tract, hut much to add in grateful prrd-e of ilm

uni.,

Maine

OTHER

AND

SAILED.

In
it is

WM.

AT COST AND BELOW.

ARRIVED.

Month* Later.

n riiTKA Remedies.
B« is roN. Jan. 1, 1 ssii.

Bonnets & Hats!

*2'.»

J^n. sth, schrs. Brunette, Babbage, Boston; Advance.-. Portland; Sophia Wilev, Ham, Portland; Tei lner-.see, -, Hoboken; E. \. Elliot,
Snare, Boston.

cure,
soiim

statement Sixteen

Brophy, aged

Sarah A.

PORT OF BELF 1ST.

grateful,

and in 1SG7 I went to Kurope and consulted
1 received
of tin' best physicians in London.
temporary relief only, for in the spring it would
break out again as bad a- ever. When I came back
l«> Boston, l was told by many friends that Dr.(whose reputation for the cure of those diseases
i waited
was of the highest order) couldcure me.
1 followed
on tiie doctor; he prescribed for me.
his advice for six months, and 1 can safely say,
I tried other physiwithout any improvement..
cians, and among them Dr. --of Ka.-t Boston.
and Dr.-of city proper, but all to no purpose.
Thev did im* no good; their remedies were so ineffectual that at no time did I feel that a cure would
result from them.
Now, about three months ago, Mr. Meehan, a gen
tleman well known to Boston people, called my at
tention to your ( t tker a Remedies ami promi-e<;
wonderful’results if I would only make a trial, lb
told me of his own experience with it, and so per
severed on me that l went with him to a drug stort
and bought them and commenced to use them according to the directions. There was so much humor lodged within the skin, that as soon a- I commenced the use of Ct TK i'll v it came to the surface
and festered, until vast quantities hud come out and
gieailv xnimiM iie< 1 mV Suitd'U'ig: lor about I’.'.O
week-*. But I did not mind this, a I felt that I was
going to get rid of the humor when I saw it <-oming
After the
to the surface in such large quantities.
lir-t two or throe weeks' use of these remedies, I
was greatly encouraged by a gradual le- -oiling ot
1
the inflammation of a number of painful sores.
earetullv faithfully and cheerfully followed the directions’ to the letter, feeling each week nearei a
cure, until tin* present moment, after three months’
use of Cnirrii.v Remedies and twelve years of as
constant suffering as was ever endured. 1 « an -ay
that 1 am cured amt pronounce my t-a.-c the mo.-! remarkable on record. I have been so elated witiimy
success that I have stopped men on the -tree: who
in
lev
were a 111 i ted and told them to get tin* t
Remedies and they would cure them. This i- w in
I am so grateful t" v mi, for 1 believe them to lie the
he-t ami greatest «liscovery of the age. and that
they will eure all who are suffering with these dm
ea.-’es. I may add that i took no internal medicine
but the t eth er v Resolvent.
WILLI \ M TAYLOR.
is7s.
B(>sdis. Aug

17th,

Dec.

SELL OCR

SHALL

SHiP NEWS.

!

Kansas has two Congiessineu, a Senator, three
all total abstainers, and
Court Judges
every State timer is also a teetotaler.

Castine,

WE

years and 1 months.
In Rockland, Jan. 5th, Mrs. Agnes, wife of A-a
Black, aged 05 years, 8 months and ‘20 days.
In south Thomaston, Dee. 29th, Mr. Geo. Hoggs,
aged 53 years.

Supreme

stranded: BA

were

diision: A f<* mdeivd at sea: 1A are
by
mi-mag, witi; o clue to the manner ol their destruction:
were burned: dsuuk by icebergs: d

era

the Ocean Wavo”

The Democrats of Nevada have nominated J. (L
Fair for Y S. Senator.

sunk

recent

on

League.

Monday.

s

Mr. Bradford Ilodge, Hit* nio>t exBrttMIVM.
peri meed fisherman in this town, accompanied by a
party from Fairfield, tried their lin k at pickerel
lishing one day last week, on Lake Winnicook.
Twenly-fi\e holes were cut in the ice and trap lines
-ct.
In six hours tin- party captured twenty-live
pickerel, the largest of which weighed -e\ eu pound.-.
.\

itm-s-c- did not

person.

the

r

|A inehi

t>

shock
He is a native of Belfast, and has
some years ago.
been a sea-taring man all his life, and is much re-

-tick to
the truth ’that tiu-ir-tai .Dents were not believed.
Bum appears to have been freely served out, an
more than the usual amount of drunkenness was
olovru 1 about the stret t
Flu- i- accounted for
by a report that t;.*- jurv would not take the testiit is cimeluded the

storm t

reputation as a lirst elas- liarm-snow getting orders from abroad; and

would have been
valid, having lost the

oxving

found,

snow

from 1-

potato bugs, but the real

there

ird original.-! ii Turkex. Tin is a mistake, for
the fowl is indigenous to North America. It was
tirst carried b» Fngland early in the lbtli century.
I alike mo-1 fowl the domesticated turkey lias de
generated in si/e. jlavor and beauty. fVe shall
xx at eh with interest Mr. Hatch's etlbrt to improve
hi- brood by the means of tin xx ild bird.
The

Aionday,

just tinished some line harnesses for the Berrv
Bros’, livery stable at Vinalhaven-><»me of th<neighbors and friends of ( apt. < has. Brier, liirned
out, cut and hauled him up a line lot of lire wood,
There were but live teams out.
one day last week.
but had it been generally understood, no doubt

lii< .-lock

«•

w as

has

kept tied. Mr. Match proposes
by t;: 1 fowl. Tin* young after
"tie ortxx" :en* ration•••me perfect ly domesticated.
it i -aid that tin* famous turkeys of Bhode
1-land are time. xx ild
The turkey i.-so named
from the .supposition >f earlier naturalists that the
iniprox

local

a

makej. lie is

1 he f"X\ 1 has since ’.•.<•11 in the p—« ---ion »q \V. 11.
I’ Belmont. The turkex is .1 male. ver\
Hatch,

xxild, and ha-

on

LlHEim

wild turkey brought from Florida by c. j;.
Ha/.e!line, Fsq. Tin* bird wa- batched !•> a hen,
tin- egg having been found in the xvnods by a darker.

b»

The heaviest

The sleighing is good and biisine-s is
Bark is coming in liv cbrisk w till the lumbermen..
ly.U. Cargill is getting up something more

cents, sup-

Ic ia.-t

meeting.

known.

I- not

inv ited.

xx a

member.- every

»!•;.

had been used to kill

*y >ter -uppei* and
hureli vestry next

an
f

gaining

falling-There is a large lot of ] ay stored her*-.
<Htr shippers are waiting fora rise in the market.
...Klias, Charles and Wesley Parsons, in the m-ri ii
part of the town, lost three good horses, all within
Some think they got poison which
one week.

<

-o

is

Tiiokmuke.

*]*er at their eliurcii on

-u

Nortliport,

winter oeeurred

•,..•
i,.-*bil.
young upon Fa*
Prayer meeting
in the ev ening.Tin* Hap ist '- •riety gave a soeia

order of (hmd Templars... .< 'harles
driving Nea! Hornier's horse last Sabbath and w hen near the residence of Judge C. Iv.
Miller, the horse took fright and jumped the picket

interest of the

22d. and realized £277. The stores were also sold
and brought goo 1 prices....Bark CcorgeTreat. Fen

to her.

•'amiiel Parker.of this place, died suddenly of heart disease on Friday la-t. lie vva~ sitting before tin- tire, when he fell over and insiantlv
expired. He was about 7b years of age.

tin*

dealers here, the remainder packed and sent to
Boston. Last Friday night this store was entered
and c.ii cents, ail that it contained, taken from the
drawer-The produce and grocery business of
Parker & Cartel has been sold out to dealers here.
-V cargo of corn has just been discharged for R.
T. exBowers....T. l.\ simonton, Ksq., («. W. <
pects to leave home soon on a lecture tour in the

sincerely attached

AIiiNKi

repeat lii.- Temper"iindax. Jan. hitli, in the
,:
r ;
Hew

Mel
Mr. IF*--

111

will

--

na\t

aro

at

at

place, Blanchard, from Foo-Chow for London,
put mi Singapore Nov. 17th, with loss of
foremast, maintopmast. and all .attached, in a typhoon, hit. 'N....TIic hull of bark Clara, Nichols,
from Boston, before reported wrecked at Fort Kii/.a
belli, C. <.. 1 L.was sold by auction at that place Nov.

.Belfast Lodge will visit Diadem No. bbl at
Waldo, next >aturdav evening loth iiisl il tinweather i- line.Annual session of the Craml
Lodge will be held at Portland iu April.

« in i-t and /oro
fuming
*i tin* 1 *ar-ec- and < liri-tian

which time
Miss Jennie Belle Neale, of Boston, the popular
reader and pianist is announced... .The branch
Boston grocery store of simonton & Hill lias been
closed, a part of the goods having been sold to

Wednesday evening the *2Uth iust.,

devoted piety, that she was a sincere follower of
the Muster. And as she served Christ in life, -» -he
died in that calm confidence which faith in Him
gives; mourned by a husband whose home -lie had
made so pleasant, and by many friends whom her
unobtrusive, thoughtful, helpful goodm-s. had

..

Mr. (F*m-h who

le«iur*

"]

;

'-nit t:i

iln

or

of !;

pla

Camdkv. The concert last week, by the Orpheus
Club of Rockland w as a very line one and was
greatly enjoyed by our people_Rev. A. S. Ladd’s
lecture “One Little Sin, or a Plea for Charity” will
be delivered this week on Friday evening, instead
of on Wednesday evening as announced....The
next entertainment of tin* Star Course will be on

Osborn

“A Life

speaking oi the strength of candidates, UampT always make up my
lueeting John Allen says:
mind positively about such things, but subject to
change after election."
lu

about

.'Jon rods from

ner,

oemi

Methodist churdi la f -ab

f the

,;

MrH*yder. Hapti-t.

\.

■

iv-nght hay cannot go any higher for the present-,
a- consumer- will
feed largely with grain_The
railroads are overcrowded with ii^v : several hun.
de l- of ear load- standing on the track_Mr. II.

words.

<dt\

damage by the storm in this vicinity.

la III.-.

I*a111 aflernooM.

Lurnpo.

''\p .rtation of live stock from

7.oo(»

parts of the state.A session of the < .rand ( "iin
with tin- -pare engine
J. Dow ot
and -now plow, breaking out the road. The regu- I < il will be hel l at Augusta soon-AI.
in
lar train r*-,e-lied Iielta-1 at •’» I*. M.. and immediate- | Brooks, state Deputy, is organizing lodges
...The new lodge at Brown’s CorFranklin eo; mt
l’ei uriit
llurnham. The evening train arrived

Charle-

Home Farm think- the short crop j xva- very drunk, actually tried to get into the jury
I-* mu io te-!il'y.
But while no indictments were
s>iw V*rk and tin* Middle "taie-.
only aceiuntt" ind ag,-.::;-t tiio-eu lio -eli
liquor in 1 his city, a
parr for the demand for Maine hay. It -av-:
! .,n ..|>ix ille was -addled with two inman in ( '■ m
Y ii**i 11 r 1
is that Maine iiav is coming t" he redictment-. lb will prohibit conclude he had betd.-d a- hi tter, -wveter and imne nutritious than
ter move t< Bell'a.-t
"ii;
nay: and '.- espe-iall. -ought after by

!

over

n-

Epes Sargent wrote
fort}’ years airo

In Thomaston, Jan. 1st., Mr. Sanford 1). llyler
and Miss Sadie A. Pickering, both of Thomaston.
In Thomaston, Jan. 3d, Mr. Ktliel t; sidelinger
and Miss Lucinda A. Clemens, both of Warren.
in Washington, Jan. 1st, Mr. John'A. Barlow and
Miss Ida DeCoster, both of Waldoboro.

Clippings.

Generalities.

ei

Oliver Chase, who died in this city.
Jan Jd. was at the time of her death, a member of
the Congregational church in >earsport. For many
years she lived a consistent Christian life, proving
by her ‘[Uiel. unostentatious, cheerful, earnest, and

A large delegation «-f
(i*><>i> Tkmi’Lak Notes.
members of Belfast Lodge visited Swan Lake
Lodge No. 14b at Swanviilc, last Saturday evening,
and had a very pleasant time... .>eeretary Brackett
reports ~ix new lodges recently instil uted iu \ ari>ms
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card which will contain

another
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Fa-i

posted

printed copy measuring ten feet in length, ordiAir. It. son! this card
nary newspaper columns.
to the President, and lias received a letter of thanks
from Air. Hayes. Mr. Kittridge lias nearly finished

Thorndike

oerat, and lia.-

on a

the

Noble

..l

this city, has eclipsed all

lie wrote upon one side of a card the last annual
message of President I iayes.e.uitainingfi,lK»o words,

Jit Ige i a in.-"a w a im merle a Deni
He
been prominent in town a flair
tir-t intlie I.egi-iaiur. in 1MT. a.id again in 1 sT-b
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appeal taken and carried
wiien ill.lg'iiei:! v,;i- rever.-cd.
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of the Lewiston Jour-

correspondent

the Katahdin will lose 1
not arrive from Boston

Pkospkct. The Whig sa\s that J-niihei M tiugeu.,
a prominent citizen of Prospect, died suddenly Friday afternoon. He was about his work as usual
until three o’clock, when he was taken ill and death
followed in a few hours. The physician pronounced
it heart disease.

M'.aksimkt.

says in regard to Air. Stroud, who i< t•» take
charge of the Fpper Crammar school in this city
next Momlav
n«id *n
came t"
The school in District No.

.!
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Mr. H. K. Mc Donald, of this lty, has associated
himself with Mr. \V. II. Brown, in the ship building
business, the copartnership with Mr. John I Biown
having expired. The new linn will engage in -Dip

I\.. I*. H». Clement:

C.,
Helen Jordon; F., Hannah

F

1 ’ease

M. H. 11 uni

:

anmietl
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At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Belfast National Bank, on Tuesday, the following
board of directors were chosen for the ensuing
yc.o- —John G. Brooks, Daniel llaraden, Augustus
1’erry, N«»ah M. Mathews. Daniel Fainuv. A semi
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county Farmers' Institute, at Monmouth, Friday
evening, 14th inst., by Geo. E. Brackett, of this city.
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••Why Mary," asked
••her. “B* eau-i-. -ii*• replied, •••lesus* mamma
cl.
Marv,and I 'bought it would plea-c Him
a.i.nem; >1 dl alter her."
Truly “of -m-lii- the
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Tiiki.kam.k*. Fie* lions lor FM .Dirigo C range,
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a-l«> what name t » give it.
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Mi niglit. she informed her mother that -he
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We notice by a published programme, that a lecture on the Relations of our Common Schools to
Agriculture, will be given before the Kennebec

Brannagan.

v

iag'* of \ic\andcr dack-on,
ltcferring
of Belfast, ami Mr-. IVter
»>i Warren, the War
id < opinion, say11*11 correspondent of tin i; -, ki
The marriage eeromouv of the daughter of 1-aae
Peter-. colored; i- -aid’ by lim- present to Stave
been tlie most stylish v. eddies that has taken plan
in Warren for year
W ake up. while folk-: you
are getting behind the fa-

old ro-idiug in Bangor, whose
in Belfast, tuning received
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.Foreclosure,

one of eoalare being di-ehar^ed at our wharves.
.Yll>ert M. Carter ha- loaded -< h. Brunette with
hav lor Boston.... Mr. II. < Pitcher i- loading scii.
A. L. Klliotwith hav for Boston— Several vessels
here are under contraet. and others are due, luting

him oulsitle the bar. when
The-iterilV then seized him by
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liar
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and

t Tiring ! 'n present
big burly Xel
*t Belmont, has made
on. .! < ii.tries Tower.
.i
.'moxious by eli inbing «* wr t be bar am 1 in.
»?' Frida;.
tin law. 'rMr Baker nr-

tei

painful wound.
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coming year.
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Mr. George Gorham is receiving potatoes from
the Aroostook by rail; also from points along the
Belfast railroad. He received a car load on Tuesday from Unity. Mr. G. says that the Aroostook
potatoes arc superior to those in this vicinity.

patrons.

our

riii'ir

flicting

Bank

One, a Professor in a
>ay-, "1 think the Journal one of the best
Another say-;m r- published in the country."
We take lour paper-, but the Journal is the best
We particulailv like -Ourileorge's let
•hi-kit
,.
-ii' li e pre-don.- a- the above give us reiavoI

female tramp named Brown, accompanied by a
little daughter, called on the overseers of the poor,
She claimed to have walked
on Monday, for aid.
from Somerville, and wanted to reach Stockton.
A

Attention i- called to
the change of time in the Sanford steamer’s route.
.T<> the statement of the < iardner Mountain Cop.
National
ju-r Mining Co.Muiemeiit of Belfast

Journal begins the new year under most
..ruble auspices. New subscrilH*rs arc daily add:
our li-t-, and we receive very many words of
from

over.

go

.Jame- W. Crockett, a workman in
the employ of Hazellim* & ( >. was injured in the
hand last week, hv an ice pick. The pick entered
the hand between (the thumb and fore linger, inNew

Hie

u*cr

is of interest for our mariners to know that the
White Head bell buoy lias been repaired and placed
in position again, and is working all right.
It

Acc ident.

u-t

-nut

Mr. William Ritchie, who recently died i.i stockton, was the father of Mrs. Capt. Robert T. Emery
and Mrs. A. C. Sibley, of this city.

sleigh party will

commissioners report for lO is

lisli

>.

«

..,'

dance, with music by t handler’s band, of Portland, is in the prospective.
The officers of Pownal Lodge of Mason > at Stock
ton, will be publicly installed this (Thursday) evening by C. \V Haney, 1). 1>. ti. M of Belfast. A

oh

\

Durham & Hall, of this city, are making two hundred axe boxes for Kelley’s axe factory.

A

$.**<» from Mrs. K. (.'. Johnson.

of

01

Ic e that is now being cut in this city is twenty-two
inches thick.

^
O

TON H AY spALES. Small
Just tlushing for farmers.

scales, low prices
«waS

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.

Longing.

Locked

all the myriad moods of mind
That through the soul come thronging.
Which one was e’er so dear, so kind.
So beautiful as longing?
The thing we long for, that we are
For one transcendant moment.
Before the present poor and bare
Can make its sneering comment.

The rather novel

i'{

our paltry stir and strife,
Clows down the wished ideal,
And longing moulds in clay what life
Carves in the marble real.
To let the new life in, we know
Desire must ope the portal;
Perhaps the longing to be so
Helps make the soul immortal.

Still, through

is Cod's fresh heavenward will,
With our poor eaithward striving.
We quench it that we may be still.
Content with merely living.
But would we learu the heart’s full scope
Which we are hourly wronging.
Our lives must climb irorn hope to hope
And realize our longing.

Longing

In

a

Nervous debility, weakness and decline prevented by a timely use of Malt Bitters.

Biasing Car.

spectacle of

a

confla-

George (four years old) at the

^“B

table—“Mamsardines?" Mamma—‘ Wait
tea

on

S3

as

wheels, travelling at the rate ma. may 1 have some
till I’m ready. Georgie."
Georgia (surprised)
thirty miles an hour, aroused “Why, ma,
it's me ‘at wants ’em!”
the citizens of Lagrande from their slumA CHEATS* ill) V A XVAK6ERN
bers just before 12 o’clock Sunday night. Make from $25 to $50 per week selling goods for
K. G. 1UDK<>UT A C< >.,10 Barclay street,New York.
•Send for their Catalogue and terms.
The Shortline lightning express and paslyr.54
senger train, due here at Cincinnati at
Gambling is not increasing particularly, but as
12.45 o’clock on that night, was delayed black woolen stockings are tobe fashionable, there
will probably be a great many blacklegs on the
at Sulphur station, nine miles beyond
street this winter.
a
“oil
and
Lagrange liy
burning
box,”
while it was being remedied the baggage
Have Wlstar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry always at
master left his car (which is used as a hand It cures Coughs. Colds, Bronchitis, Whoop
ing Cough. Croup, influenza. Consumption, and all
baggage and express car, with a small ! Throat
and Lung Complaiuts. 50 cents and £1 a
gration

w

room

I

^

*s

V Chicago girl who read the paragraph about
the method of eloping by a rope-ladder made of
shoe strings, tried it—but we need hardly say that
tlu* attempt was boot-lace.

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands who
sutferiug from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver
Complaint. Boils. Humors. Female Complaints,
etc.
Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
Fowle A Sons, Boston.

Consumption Cured.
An old physician, retired from practice, having
had placed in his hands by an Last India missionary the formula of a simple vegetable remedy bathe speedy and permanent cure
Consumption.
Bronchitis. Catarrh. Asthma, a*.d all Throat and
A
also
and
flections,
radical cure
Lung
positive
for Nervous Debility and all nervous Complaints,
after having tested its wonderful .mratiw powers
in thousands of eases, has felt it bis duty to make
it known to his suffering fellows
Actuated by
this motive and a desire to relieve human smtb
I
ol
to
ho desire it
will
send
free
all
ing.
charge
this recipe, in German. French.
Lnglish. with
full directions for preparing and using
Sent by
mail by addressing with stamp, naming this paper.
W
11“
W.
SiiEUA!:.
Powers Blork. Koclu-.-ter
N. Y.
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we

oblige Dr. Kennedy.

bottle at the store.

<

r

leased the MelioN I’l.xk on Main St.,
ami bought lor CASH the

1 *ei i!
li
e.jtial t<* tliili-lie.I rem»" 1 \.
i»0 lOT Itr (»Ei EIT El> he -imiia.rity of
lor and appearance. These imituthms ennn"t in ani/ instant'? he compared w ith l’» »M) s
IhXTUAt T.
THIBI (.RI IT ( fc ItlTITi: i- always of
a
steady and uniform character. Tie* cxii-n
-i'. e faeiiitir- f..r the manufacture of |*< >N b
I'.\1UA( T enable- the eompam !•> iruarai.
t -e this, while lite imitator doe-'not produce
tie- -ame 1 e-ult- tu ice in Micee.-.-ion.
**'
TIB
m t r*>e< IBET i-i tin- inatiutin aiiv -f
l’< >\ 1
KXTIiAt I i- loo Well jraar-led and
t *o wiselv tran-mith-d to
escape.
*Oni:
BAV tJB BM BOB
TISAI»ft>.
T3 E V «le>irous ..t making a latye jt :;tv
in the ha hit of -tafiuir !*• t!-.
ciMuhut. who
i'k for h)Mf> i:\ i lt \( T. that
11•.t
they
keep it in hottlr-, h it have it in hulk.'
TIB I* < on l» % * 1 9* nO*T'tOIK it
or** to protect their pa.tr-m- fr-- n tinliouorahle trick, resorted to f-.rthe purpo-i of
palm in.e: off on the public a cheap d» coition
that can not in anv wnveomi-aiv in purit\ and
pualit' with this bld-c'-tabli-heh r.-mi d\
"OWHOI Oi 1C Eltll KIM uv in the habit
of taking old l*(.>NI>*> i\ \ 1 KA( i' hoti!.
|.
the ilru^ist.- to he retill.-.!.
No I»i. \ I. I 1; I
retill
a hottle w itli Lr.nuine I'uN I »'> |.\. ;
;
Tl‘ \< T except hr mptviiu' another liottii
i II K i (m»N I NTH i( B < On I* % \ V
will feel indebted to any one who furni.-dn-litem with the name of any dealer wlm at
h’tnpts to -.11 them any article in hulk ns
1*< »N 1 >*.- I. X l i; A( 'P. or the -ame a
|’< »N I»
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‘hmui hi n present to the ( lli/eiis of Scarsport ami ticinil}. an opportunit} to purchase
goods jn above line never before offered.
Me also lime a large and earefull} sclevied stock of

ever

Com, Flour & Groceries
Which "ill be alii al prices t» Mill tlie times.
" <• shall nia! c a specialty of

HOLIDAY
1

“Oh, yes.”
“Have you any objections to allowing
to see the bill ?”
rriYI*E METAL, trie best anti-friction mclal for
“Oh, none whatever.”
I lining machinery boxes, for sale at
And stepping to the door, and calling
•Joist f
THE JOCKS'A L OFFICE.
to a little boy some three or four years of
age, who had been left in the carriage,
FOR SALE.
she said:
i
DOl'llEE WORK ll \RNE^l>.
Little
“Here, Bill, conic here quick ; here’s a
used; made to order. One Double Runner |
gentleman that wishes to see you.”
Rung, Thill?- and Role.
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, M<
<»\v'*3
The gentleman wilted.

Babbitt Metal for Machinery.

me

SET

■

A

Belfast Gas Light Company.
stockholders
hereby given
the above named company, that,
NOTICE
choice
directors, and
to the

is

meeting

for

of
the annual

for

of

transacting

other business as may legally come before
will be held at the oflice of the treasurer (at
the Savings Rank,) on Monday, January IT, 1*M, at
4 o'clock R. M. Rer order.
JOHN H. QCIMBY, Clerk.
such

them,

Belfast, Jan. 3,1881.—2wl

BOHAN

P.

FIELD,

Counsellor at
Oflice with Keating A Field, over

Law,
Kglional

MAIM STREET, BELFAST.

Bank,
•

Burglar’s Awful Fate.

New York, Jan. 4. The residence of
Win. 1* Sheldon, of Brooklyn, was robbed
last night of jewely, silverware, etc., valued at $.">,140, the wedding gifts of his
daughter recently married. This morning the thief was found unconscious and
dying in an unfinished building adjoining
the premises he had plundered, ile had
fallen through a skylight and thence
through a stair well to the parlor floor,
crushing his skull and breaking both of
his arms and three of his ribs. The booty
for which he lost his life was scattered
around on the door.

High Priced Hay in Colorado.

Hay is
Col., for

selling in San Juan countv,
SHOO per ton. That is
pretty
well up, hut it is still far behind what
was seen on the Comstock in
early days.
All old timers will remember when liav
sold at twenty-live cents per
pound.
Green grass was then retailed at ten
cents per pound.
In the.summer of 1860
an old Frenchman made a
snug little
raise at packing grass up from
Flowery
District on an old horse. This grew' in
bunches, about a rod apart, was about
the thickness of a riding whip, and about
six to eight feet long. Having no
scales,
the old man used to count his hay out,
giving from three to five stalks'for a
pound. When this kind of hay was criticised hy his customers, the good old man
who did his mowing with a hatchet, was
wont to say:
“Ah, sare, 1 agree wis
you! Ze hay is a little coarse, but he
is very succulent, besides, 1 give ze
good weight. I nevaire cut one bay in
two—nevaire, sare, nevaire.” [Virginia,
now

Nev.. Enterprise.
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PROF. EDISON'S
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Is

a

31

used in

3>

for

diseases when

S3

Fifty years ago,
Eider Downs w as given S3
O
up by ilia plivsicians to Si
die wi ll Consumption.
I
Under these circumstances he compounded this
Cfc
j
JBtixir, was cured, and |j 3s, t
lived to a good old age.
s
You can try it for tire S*
price of one doctor's visit.
For sale everywhere.
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sions,
Memory, Spcrmatorrlm

worth double the

1111j>• >:•

Involuntary Kmi->ions, Prematun- (Md \ a \ ru-ed h\
over-exertion, sHf-abu-e, or my, r in> InLvnce. w hnii
v. i!i ctnv
leads to miser \. dc> a> am! deal ii. (>m M
recent cases. Kach box contain.- one month'.- In al
or
I.,,
a
-i
\
cOne
dollar
\
iii\
ment
box,
** ,{<>|.
lars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of pri.v. W ,•
guarantee -i\ b,»\e> to rare :111\ «• a.-e. With each
order received by us for ;\ bo\cnonmipanied
with live dollars, \vc will >ead th.c pnniia-cr our
written guarantee to ret urn themonc> if tin* treat
linmt docs not eil'c t a cure,
uaraiilee-i-sued l*\
IP 11. Mount -ole author:
ia^ent lor licit a-t. Me
of

a.

the :>I st of December. I s?!L
ASSETS.
Stock and Bonds at market value
Loans on Mortgage.
Real Kstate.
Premium Motes secured t\ j>•»!i0♦
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POLYFORM.

FRESH FISH

Alter iiiii'li

persuasion, /’/*<»/’. Kdison ha- luvu
t*» give to the world his truly v< mpiv\a.is'l 11 j
• h rt'ul di><-"\er\
lor alleviating pain. For
year- lie
suffered t'p*m neuralgic pains, unahle to lind any
remedy among tin* hundreds which he tried that
would gi\e him permanent ease. Finally he became
convinced that lie must become his own
physician
and seek, by experiments, lor the doin d relief. 11 <•
had taken all the well known sedatives, which
gave
only temporary relief, and produced nervousness,
loss of appetite, A:e. He now sought for a nimbi,
nation of such remedies as would, by outward
application, cure him of his distress and at same time
not be injurious to his system.
Trials and experiments followed this dertimination until he at last produced a
compound which,
b\ application,entirely .subdued all
pain and allowed

Of all

•<

his

s\

stem to

To his

recuperate, and throw ofl* the disease.
l*rof. Kdison gave the name

discovery

POLYFORM.
<.ratilicd with the result upon himself, he testeil
who suffered from nen
discovery up..
oils pain, and in
every case the relief was perfect.
The cures performed by bis gifts of Polyform became so celebrated and the demand
upon his time
amt attention so great, Prof. Kdison
Anally yielded
to tlie solicitation of those who knew the merits of
his preparation and allowed a company to he formed for tlie manufacture and sale or
Polyform under
liis supervision.
Tile number of remarkable cures, and tlie suffering Poly form lias saved, attest tlie wisdom and pbilantrophy of tliis course.
his

W KST A. ( O.. Sob- Pn ori,
J( >! I N (
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|>| A isi
W. Madison Mivei, ( liicaeo, ill
,j. \\
I’muiX"
wholesale a.uvnl. Portland.
lavuw I.',

kinds in their Season.

:!>.,* n •
li.a,
1

!

1

A

a

new

and fresh

place.

i:.
Peddlers will liiid tills the best place 111 the
to get their oulllts. as we curry the largest
and most complete stork to select from at BOTTOM
PRICKS.
Orders hy telegraph or mail promptly tilled and
t*
satisfaction guaranteed.

city

M I N l.o PARK. N. J.
CKKTIKY THAT
Till.
PllKPAli VTION
known AS Kill SON’S POl.VKOliM Is M\|)|'
.Ul’OHDINII
lo KOltMlI.A HKYi'Kli
NN1)
1 SKI) ISY MYSKI.K.
I

Kor

F. W. COLLINS &

CO.,

Fish and Oyster Market, Belfast*j£e.
S. L. SLEEPER.
F. M. COLLINS.

DOLLS!
\Vlli*u;»\M. <>i:

DOLLS!!
1,'KTAII., t(»u

Christmas,
B.

as

relief.

IvrT!

Price $1.00 per Bottle.
ritEi'Aur.n nv

The Menlo Park

Manufacturing Co.,

NEW YORK CITY.
SOLD

m

A

LI. DIirCiitSTS.

B. WELLfcs’.

HONEY BEES !
The Xete System of Her

Keeping.

rruvo Ml'NimKl) l’Ol'NDS
OF I ION F Y IN
small glass boxes from a hive of bees every
b
Oreat
in
-s.
feeding
prolit
year.
Swarming controlled. No lo^s of bees in winter. Fvery one who
has a farm or garden can now keep bees with pleasure and prolit. Send for circular of full particulars.

1

Address
iw I

MRS. LIZZIE E. COTTON,
West Durham, Cumberland Co., Maine.
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•Pitli Annual Beport
Free to any address.
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full Mck and die, when

-aved them lo love and home.

David Kennedy oiler.-' hi-*Ta\oril

emphatically

lOSJ .PH

March

a

Remedy'

medicine for the children -gentle

its action, containing

no

harm/til Ingredients

whatever, going straight f<» the Blood, which, when
impure, is the seat and source of disease. Furor it e
Remedy" is the friend of childhood and should be
found in every uurserv in the land. Keep it in
*•

your house for vour children*- sake, a- well as for
your own. Try it and you w ill he glad you saw
this article. Make no mistakes. 'Flu* medicine i“Favorite Remedy" and the proprietor's name and
address: Dr. David Kennedy. Roudout. N. Y. One
dollar a bottle.
Parties living at a distance, except in surgical

cases,) by sending

a

treated at home.
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Notice of Appointment of Assignee.
Belfast, in the County of Waldo and stale of
Maine, the lifteenth day of December, A. D. Dsn.
l’NDERSl(iNEI) hereby give- notice of
his appointment as Assignee of the estate of
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THE
IrKOHbE

\V. COOK SON, of l nit y, in said County
aldo, Insolvent Debtor, w ho has been declared
an Insolvent upon his own
petition, by the Court of
Insolvenev for the Countv of Waldo.*
3w Si
OSCAR J* EAR WELL, Assignee.

MM. ,L Bill DM, Tresis.

Ofilce 24 & 26 Oliver St., Boston.Mass..
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THOMAS A. KDISON.
many other complaints beside Neuralgia, such

Rheumatism, Headache, Seiatlea, (lout, l’ain In
Back or Side, or wherever pain exists, without
abrasion of tlie skin. Polyform will give
prompt
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No

higher testimony could lie adduced than tlie
eertitieate of Prof. Kdison, vvlio authorizes the
publication of the following:

HAPPY CHILDREN,

PROVIDENCE RIVER OYSTERS
These Oysters are uiiei|ualled in quality or size,
and stiih are our facilities for handling Oy sters
that we are receiving them by every steamer.
Mould also call attention to our Shell Oysters, as
within the past few years the demand has Increased for good Oysters at alow price, the Providence
River Plants will give perfect satisfaction and for
the price there Is no Oyster sold that can till their
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HEALTH IS WEALTH !

CANNED SU MON. ( LAMS, MAI KKUKL in Tomato
Nance. Ill l( II ill BRINKS. s VUIIINKS, KISH and
CLAM (HUM OKI!. KERMAN SAHIIINKS III
Spices and Mustard.
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Vaccination. Other remedies may
relieve Catarrh, this cures at any
stage before Consumption sets in.
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large lot of aew-eateh mackerel direct from (lie
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chine ever discovered, we oblige the* sick and sufdollar for

vanced stages.
1'cd as a BEYER ACE and A RRFTI / ER. it
akr- a delightful tonic for family u-e. i~ pc a-. i.i
m lake : if w cak or
P-ne. m Ii \ i
debilitated, it
to and strength to the wdiole human frame.

B. F. WELLS.

<

THROW, LUNGS AND CHEST,

Rich Assortment

( hicago, is on the label of every bo|!i<\
li i> well
know n to ttiv medical profusion" tliat T< >U Rot K
am I BY E will afford the greatest relief tm < -m-li-.
Colds, 1 nlluenza, Bronchitis, Sore Throat, Weak
laiuirs, also Consumption, in the incipient and a i

/. /: ii

Bronchitis,

SILK HDKFS

WELLS’

as

one

up in Quart-Size Buttle- fur Kamilv i ....
scientitically prepared ot Balsam Tolu, (,'rv-talli/ed Rock Candy, Old Rye, ami other tunic ..' TinFormula is known to our" best physicians, j- |,i-td\
commended by them, and the am*«ly>i> of mir mod
a. MARINER. i,i
prominent chemist, Rrof.
I’ut

a Notice to Farmers!

s tf

this all light and you will not sutler from kulnev
and liv<*r disorders, piles and constipation. And
m oileriug you Dr. Kennedy's -‘Favorite
Ueuicdy

fering

lntl ill Diseases of THROAT and LI i<>$.

I ustoin liohm* Square, under .louriml oilier.
Belfast;, !>■• c. 9, 150M
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Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Bronchitis, Asthma, Consumption,
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The remark of Mrs. Malaprop at the table when
she gave a tea party, that the butter o lie red her
guests was fresh from the on malory. was not very

o
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AND LIVER TROUBLES.

loniinenrlng Dee. 17, 1 sML

The -hamer LE'VIston,Charles
i.1.1 >i:t.KIN<;. Master, will leav Railroad
Wlmrf, Portland, re n Friday evening at i 1.1.7
o’clock, or on and a) of Pulhnan Express Train
from lio-tun. for Rockland. < astine. I >cer Isle, Sedgwick, south West and liar Harbors, Mt. Oesert,
Milbridge. Jon.--pt.yt amt Maehiasport.
Returning, will leave Maehiasport every Monday
interning at t.lin Vl<>«-k. touching as above, arriving
in Portland about
with the

yfT

The medication is ENTLRELY VEGETABLE and
HEALTRFUh. Pleasant to the taste, certain in their
action WITHOUT GRIPING. They take the place
of the nauseating doses, given for the above complaints.
They are the best aperient for children as well as
adults. All druggists sell them. Price 50 cents per jar.

and Macliias

Milbridge
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BILIOUSNESS,
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Cure for CONSTIPATION,

“

Mt. Desert,

Winter Arrangement,

A FBUIT REMEDY ASD SYTBE

oL

rj

Rockland,

SMITH'S medicated prunes.

2 * CALL AND SEE
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A Living Clock.
The human system is a kind of machine
pint is seriously out of order the whole go,.The blood in circulation is the mainspring.

I 8

2

£ 05

Aristides Mophus said t<> a friend, who had a secold : “You have a chance to make a fortune
in the livery stable business'" “How?” “You
have no end of hacks!”
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Portland, Baior & Macbias Steamboat Co.
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of about

in the middle in which the Louisville mail is carried), and went out to
where the train men were putting newpacking in the box.
When he heard the whistle blow for
*
*7y
A!i let us hope that to our praise
Lagrange lit- started into the baggage
CANTERBURY
SHAKERS'
Good God uot only reckons
car to get some baggage ready to put off
The moments when we tread his ways.
at that place, and as lie opened the door
But
the
when
beckons.
BLOOD
PURIFYING
spirit
lie was enveloped in a dense volume of
That some slight good is also wrought
self satisfaction,
smoke, and saw the centre of the car on
Beyond
SARSAPARILLA.
V. hen we are simply good in thought.
lire. The front end of the car was occuHow e'er we fail in action.
pied by I. S. Maddox, the L., ('. and 1.
Prescribed
by Physicians and
express
messenger, and ('has. Price, the
Plymouth—1620.
messenger of the Adams, and the express
Druggists for nearly
Welcome thou dark December m»>rn.
freight belonging to the two companies.
That breaks across a world of snow.
Fifty Years.
Maddox says he had smelled something
Ye clouds of winter, tempest torn.
Ye blasts from icy caves that blow!
burning for some time, but thought it
Fur with you comes a sacred band.
was the “hot box.” and did not pay any
-’
ii'i
hat ii purrpil K "hakei >;.r-aparilla
Of sea worn wanderers, faint with toil.
attention to it until he saw the fire burst
1 has e lung
ports to hr. lti.ii Crosf ij, M D
To plant upon a chosen land
through an opening in the partition wall
prescribed it, and think it a mo -t \ aluable medicine. !
Cod’s llower of freedom in the soil.
Jeremiah Blake. H. D., Pilmnnton, X. II.
behind the stove, between the little mail
Have
<>h guard that llower thus sown in tears.
known it for m arls hah a century. Our eonlidenee
room and the express room.
And hedged about with patient prayer
So nursed amid such hopes and fears.
in it.
in no m
The, car tilled with smoke almost inimpaired.—Carlton <V Hove;,.
5>o watched through danger's night of care.
and as the freight was piled up
Druggists, Loirell. ] -e. k svilb e mli lei, v of it,
stantly.
Oh glorious morn ! Oh glorious llower !
having prescribed it for eLhteen year*. -S'. M.
against the door in the uont end of the
Immortal league of trusting souls!
II
Hi\e me the
car Maddox and Price found they would
Dinsmor, M. D Fravrestown,
Time ne’er will dim that haiiowed hour,
"inker-’ "ar-apurilla :n pretk r. nee [ al!
While round our shores the tree sea rolls.
smother unless they could got the side
[. T Fields at the Xew England Dinner.
I !:a\e the mo-t
A. (Juiluutte, .br. />.. Bnstit},.
door open.
While Price pulled the bellunbounded eonlidenee in it~ healing and renovatrope to signal the engineer to stop, MadGlucose and Sugar.
ing properties.— irm. B. Breston, Druggist. Portsdux tried to remove the pin which kept
mouth, V. If. 1 eon-ider i: t.'ie best preparation
the side door closed, and open it.
Price
'.line interesting information is
given
t. P ITUlmr, Druggist. Bo.-/■ u
mad
the New York Post concerning the was so excited that he kept pulling the
by
!*.. not fail
Blood
n.a tri.'il of ihimanufacture of glucose and its mixture rope, which confused the engineer, and
Puriile: Appeti/.«-r afnd 1
the tir-i an
•,-t of
" ith
a'd no•'iaane- -:ti 1 d "ar-apari 1 !a, vvliien i- prepared
sirup and sugar. In the course of a Maddox found the pin so tight that lie
from -t leet. (1 >UAK; it lb*<ii s,Hl-;i{I{s VM liKUl.’II.S
lawsuit brought in Batavia. N. Y.. to de- could not remove it, and with the train
p
the < SN I KUIUIJV "•
i !II. n OF "II S I\ I' Ka
ermine the ownership in certain shares still running and the lire making rapid
and mo-t
beyond all e. .vipari-on tin- pur- -t, -ad
effective l'amih m«*dieim in tie s\ rid.
A-k for
the 1 ittllaio Grape Sugar Company, re- headway, the two beleaguered messenI oRItKIT’" ." 11 A K I! U
Tli
"\RS VI SKI! 1. \
gellnine i- -iirned bs Thom s< < < n:m: t i. it
ii.s
cently. it was shown that the profits of gers felt that their death was near at hand.
>v,
But Maddox kept tugging away at the
and s.dd bv driurgists avnerald
the business amount to about sI.Oimi.ihiiI
a year upon a capital of s4(Mi,000.
Enor- pin, and finally removed it and opened
the door, but not until he was almost
mous quantities of grape sugar or glucose
•-.allocated and the lire had approached so
ire sold, and the business has at least
doubled every year for the last five year.- close to him that his hair was singed.
until at present all starch factories turn When the door was tin-own open, the two
men, who were nearly fagged out, seized
out more or less of it.
The history of the product is this:
In both of the dour facings on cither side,
I'<ir
German chemist named Gnesimg and hung out of the side of the car to
and
i:...
I in New Y ork with a secret pro- breathe some fresh air and wait until tinrpm.Ki-. is no greater .{pool* Pi
ill t.i.• s\.
of lie Ii
Lll I (.ivist, Pilivs 1!
cess fin
producing sirup from corn at a train cheeked up to escape the lire.
‘ine thai. MALT BITTKB", piepatt!
MAI l'
small cost. The corn was first made Their hands were severely burned as
Biri'KK" COMPANY from F uj\rmi ni-u Mult mi I into
starch, which, after treatment with they held on the inside of the car, as they
eb! and e\
Hops. It is a Perfect Ihaeoatoi .-1
suiphuric acid, was run through marble waited patiently—each moment seeming
Iiaii-ted constitutions. It mm ie- iL do.. !. Midi- I
j dust in order to extract the acid, after an age—for the train to stop.
lies the bone
hardens the nm-rle-. •; :i• T- the
They think the train must have run a
! Duel. st was purified with boneblaek and
n
mind and
nerve.-, perfects dig.-thm, eheers
i.'iled to any desired consistency.
The mile and a half after the signal was given,
j
1 \.
It
vitalizes with new life esery Jlnidoi 11.
patent for this process w as sold to a com- but finally, just as they l eached Lagrange,
so, heeau-e i! strike- at the root of ail dehi
felt their cremation furnace cheek
pany called tin Eniou Sugar Company they
i.NFKKBI.LH I)li;i*:>TIoN and I M 1’oY I! K! "IIit
soi
s.Yfio.oihi.
The company at once up. and both leaped to the ground,
" ddovei
!•
KDBI.ool).
creeled works and began operations, hut was a fearful ordeal through which they
before the first batch of simp was turned had passed, and as they let go their hold
Dr. Goesling died.
out
When the first on the hot door-facing they thought little
lot of the new sirup was produced its ap- oi the risk of being dashed against the
fortunately they escaped withpearance was excellent, hut i: was found ground,
that it would not “stand." as the sirup out injury from that source.
| Louisville
Couriei -.louriml
men say : that is, it solidified and candied,
becoming a solid, waxy mas.- which was
unsalable. Dr. Goesling apparently finSpiiker’s Toast.
got to tell the company his method of
making the sirup stand, lie had known
Major Spilker is a little man, very l'at.
some method of doing this, but the secret
very genial, and with a head as devoid of
died with him. Alter several costly and lniir as a porcelain door knob, llis wife.
ineffectual attempts to solve the difficulty Mrs. Algitha Spilker, is scrawny, sarcasthe company gave up business, having tic and deaf as a saw log. A person
lost about .-'I OOO.IIOO
could kick a tin bath tub down the back
Retort- the New York company bought steps all night and Mrs. Spilker would
Dr. !m.,-sling's patents.a Bulfaio company snore like a bass horn in blissful ignorance
had purchased the right to use his pro- of the noise, which proves that she is
ct-ss in that city.
They met with the rather deal'. There are two things in
stmt! difficulty
which the Fnion Sugar this world of which Mrs. Spilker is verv
oiupany experienced, their product can- fond—a dinner party and her husband
deal. Rut instead of giving up the man- she never fails to accept an invitation to
ONE OF THE OLDEST AND '■'OFF RELIABLE
ufacture. they went to work to find out one or to carry tin- other with her.
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD H n
For
to what use the candied
THE CURE OF
glucose could be the last twenty years this couple have
it) the first place it was found that been in regular attendance at every dinput.
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
the glucose sirup, if mixed with low grade ner party given by their friends, and on
Sore Threat,
black molasses made an excellent golden these occasions Major Spilker, when callsirup,
which, while not so sweet as refined ed on for a toast, would always give one
Influenza, Asthma,
Cuba sirup, was as good in appearance, to “the babies” in such a
happy stvle
Whooping Cough,
and .-old as well.
As glucose sirup could that it never failed to create a good deal
he produced for half the cost of sugar of mirth.
Ills wife, although she could
Croup, and
firiip. the saving effected by mixing the not beat a word, knew what her husband's
Every affection of the
two wa- enormous.
In the next place, if toast v is and when he sat down suppleglucose sirup was allowed to harden, it mented it by a few appropriate remarks
'as found that it could la- ground up and
in which she set forth his fondness for
including
mixed with low grade dark brow n sugars, bailies.
Not long since they attended a
the mixture having the appearance and dinner given by a friend up-town, and
A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:
qualities of refined light brown sugar, unfortunately for Major Spilker. and the
with the exception that it was not so assembled guests, he
changed his toast
■:
feau't:i;c.u
sweet as refined sugar.
From small be- without warning his wife of the fact, who
the e:::-e with nio.'.t j .••
behind,
loose-i- i:,
ginnings the business of the Buffalo com- of course, thought her husband would
the ]
.4
thus renr .:.p t!..; .1.1 y grew to importance. The glucose routine himself to his usual subject.
• ouid be
do not bi: dix -:i\ ? :>
■Now. Major Spilker," said Mrs. Parproduced from corn at the rate
ililoir Ra:..e
1
*:»g
ofthiriy pounds of glucose, worth three ker the hostess, as the dinner advanced,
and a half cents a pound, from one bush- “it is your turn to give a toast, and
L?>. W1 STAR'S BALSAM OF V/ILD CHEIV'
pray
el ol corn, besides which the refuse from say something complimentary to our sex.
with ti e signature of1. i .L’TTS
:! :,cr.
each bushel of corn brought six cents
When my charming hostess," said the
”*0 <”» nts ami JSI.OO u B'.rii
when sold as stock food.
1're;...ired by SLTH W. lOWLL
)\
Major, rising, “requests me to do a thing,
j;
New York sugar merchants admit the it is my duty to obey.
di
tor., -Vlass. .'old
Therefore 1 take
U-->e Of glucose ill Vast
quantities, hut tilt' pleasure in drinking the health of the Inn liners are not the mixers.
The mixers dies -Pod's best gift to man. The ladies
V* &
l
an- middlemen in the trade.
They buy who cherish us in prosperity, soothe us
both i'll re sugai and t he glucose, and mix in adversity, and by their tender minis:
-’.it themselves.
Several firms do this tering* lighten the burden of life—I drink
■-ort -f business exclusively, calling the to the ladies.”
When the applause subsided Mrs.
product "new process sugars." About
Spiltwehv per cent of the sugar sold in Wall ker. ignorant of the true subject of the
street is glucose or grape sugar.
As the toast, tmt glowing with pride, said :
'.alue of the sugar refined in New York
*h. Mrs. Parker, you don't know how
aid Brook yn i- about >ii<l,0()() a year, it loud the major is of 'em.
I've seen him
toilov.s tiit ibout >'7,(100.011(1 worth of have two in- three on his
lap at once,
glucose must he bought anti sold by the pinching their legs andThe dealers are gensugar sirup trade.
"Alg tha ! gasped the major.
“■lust teasing the life out of the
erally averse to giving information on the
poor
FELLOWS* HYPO PH OS PH I T ES.
subject, but one firm whose business is dear things. He is such a favorite with
admitted
at
once
’em
that
and
selling sirups
gluevery chance he gets he is sure
I
a 'oinhiuation <t II; j
i 11 -1 •: i t« .originate1
cose sirup was used
in their business, to have cm in h:s arms, or be
romping
i»y ii«* in Canada while under the proces-of j-w.
and contended that it was a legitimate with cm.
He's gut the iovingest nature
inonary con sump;>n, and whi''h l.n- since been emuse of nature's products, the mixed
ot
man
I
ever saw and somehow
any
sirups
ployed V. tile ni' 'a ;.: pi •»«— i«ni throughout Amei i
being better liked by the consumers than they’ll come to him when they won't to
i"i and Kngland with uii|*:v edriilrd sneer-,-.
the pure sirup, which was too sweet to no one else."
It contain- the ei.-:,.*nt- e—ential to the animal
be pleasant.
Major >pilker fell hack in his chair
organization, the oxidizing agent- and tonic-.
1’rof. Chandler of the New York board with a groan, and silence fell on the
In combination with the stimulating agent pho-partv
of health, who was consulted upon the like a pile driver.
pliorus, p.iilt in merit
being .-imhtly aika
line, and i- di-pen.-ed in the -ns eni. ut ami p.datasubject, scouted the notion that glucose in
ble form of syrup.
He says glucose is
sugar is unhealthy
Josh Billings’ Wisdom
It- effects are u-ually vi-dhle within twin
i■ ir
found in nearly every article of food.
<
liotir- and are marked h\ a .-tim.dat: m* of the app.
orroclly .Spelled From His New ••('Ook Hook
A Bill for Her Last Husband.
tite, the digestion and as-imilation. mitering directThe man who gets hit twice
by the
ly into the circulation: it tom the nerve and
\ lew days ago a well dressed couple same
dog is better adapted fur that kind
muscle-: exerts a healthy action ■: the -rrretion-:
in the prime of life, stopned at a hotel in of business titan
tiny other.
neither di-turh- the -t"ma< i; me bdur-*- the -\ -tec
a town not a thousand miles from this
1 here is a great deal of religion in this
under prolonged use, and inn; m-discontinued ;•
••ity, ami sending for a justice of the world that is like a life-preserver, only
any time without incoir. cue.
In a word it p»»-.-e--*« tin -ti.milant-to arou>c
peace, informed that functionary that they put on at the moment of immediate danthe strength, the t >ni<
t" retain it, and merit
a
wished to he married.
ger and then half the time pul on hind
Yrr\ re-pe tful.v,
high degree.
•■All right,'' said the justice.
side before.
.1 vmi:s i. i i;i
w
Then he inquired their names, and on
1)0 not be ib'-inr/ by r‘ nn<lies bearn stnilur
Experience is a school where a man
name: no other preparation is a s'bsf note for this
being tol l, it struck him that he had per- learns what a big fool he has been.
under any circumitawes.
I ri7
formed the same sen ice for the lady some
lilt* man who doesn’t believe in
sol n a}• a /, /. Din ad.: < t w
any
years noli ire.
1'pou inquiring if such was hereafter has got a dreadfully mean
For sale b> \YM. 0. i'OOK A so>.
the case, the lady replied
opinion of himself and his chances.
“Yes, sir. 1 have been married previ1 here are two kinds ol fools in this
ously.'’
world -those who can't change their
opin■•Have you a hill from your former hus- ions and those who won't.
band
asked the justice.
A good doctor is a gentleman to whom
“Yes.”
we pay three dollars a visit for
This being satisfactory, the ceremony us to eat less and exercise more. advising
A
was performed, and the couple were deOut in the world men show us two sides
clared man and wife.
to their characters : by the fireside only
As they were departing the justice, one.
who had never seen a bill of divorce and
The world is filling up with educated
who had a strong desire to behold one of tools -mankind read too much
and learn
Tenement to Let.
the documents, though" this an excellent too little.
He,
■
tick m c5>< liiiii.i: ..tr.T- for opportunity to satisfy his curiosity.
Every man has his follies and oftenIr rt‘»i( one- tcnenjc iit <»i his rc.-i'h*ii<-t» therefore, said to the lady :
times they are the most
on Cedar-treet.
convenience
and
»d
interesting things
go
Every
••You say you have a bill from your he has got.
ealitv. For further particular-- impure of
<
M
E.
lsst).—eotf
\KTEK.
former husband
Belfast, Dec.
--
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BUTTER COLOR

It (Jives Butter theffilt-edired color the ja

ar round.
rest butter Du wr.s recommend Its use.
til! .;e best. ( renm.-rp >. A wunhal the Intt r:i say IT 1 *>* I* Kit I-’IU T.
Thousands <*f
national Diploma at X. V. Dairy Fair. A-k
tlrutriri.-t «>r t.i- ’viiant
r: t;«•
r-ito to a-k what it is. what
WFi.l S KI( il \KI»sO\ A CO., Proprietor*, Iturliimton, Vt.
it costs, who uses It, where to pet it.

